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PREFACE
rriHIS book will not appeal to a large public ; it is, I fear,

totally lacking in all the attractions of a popular novel.

Primarily it will interest the philologist, if anyone, but while

recognizing this, I should like to recommend it to the still

more limited class of those who may in the course of practical

life come into contact with one or other of the dialects it

deals with.

On the uses of a knowledge of dialects I am not going to

enlarge. The advantages that are gained by treating with a

man in his mother tongue are recognized by everyone with

experience, and dialects from one point of view are only

incompletely differentiated languages. Dialects, in many ways
a bane to the practical worker, have, however, the merit

that they are not actually distinct languages and that they can

be studied in their relation to the standard languages of which

they are variants, and, in fact, a knowledge of them is most

easily thus acquired.

In the present instances the differences between the dialect

and standard Persian are mainly phonetical and mor-

phological. Certain sounds in the one are more or less regularly

represented by certain other sounds in the other. These

substitutions can be predicted almost with certainty and

their recurrence can be represented as the result of
"
laws ",

the
"
Sound Laws "

of philology. The morphological

variations are in many cases the outcome of the operation of

these
"
laws

"
of sound change on the inflectional endings of

words, or otherwise they consist of the interchange of elements

of different origin but analogous function.

All these differences can be most easily learned by comparing

the dialect with the standard language, deducing the rules to

which the changes of sound conform, and noting the actual

replacement of one element by another one. This com-
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parison has been carried out in the present book in regard to

the three dialects dealt with, and anyone who may want to

acquire a working knowledge of them will find that it will

set him well on his way and save him the labour of collating

for himself a mass of miscellaneous detail.

He will find that yt in standard Persian appears in Bakhtiari

as or d, andft as d or S, to quote only two striking examples.

The morphology of Bakhtiari has not been set out in the

present work, having been left till a more convenient season,

but that does not detract from the helpfulness of what has

been done, though it leaves it lacking a desirable supplement.

The non-professional student who may have merely the

ordinary base motives of everyday life for wanting to know

a dialect, the class whom I am attempting to capture at the

moment, will find beside each dialect word its relative, where

such exists, in standard Persian, and it is not in the least

incumbent on him to follow me in tracing both back to an

earlier form in which each may be believed to have had its

origin.

Besides the main differences of phonetics and form, dialects

probably always display some difference in vocabulary from

the standard tongue. The present work is too small to contain

anything like complete vocabularies of the three dialects,

but it may be claimed that the vocabularies given include,

especially in the case of Bakhtiari, the commonest and most

important words in daily use.

So much for the attractions which this book presents to the

scholaT-malgre-lui.

It would be futile for an amateur to attempt to beguile

the trained acumen of the professional philologist. He must

be left to judge for himself of the merits and demerits of the

work. I can only tender it to him with a
"
recommendation

to mercy
"
and a request to search his own past record if he

has occasion to fall foul of misprints.

By the time it appears the bulk of this book will probably
have been four years in the Press, and the rest of it three, and
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its proofs have intermittently at long intervals followed me
in a roving life half round the world. It has not always been

possible for me to refer to my original notes, and I think that

even specialist authors do not reckon to keep technical detail

fresh in their minds for a period of years.

I have to thank the Royal Asiatic Society and the India

Office for making the publication of this book possible. The

former by including it in their list of Prize Publications and the

latter by undertaking to buy 100 copies of it. It was believed

that the Bakhtiari portion might have been useful to British

officers who were concerned with affairs in the South-West of

Persia during the war. But the Press has proved more than

a match for the war in avoiding a conclusion.

I have once been rash in promising or threatening a
"
sequel ", and I do not wish to repeat the mistake. I may,

however, say that I have further Bakhtiari material of a more

interesting nature than that included here. This comprises

popular tales of all descriptions and popular poetry, an

extensive vocabulary, and abundant material for a treatise

on the morphology, the omission of which here will doubtless

be a source of grief to my many readers, professional and

non-professional .

D. L. R. LORIMER.
GlLGIT.

May, 1921.





I. THE BAKHTIARI DIALECT

INTRODUCTION

rpHE Bakhtiari tribes occupy the large tract of

mountainous country in South Persia, lying

roughly between longitudes 48 40' and 51 E., bounded

on the south by the plains of Ramuz, Shushtar, and

Dizful, and on the north by the high-lying submontane

districts of Chahar Mahal, Faredan, and Khunsar.

From their mental and physical characteristics, and

from their habits, there is every reason to believe that

the Bakhtiari are Iranians of the Iranians. This pre-

sumption is not belied by their language, and it is further

strengthened by the nature and situation of their

country, which consists of a series of lofty and rugged
mountain ranges separating at once the Persian uplands
from the low-lying plains of 'Arabistan, and the home
and centre of the Persian race from the outskirts of the

Arab diffusion. It seems more than probable that

the Bakhtiari of to-day are the modern representatives

of a long series of ancestors who have occupied the same

territories and followed a similar mode of life from a

remote past.

The Bakhtiari have for many generations been divided

into two main groups of tribes known as the Haftlang
and the Chaharlang. The hegemony of the whole now
resides with the Haftlang, one of the sections of which

provides the ruling family, whose members, under the

title of the Bakhtiari Khans (Khawanm i Bakhtiari),

have, thanks to the part which they have in recent

years played in Tehran politics, acquired a European

celebrity and occasional exaltation in the columns of

the Times.
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Though thus figuring as Haftlang this family is said

to have originated from a boy of the Papl tribe of

Lurs, who was ejected by his fellow tribesmen and

recalcitrant subjects, and strayed into the Bakhtiaii

country from the west of Luristan.

Till the middle of last century the Chaharlang were

the dominant tribal group, and it was only Ja'far Quli

Khan, the grandfather of the present Haftlang Khans,

who succeeded in extending their sway and establishing

the general ascendancy of the Haftlang.

The Chaharlang are now numerically inferior and

confined principally to the south-east portion of the

country, where they live a more or less sedentary life,

and to its northern and western frontiers, where they
are nomadic.

The large majority of the Haftlang are nomadic, and

in the course of their seasonal migrations cover all the

central part of the tribal territory.

In the winter they are found scattered among the

low hills and undulating valleys fringing the 'Arabistan

plains, but with the arrival of the Vernal Equinox they

begin to turn their faces northwards and then gradually
make their way to the lofty central ranges and the

high-lying hill-girt plains beyond, which border on and

shelve down to the central Iranian plateau.

Autumn, again, sees them retracing their arduous steps

along unmade tracks over the intervening ranges to their

winter haunts.

Though nomads, whose principal interests centre in

their flocks and herds, they are not like many of their

cousins the Lur tribes of Luristan a pastoral people of

the straitest sect, for they also practise agriculture.

Indeed, many tribes cultivate two sets of crops, sowing

wheat, barley, and other cereals in the uplands (yeldq)

in autumn, which they reap on their return in the

following summer, and again sowing wheat and barley
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in the garmsir (hot country) in winter, which some of

their number remain behind to reap and harvest when

the general exodus takes place in spring.

The ordinary tribesmen are destitute of any bookish

education or knowledge of the outer world, though they

may visit the neighbouring towns as foreigners for

commerce or barter, but the exigencies of their active,

roving life, ever confronting them with the unmitigated

dangers of rugged mountains and swift rivers, and

exposing them to the vicissitudes of climate and weather,

keep their wits in a state of intelligent activity.

Pastoral peoples are not usually fools, as the humble

necessary cultivator often is, and the nomad grazier

should be a combination of Rob Roy and the Lowland

Scottish shepherd. The Bakhtiaii has more of Rob Roy

perhaps than of the shepherd in him, and his natural

pastimes, when left to pursue his own courses, are rather

raiding and robbery than poetic reflection or philosophic

meditation.

Considering his surroundings and his neighbours, it is

not altogether surprising if the Bakhtiarl is a man of

violence and not unacquainted with sin. If under the

discipline of relatively powerful chiefs his quick temper

may find satisfaction in belabouring a quarrelsome or

sulky wife or hurling himself on an annojnng brother

Bakhtiaii, rather than in the excitement and danger of

an attack on a neighbouring tribe, and if petty thieving

and pilfering often take the place of robbery under arms

and other high emprise, it is by no means always so.

At least, the manliness of the race has not as yet been

assailed by the debasing influences of lawT courts with

their chicane and false swearing to another's hurt,

practices in which, I have no doubt, the Bakhtiaii

tribesman would soon prove an adept if opportunity

presented itself.

The Bakhtiaii, whose ruling vice in his own humble
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sphere is that of all Persians greed of money and of

possession does not merely envy and grieve at the

good of his neighbour ;
he tries to transfer it to himself.

I am, however, not here concerned with the Bakhtiari's

morals but with his language, and my object in adverting

to his life and habits is to bring into prominence conditions

which are calculated to affect the range and nature of his

speech.

We have seen that the typical Bakhtiari is a shepherd,

cattle-owner, and nomad
;
we have seen that he is also an

agriculturalist, that the country he inhabits is wild and

savage, and that he is constantly exposed to the severities

of nature, to heat and cold, to rain and snow, and parching

dryness. All these conditions postulate a vocabulary

sufficiently variegated to deal with them, for they constitute

the crude material of necessary conversation.

As to manner of speech, the Bakhtiari is an out-of-door

animal and a mountain-dweller, and is accustomed to

exercising his lungs, if occasion require, across a valley or

down a hillside. The less sophisticated tribesman is

therefore apt to be a noisy companion in a drawing-room ;

on the other hand, he has, as a rule, the merit of articulating

clearly.

Turning to external conditions, until recent years the

greater part of the country was little traversed by
outsiders. Now, the Lynch Road carries a varying
stream of caravans accompanied by Shushtari, Dizfuli,

Chaharmahali,and occasionally Arab muleteers or donkey -

or camel-men. But this traffic is restricted to the line of

the road, and the districts and tribes lying off the road

are little visited. On the other hand, there is considerable

commerce with towns such as Shushtar, Dizful, Ramuz,
and Ispahan, where the tribesmen take the products of

their flocks and herds for sale, purchasing in their stead

the more artificial necessaries of life, such as matches,

sugar, piece-goods, and cotton textiles of all sorts, which
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furnish the principal material of their clothing, and all

iron implements, such as spades, ploughshares, bits, and

stirrups, as well as copper cooking pots.

Further, the Bakhtiari have some relations, frequently

hostile, with their tribal neighbours. On the west these

are the Lurs, in particular the Dirakwand and Sagwand,
and on the south-east the Kuhgalu, all like themselves of

Iranian stock and speaking dialects not widely differing

from Bakhtiari. On the north they have the Iranian

village population of Chaharmahal and Faredan. On
the east, however, their neighbours are the Turk I tribe of

the Qashgai, and all along their southern border, only

interrupted by the three towns mentioned above and

a few villages, roam the Arab tribes of 'Arabistan. One
small community of Arab origin even lives among and

counts as a part of the Bakhtiari. These are the 'Arab

Garnesh, who, as their name implies, make their livelihood

by keeping herds of buffaloes. The buffalo has no place

among the stock of the true Bakhtiari nomad.

Thus, the permanent external influences which may be

expected to modify the Bakhtiari tongue are: (1) the

Persian dialects of the towns. (2) the Lur and Kuhgalu
dialects, also Persian, and (3) the Turk! and Arab dialects,

which are totally alien.

There is, however, a further fluctuating source ofO

influences affecting the mental horizon and language of

the tribes regarding which a few words are necessary.

I cannot say exactly when , the Bakhtiari Khans first

began to visit the Persian capital, but it is certainly not

less than twenty or thirty years since the Sardar Asad

(Hajjl 'All Qull Khan) first began to frequent Tehran,

and at any rate ten or twelve years ago several of the

Khans of the rival families of cousins spent some time in

the capital. The primary object of each visitor was to

gain the ear of the Persian ministers and secure for the

family of which he was a member the coveted posts of
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Ilkham and Ilbegi officials who are appointed by the

Central Government and recognized by them as the

responsible heads of the tribe.

One chief, Lutf 'All Khan, now the Amir Mufakhkham,
served for many years with the then heir to the throne,

Muhammad 'All Mlrza. as Commander of his body-guard
in Tabriz. Later, the part that several of the Khans and

their followers played in the struggle between the
" Constitutional

"

party and Muhammad 'All, now become

Shah, and how they ousted the latter and provided Persia

with a Prime Minister and Cabinet, is public knowledge.
Under this regime or that which succeeded it Bakhtiaris

also held several Provincial Governorships, e.g. those of

Ispahan, Yezd, and Kerman.

The result of all this is that not only all the chief

Khans, but also hundreds of their followers, have in recent

years spent long periods in Tehran and the North, as well

as in several other of the principal cities of Persia, and

their outlook has been proportionately extended. In the

case of the uneducated this means an increased familiarity

with ordinary Persian and an enlarged vocabulary. Nor

have these been the only acquisitions; Bakhtiarl sowars

now smoke cigarettes instead of only the qalian, and

a respectable number of them have become addicted

to opium.
Another effect of these sojournings abroad is to make it

more difficult to say when and from what source foreign
elements have been adopted into the language. Arabic

and Turk! words may have been acquired at first hand

from the Arabs and Qashgai, or they may have been

picked up through the medium of ordinary Persian in

Tehran.

All better-class Bakhtiaris talk ordinary Persian with

ease and fluency, if not with a Tehran intonation or

preciosity, and are ready to water down their own dialect

with it. Anyone who learns to read and write does so
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in ordinary Persian, for Bakhtiari has no literature and is

seldom or never written.

The returned Vikings narrated their adventures in

foreign lands and on foreign seas to their home-folk, and

in the same way the Bakhtiari at his home-coming
doubtless describes the joys of the capital and the part

his chiefs and he have played in national politics ;
and

this cannot be done entirely in the restricted vocabulary

of the nomad or the cultivator.

Bakhtiari wanderings have not of late been confined to

the soil of Persia. Several of the older Khans have paid

visits to Paris and London, and more than one Khan's son

has been, or is being, educated in Swiss or English schools.

We need not, howr

ever, expect to find the Bakhtiari back-

woodsman talking a Frenchified or Anglified form of his

mother tongue. The effect is rather to alienate the

Bakhtiari chief's son from the tribesman than to draw

the tribesman into the vortex of European civilization.

Our general conclusion may be that, like all languages

that are not dead or moribund, the Bakhtiari language is

growing and incorporating extra-tribal elements, and the

range of vision of the tribesmen is becoming extended

beyond the geographical limits of their habitat, and that

this process is likely to continue until the dialect gradually

approximates, both in vocabulary and grammatical forms,

more and more closely to a universal form of Persian.

It will, however, be many a long day before the names

of the concrete objects of everyday life are ousted, or

characteristic forms of inflection give way to those of

ordinary Persian. Such matters rest with the mothers

of the tribe, who do not travel beyond the shadows of

their own eternal hills.

The Bakhtiari have for many years attracted an

increasing amount of attention on the part of Europeans.

They were known, indeed, from references to them in

Persian history, but as a modern and extant people they
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were discovered for the outside world by Sir A. H. Layard,
who lived among them on a familiar footing for some

time in the years 18402, when the power of the

Chaharlang chiefs, though tottering to its fall, was still

dominant.

Another traveller, De Bode, Secretary of the Russian

Legation at Tehran, also visited the country in 18401.

Permanent relations between the Bakhtiaii and the

British were, however, inaugurated only by the visit of

Major H. A. Sawyer to their country in 1890, where

Mrs. Bishop's wanderings also took her at the same time.

Shortly before this, in 1889-90, Lord Curzon had travelled

through Bakhtiari-land, and the best account of the tribe

is still to be sought in the pages of his masterly work,

Persia and the Persian Question.

In all these years, however, little attention was paid to

the Bakhtiaii dialect. I write beyond the reach of

libraries and divorced from many of my own books, and

I cannot speak with certainty, but I believe that a few

Bakhtiaii words are given by Layard in JRGS., vol. xvi,

and by Houtum Schindler in ZDMG., vol. xxxviii (1884),

pp. 43116, but neither of these articles have I been able

to examine.

The only systematic study of the dialect would appear
to be that contained in Oskar Mann's Die Mundartcn der

Lur Stdmme im 'siidwesllicJten Persien, Berlin, Georg

Reirner, 1910. Mann gives fifteen or sixteen pages of

specimens of prose and poetry with translations in German,

prefaced by a few general remarks on the various Lur

dialects, including Bakhtiarl, and followed by a short

combined vocabulary. The results of Mann's researches

are useful as far as they go, but they are by no means

free from error. 1

1 In his translations he twice renders BX- isd (isa) as "you", pi.

German " Sie ", but in his vocabulary he deliberately equates it in

meaning with Mn.P. i$dn,
"
they ", German "

sie ", and on p. xxviii he

again renders it by Mn.P. iSdn,
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I have, in recent years, devoted considerable study to

the dialect, and have collected large quantities of popular

poetry and prose tales. These I have written down from

the mouths of several Bakhtiarl of the upper, or at least

of the more intelligent classes, belonging to some of the

principal sections of the Haftlang,
1 whose language

represents what may, I believe, be considered the standard

speech of the tribe.

In the circumstances in which the Bakhtiaris live

dialectal differences of vocabulary and pronunciation

may be postulated and do in fact exist, but to ascertain

and classify all the variants would require more minute

and extended research than it has been possible for me to

undertake. The material at my disposal is, however,

fairly comprehensive and representative, and it should be

adequate for my present purpose, which is to deduce

a general outline of the phonology of the language.

There is naturally considerable latitude in the pro-

nunciation, especially of vowels. That is a phenomenon
from which no spoken language is exempt, and it is

of course particularly marked where the steadying or

petrifying effect of a script is absent.

I have chosen Modern Persian (Mn.P.) as the immediate

basis of comparison, because that comparison is more

useful than any other from the point of view of a person

anxious to learn the language for practical purposes.

The philologist can either already equate the Mn.P. forms

with those of Old Persian and Avestic, or he can find

plenty of assistance in doing so elsewhere. I have,

however, in general, given brief indications of the older

sounds which are represented.

I have provided a tolerably representative collection of

words to illustrate the various sound developments, and

additional examples of the initial sounds will be found in

1

e.g. Zaraswand, Bedarwaiid, Duraki.
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the vocabulary at the end of the article under the letter

concerned, along with all the words cited in the text.

It is impossible for me here to deal with questions of

morphology, but the differences between Bakhtiari and

Ordinary Colloquial Persian (O.C.P.), though noticeable,

are not profound. The following points may be

mentioned :

The plurals of animate objects are usually formed by
the addition of the suffixes -un (Mn.P. -cm) and -gel,-yel.

A suffix -ke is sometimes used with demonstrative force :

pi.d-ke,
" the man."

The termination of the 3rd sg. of the present tense of

verbs is -e or -a
',

that of the 2nd pi. is -In, and of the

3rd pi. -an, en.

The perfect tense is obtained by the addition of e to the

forms of the preterite : avedurti,
"
I came

"
; avedume,

"
I have come."

The Mn.P. verbal prefix ml- is replaced by i-.

The verb sudan,
"
to become," is not found, and its place

is taken by ivo i b'ldan.

The forms bdsam, etc., are not found, and are replaced

by the subjunctive of bulan.

The construction with the past tenses of transitive verbs

is the same as in Mn.P.

CONTRACTIONS, ETC., EMPLOYED

Af<y. Afghan, Pashtu.

Air. Wb. Altiranisches Worterbuch, Bartholomae.

Ar. Arabic.

Ary. Aryan.
Av. Avestic (Avestan).

G.Av. Gathic Avestic.

Y.Av. Younger Avestic.

BX. Bakhtiari dialect of Modern Persian.

G. Gabri dialect of Modern Persian.

G.I. P. Grundriss der iraniscjien Philologie.
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H. P. Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen

Etymologic, 1893.

Hii. H. Hiibschmann, Persische Studien, 1895.

Ir. Iranian,

k. kerdan (to do, make).

Kurd. Kurdi (most citations are from E. B. Soane's

Kurdish Grammar, Luzac, 1913).

Kn.P. Kerrnani dialect of Modern Persian.

Mn.P. Modern Persian (classical and literary),

n. noun.

O.C.P. Ordinary Colloquial Persian.

O.P. Old Persian.

Paz. Pazend.

P.Ar. Arabic word used in Persian; but when the

word stands in the Mn.P. column Ar. alone

signifies this.

Phi. Pahlavi.

Skr. Sanskrit (including Vedic).

St. Steingass, Persian-English Dictionary.

Tol. To! man, Ancient Persian Lexicon and Texts,

1908.

T. Turkish (as quoted by St.).

NOTES

1. A vertical line above a letter indicates the stress

accent.

2. The sign ||
between two forms indicates that both

forms are in use and have been recorded.

3. A question mark before a word or statement indicates

doubt whether the word really illustrates the principle of

which it is given in illustration, or whether the statement

is just.

4. A question mark after a B^> word indicates doubt as

to the existence or correctness of the form
;

after an

English word or Mn.P. word doubt whether it correctly
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represents the meaning, or if a Persian word, whether it

corresponds to the B^.

Following the usual practice I have quoted Sanskrit

roots and forms in their "
un-gunated

"
forms. Following

Bartholornae I have given Avestic roots in their "
gunated

"

forms.

Thus: Skr. \fbhu-, Av. \/bav-.

The sign : after an infinitive serves to introduce the

present -base didan : bin.

PHONOLOGY

BAKHTIARI SOUNDS

1. The principal sounds and those of which I have

taken cognisance in B^. are :

Vowels

a (a)
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SIBILANTS NASALS

s -K)

n
z m
j

LIQUIDS ASPIRATION

fc

r

Of the simple vowels given above some tend to become

diphthongal, thus :

d'a d'a da

e'i e*

ou oa

There are also :

au'u ai'i

where the last element appears to have developed out of

the preceding one and not to be original.

Value of the Symbols

2. d is as in
" father ".

d is the corresponding short. It has not been

considered necessary to give it a special sign,

as it occurs only in conjunction with h

(ah-, -ah-, -ah) in the diphthongal aa
,
and

>finally or independently. The value of ah

seems also to approximate to a and d, but the

h is often slightly pronounced and the vowel

short. Examples :

tahl bitter

bar (bahr) share.

d is used to mean d or a.

3. d is the sound of awe, autumn :

da mother (jackdaw).
d is etymologically only a variant of d. Some

persons affect the one sound and some the
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other, and the same man will sometimes use

them indifferently in pronouncing the same

word. From the extremes the sounds vary

inwards, and it is sometimes difficult to know
which sign to employ. The variation goes

still further, and the sound changes to o, 6 on

the one side and occasionally to a a on the

other. Thus : iva, wd, wd, wo, wo
;
aved (not

dved, probably owing to the accent falling on

the second syllable), oved, oved, uve-id.

4. a is the ordinary vowel represented by the fatah of

the Arabic script, resembling the u of "cut",

but I think more open.

5. a represents a sound approximating to the a of

"cat": (1) it is commonest in ah following

a palatalized guttural as an alternative to the

a sound
; (2) it also occurs before consonantal

combinations beginning with s; and (3) it

occasionally occurs as a variant of a before n :

kah (kah) chopped straw.

ivdrgah (wdrgdh) camping-ground.
asnldan to hear.

imanl (imanl) thou remainest.

mandan, mandan,
mandan to remain.

6. e, French e as in "detente"; Scots "day" (I take
" dare

"
to be rather dee

r). It is frequently

followed by an i sound : e i
,
e'i.

aved he came.

re*8 he scattered.

In some words e, e { may be replaced by ai,

e.g. aved, avaid.

7. e is an open e approximating to the e of
"
let

"
and

" men ". It occurs occasionally before n
ivenl he throws
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but most frequently finally when it is difficult

to discriminate from e, with which it seems to

interchange.

8. e is the sound of e in " water ".

9. I is the i of the French "
dites ". The nearest English

is the sound of ee, ea, as in " reed
"
and " bead ",

which, however, is said by Jespersen to be

always diphthongal, but in "seat", for instance,

it does not seem to me to be markedly so.

i is the i in English
"
bit".

10. u is the ou in the French "jour", oo in "boot".

u is the u of the English
"
put ",

"
pull ".

11. o is the o of the French " chose ". It tends to become

diphthongal ou, ou
,
like the o of English, as in

"
so

"
(
=

sou),
"
close

"
(
= klous).

is usually the o of the English
"
hop ",

" stock ".

Finally, and before A, it is the short of o, the

vowel sound in the French "
peau ",

" faux ".

12. au is the ou in the English "sound".

ai is the vowel sound in English "died" (I should

write Engl. "die" da1

),

ei, is di, or u'i. It is the sound I personally say in

"
tight

"
(teit),

"
tide

"
(teid), as opposed to the

ai in
"
tied

"
(taid).

01 as in the English "noise" (Engl. "boy" I should

write boi1

}. It commonly appears for d before

e, y, etc. :

jd'e joi'e

Mn.P. bl'dyad be-oi-h-e

Gutturals

13. q is the velar sound represented in the Arabic script
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k\

gl

k\ are often markedly palatal and develop a palatal

glide, as in :

kam.

\
are

j

gyerdin = gardan.

gyau \\ gau.

In such cases they should, I think, be classed as

Palatals.

the voiceless and voiced guttural spirants

represented in the Arabic script by
^.
and c.

Palatals

14. c] are t and dz respectively as in English "church"

jf (fore) and "judge
"

(jaj).

These sounds are therefore compounds : dental -f-

palatal.

y initial is as in English; yu as English "yew".

Medially it occurs only as a glide, is less of

a spirant, and varies in force down to vanishing

point.

Dentals

\ are, I think, post-dental.

B is the voiced inter-dental spirant, the th in the

English
"
this ",

" breathe ".

6 I have only recorded once and it may be disregarded

(it would be the voiceless inter-dental spirant,

the th in the English
" think ",

" death
!;

).

Labials

16. P \

bl call for no remark.

/)

v\ The sounds I represent by these symbols are

wj troublesome. Neither of them in its English
value exactly represents the B^. sound, which
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itself varies. I think the average sound is

what Jespersen represents by -\9
,
and Germanic

philologists by
" barred b ", 6, which is an un-

rounded bilabial spirant, the u in the German
"
Qual ",

"
Quelle ". When final and preceded

by a the sound is, as a rule, definitely labio-

dental, v.

Sibilants

17. si I am unable to offer any exact information about

z) the nature of the B^. s and z, or of and z.

They seem to me not to differ perceptibly

from the sibilants in the English "sit",

"freeze"; "shut," "pleasure," and therefore

the two first are, I suppose, alveolar, and the

two latter palatal.

Nasals

18. TO The nasal immediately preceding g is always

guttural, and I have not thought it necessary

to mark it specially. Where the combination

is in pausd, or is followed by a consonant,

the g is silent.

B^. tang, pronounce tan, like English
"
tongue ".

When a vowel follows the g is pronounced :

tangume, pronounce tatzgume, i.e. tan-gum-e,

sanger, etc.

19. n The sign n I have used to represent a nasalization

which attaches itself to the preceding vowel.

It would probably be more correct in some

cases merely to mark the vowel as nasalized

and in others to mark the vowel as nasalized

and add an n
,
i.e. kd-a, hdn

a, instead of hona,

as I have sometimes done. I think, however,

that there is often something more than

a mere nasalization of the vowel, and as the

c
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pronunciation varies between the extremes of

simple vowel nasalization and a full dental n,

this intermediate stage seems not improbable.

As, however, I adopted the use of the sign n

for this sound many years ago when first

writing down Bakhtiarl, and have ever since

continued to employ it from various considera-

tions of convenience, it is possible that my
phonetical appreciation has been prejudiced

by my eye.

Liquids

20. About m, r, I I have no remarks to offer. They
do not seem to differ noticeably from the

corresponding English sounds, except that

the r is always sounded and is not only

a graphic survival as frequently in English

(water = wdto, etc.).

Aspiration

20a. Ji is as in English. Its position varies with the

accompanying vowel. In liar it is further

back than in hln.

21. In the transliteration of Mn.P. :

(a) I have shown the classical e and 6 sounds as

I and u, as they are now in most cases

pronounced, except where it was desirable to

distinguish between what were e and o and f
l

and li respectively in classical Persian.

(b) Written a I have shown as a, but it is to be

remembered that at the present day it usually

sounds more as a short d or o (o) and fre-

quently before n as u.

(c.)
a is usualty a somewhat drawled sound which

I am unable to describe phonetically. It is

not the English a in "cat" as Englishmen
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frequently like to make it, desiring to recognize

a familiar friend. Often a is pronounced as e.

(d) Written ai and a^l I have represented by those

groups, though their pronunciation nowadays
more usually approaches & and ou .

(e) As in B^., Mn.P. q tends to be pronounced as

7, and 7 as q.

(/) The i/-glide boldly shown in most translitera-

tions of Mn. P. is slight or imperceptible :

yl'dr or yi
vdr, not %1'ydr.

gurba i qasangl, a handsome cat.

(</)
The v/w question also presents difficulties in

Mn.P. The solution is to be sought in -^ .

(h) I have omitted -h where it has no etymological

value.

POSTSCRIPT

Since writing the above notes I have happily

"discovered" the textbooks issued under the auspices of

the International Phonetic Association, and have been

able to acquaint myself to some extent with the principles

and doctrines of the Association.

In particular I owe a special debt for enlightenment
to Daniel Jones's Pronunciation of English, Grant's Pro-

nunciation of English in Scotland, and Noel-Armfi eld's

General Phonetics, which appear to me wholly admirable.

This good opinion is, I believe, not entirely due to my
having found in these works confirmation and support in

many doubts and suspicions which I had come to entertain

of expressed or implied phonetic assertions contained in

ordinary books on language: o in "on" is not the short

of o in "dote" (Scots) and so on, and Scots has a pure
e and o corresponding to the French e and o (in tot), etc.

Looking through what I have written above I would

now tentatively establish the following equations with

symbols employed by the I. P.A. :
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a, a = a: and a d 9:, 9 (Scots) a = A

a =CG or a (Scots) e =
e:, e (Scots) e = e:, e

e = d I =
i:, i i i

Final e and i sometimes = i (Scots).

u. =u:,u u=u(?) -0 =

o =
o:, o (Scots) o =

o:, o

ai = aiorai(?) ei=9i

au = at7 or au(?) oi = oi

Note. A point to note is that my long signs real!}'

represent quality, and not length. I think that vowels

are seldom fully long in B^. except when in the final

position, e.g. pa =
pq:.

If this is so, a point of similarity is to be remarked

between B^. and SamnanI, vide 3 of Arthur Christensen's
" Le Dialecte de Samnan

"
in the Memoires de VAcadeinie

Royale des Sciences et des Belles Lettres de Danemark,
7 me serie, Section des Lettres, t. ii, No. 4, 1915.

q = q k = k k* = c

X = X 7 = H
= 6l

j = dz y =j (i, also sometimes c ?)

8 = *

v = v v and w both probably tend to -\9

TO =
i)

r probably r and ju

I cannot venture to diagnose I, but I think it inclines

to I
1 rather than to l

u
. As regards h see the Pronunciation

f English in Scotland, 124.o

VOWELS
22, a, a.

(1) Bx - a, a = Mn.P. a; Av. O.P. a, a

Initial

BX- dwistun pregnant ; Mn.P. dbistan Av. a

dwodl place of dbddi d

habitation
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all
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23. a, e.

(1) Bx . a - Mn.P. a; O.P. Av. a

Initial

BX-
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iyasnin you recognize (mlsinasld) O.P. a

'ast left, let (hist) Av. Vhardz-

mand
\\

remained mand O.P. a

mand
\\
mand

maShur generally known mashur Ar.

zamand tired Etym. (?)

Note also :

xard ate xvurd Av. -arz-

suva in the morning (sabah ?) Ar.

tak
||
tak alone

25. e, e1
.

(1) Bx . e = Mn.P. I (Classical e), chiefly O.P. ai
;
Av. ae

Jfedia

BX-
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zena,zangel wife, women zan, Y. A.v.janay-,

zanhd G. Av.jvnay-
zera bi zera gradually zarra Ar.

For Bx . er = Mn.P. ar, ur
;
Av. m. Vide 58.2

(3) BX- e, ei = Mn.P. a + i, i + a, -ih-, -iha-, -ihi-

surme'i

zinde'i

mude'is

hame'isun

tikes dad

bi .

antimony

life(time)

his opponent,

adversary
all of them

he propped him

up against . .

me(h)munl entertaining

ide

ine

Vel

(
= bihal)

(4) ne + i <

a guest
l)e gives

he places

let, allow

surma'I

(zinda'i)

zindagl
muddcCl'as

hama(i) san

takiya'as

. hard ba . . .

mihmanl O.P.

*mai@man-

mldihad

inlniJiad

(bihil)

^ na + palatal vowel

ne'ib is not nisi

(
= na + ked) (

= na + hast)

ne'ldumat I did not see you na didamat

(
= na-dulumat)

(5) The following may also be noted :

to seize

to weep

husband

giriftan

mlglrad

(girlstan),

girya k.

Vide 58 . 2agiredan,

igire

girevistan

igireve

mera

pi. mirgyel \\

mergyel

Etym. ? It is difficult to connect this word or G. modmirn,
"mother of the husband," with any form such as (). 1

J

.

martiya, owing to the absence of any relic of the t.

men
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26. e.

(1) Bx . e = Mn.P. a in neighbourhood of palatal sound

biniyerim let us see binigarlm

rayetl acting as a ra'yatl Ar.

cultivator

yekl || yekl one yaki

er for er following k :

kerd\\kerd\\ did kard

before n, nd, followed by a palatal vowel :

ibendl
||

thou tiest mlbandl

ibandi

xuddwendi\\God\\ood \\
God !

vendl
||

thou threwest

vandl

zamendl
\\

tiredness
||
tired

zamand

(2) Bx . e = Mn.P.
i, ih

e
||
i

||
a i (the izafa)

e\\i verbal prefix

e.g. egub,
" he was saying

"

ke
||
ki that(conj.) kih Q.P.*kaya-

merabunl kindness i/nihr(a}bcinl

O.P. -id-

se
||
se three sih O.P. i

(3) BX- -e frequently alternates with -e

ye || ye one

27. I.

(1) Bx . I = Mn.P. I

I this (adj.) O.C.P. In, I Skr. ena

-i nom. ending
- Phi. -t^
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-idan
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O.P. asabari-

Tol. s.v.

Ar.

sl'dr
|| mounted, suwar,

suwdr riding sawar

(6) Bx . I = Mn.P. 6, au

mlsum season mausim,
mosiin

(7) Bx . I and e are sometimes used alternatively

husband

husband of

men
mr
inlrgel

te

-I -e

eye

my eye
2nd sing, verbal ending

(8) B^. I prosthetic

lind

28. i.

we

you (plur.)

Cf. O.P. ama^am
Av. ahmaka-

suma (?) Cf. G.Av. ^smaka-
Av. yusmaka- (?)

(1) Bx . i =
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dindun
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du

-du$-

(do
u
San)

-duz-

dust

ikuam
Mh

||
koh

ruz

(so
u
San) :

isuse

u

sour milk

to milk

to sew

friend

last night

I pound
mountain

day
it burns

that (adj.) o

ddy
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(5) Final -an is usually -iin, sometimes -on in B^. ;

medially on alternates with Tin, and sometimes an

is found.

donist
||

he knew danist

dunist

liona
||
huna house %cina

Note. B^. igurHsum,
"
I run away

"
(past base (jurob-),

in Mn.P. m-lgur'lzam, which, however, in O.C.P. has tlie

alternative past bases (jurlyt and guro-^t.

30. u.

(1) Ex . u - Mn.P. u

gu&an, to say guftan O.P. \/yub-

gudan
ikunum I do mikunam O. P. u

%um || %u
um myself ^udam Av. y^ato

->Mn.P. x
vud

tiiru sour turs

iy&ftam I fall inl'uftam Av. ava +

Vpat-

(2) B^. u = Mn.P. a usually when in tlie neiglibour-

hood of a labial, and particularly before in, and

occasionally in other circumstances.

cddur veil, tent cddar

duJiun
||

mouth dahdn Av. zafati-

ddhiin O. C. P. dalian

juwan || j^oun^ man jawdn Av. ace.

javon. etc. yavdndm
rundan

\\
to drive randan

rondan (
*= *rawdn(l}dan)

iruvnm I go mwnwamO

wur- vb. prefix 6a?'- O.P. a

wur on, upon 6ar O.P. a
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-um

ddum
hum,

Before m B^. u = Mn.P. a (i) :

1st sg. vb.
suff.^i

1st sg. enclitic I -am O.P. a

pronoun J

ordinal suffix

man
also

hum-sd,etc. neighbour
halcum ruler

zumin ground

(3) EX- u = Mn.P. a before m

-urn

adam
ham

ham-saya
hakim Ar.

zamin

Av. -artia-

Ar.

O.P. a

aram Av. a
; O.P.arum ease

anjum gired be completed anjam girift

iltizum undertaking, iltizdm Ar.

guarantee

dum hunter's net

salumat safety

(4) BX- u <- -uh < -oh = Mn.P. -ah-; B^. -urn = Mn.P.

-aham, -iham

I want

dam
salamat

Skr. dcima-

Ar.

By the dropping of etymological h (-ih, -ali) or an

h, v, or y glide, forms such as the following are obtained :

ibum
||
ibuhum
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igo'e ||
he says migoyad

igohe \\ iguhe

31. 6.

The length of B^. o is so liable to variation that it is

convenient to treat all forms of it together. There are

three principal sounds represented by B^. o and o, viz.,

Mn.P. o, a, an.

(1) Ex . o - Mn.P. 6 (O.C.P. ft) and u; O.P. Av. -u-, -va-,

-au-, (ao)

do two du, do Av. dva-

go human guh Av. u

excrement

igohe, igo'e he says migoyad \

(also -u-) I O.P. Vgub-

bugo (also u) bigo )

koh
||
kuh mountain koh O.P. au

to
||

tu thou *o(Hii.400)Av. tava

O.C.P. tu

(2) EX- 08 = Mn.P. u + xt, 6 + ^t (see ^ 44.2)

om = Mn.P. u -f xm (
see X771/ ^ -^ e

)

do&er daughter duxtar Av. SuySar
Phi. dwx*

do&an to sew do\tan

furo
u$an to sell furo\tan Av. */?^a +

u%sto- ? H. 824

guro&an to flee guroytan
to cook puxtan Ir.

'

to burn soxtan Av.

plough-land

In B^. u appears in the present bases of most of above

verbs, v. 29.2.
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(3) B^. o, (a, a-) = Mn.P. a, usually O.P. Av. a, especially

before n (see also B^. 11, 29.4 and 30.4)

osman
\\
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soyld
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mai'as
\\

bee magas(fty)

'mayas

mailis assembly majlis Ar.

saiyel, say el dogs sag-lia

< *sagyel

pi. of sag, sa

saina dog(s), ace. sag (Jia)-ra

maiyau don't come

maiydrlri don't bring (pi.)

These two last should, perhaps, be written mayau,

mayarln.

(3) BX. ai often alternates with e i
,
e :

aved
||
avaid he came

averd
\\
avaird he brought

isted
||
istaid he took

z&dan
||
zaidan to strike

(4) Other examples of ai in B^. are :

dain
||
den obligation ? daiii Ar.

(moral)

hai continually, O.C.P. hai

always
lai gilim, woven rug

painidan : to measure ? paimiidan

ipain <r-*paimn- ?

tai in the presence of, to

tai half of a donkey (etc.) -load.

33. au.

(1) B^. au appears to be always secondary, being
derived in most cases from ab, ab, av, af($) ;

V. 46.2, 4, 5, and 47.8. In a few cases it corre-

sponds directly to Ar. au.

au water ab O.P. ap-
aur cloud abr Av. awra-

be'au
|| bl'd come be'd
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binaus violet

dau'anid he ran

shoe

make lie down

binafs Phi. vanavsak

dawld (cf . denidan,

H. 574 bis)

kafs

biyvaban

yausld
rauuna

\\
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34, oi.

B^. oi is frequent as an alternative to d(h), before I,

also as an alternative to -dy- :

bisoiyln rub ! bisa.id

iyoi.e\\iyohe he comes mi.ayad

doiya oh mother ! (da = mother)
oh daughter !

joi.e || jd(h)e a place

moiyun \\
mare

mayun

nihoiyat \\
limit

nihdyat

poiiz\\po.iz autumn

zoi.ld
||
zo.ld she gave

birth to

ja.e^.C.Y.joi.i)

madl.an

nihayat Ar.

pa.lz

za.ld

CONSONANTS

GUTTURALS

35. k.

(1) B^.k = Mn.P.k,O.P. k\ suffixes in-/c are a characteristic

in Phi.

Initial

kandan
kerdan

kl

kaftdr

kauk

pl.dke

p ilistuk

takuii

yekl

to dig

to do

who?

hyena

kandan

kardan

kl

kaftar

Medial o^nd Final

hill-partridge kabk

the man
swallow piristuk

shaking, takan

knocking
the one yakl
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(2) -k is dropped in :

ye, ye, one yak

ya || yek

hufin^hukm order Jiuhm Ar.

Perhaps also in :

tainidan to shake (a tree, etc.)

which may be tak (cf. takari) and -nidan

caus. suffix > *tagnidan > *taynidan
and possibly in :

maind a cloth worn by women on the head and

neck

This form may be compared with G. malcnu (maqnu ?)

and maynd, ina^nu and Kn.P. ma^na ;
cf. P.Ar. miqna'a

(St.). The q would readily pass into 7 and possibly ^,

and in B^. this 7 might pass through g into y.

(3) -k is preserved in :

ddk mother

(poetical) ||
da

pistuilak nipple of gun
nuk

t
nutfc point of

(4) BX- k - Mn.P. x
v

qum a Ices kindred, qaum o ffis

kinsmen

(5) sk; vide 50.2

(6) Other examples
1 of k in B^. are :

guzak ankle-bone quzak
maldnldan to bleat

malldk ladle

runikl crupper band

sako now
tak side of

tek lower leg

1 Additional examples of initial k as well as of other sounds treated

below will be found in alphabetical order in the vocabulary.
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36. g.
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(3) Bx . -lg, -rg
= Mn.P. rg ;

Av. -dhrka-, ardka-

balg leaf of tree barg Av. vardka-

gurg wolf 9ur9 Av. vdJirka-

merg death marg G.A.v.maraka-

titarg hail tigarg

rg by Metathesis of -kr

firg(e) a thought, fikr(i) Ar.

reflection

Note:

burg eyebrow (?bru-\-k)

(4) Bx . -zg
= Mn.P. -7z ; Av. -zg

mazg brains mayz Av. mazga-

(5) Bx . g = Mn.P. q
= Mn.P. 7 through q

gurumnldan \\
to thunder yurumbidan

qurumnidan
gusl || qusl \\ quls ceremonial 7^8^ Ar.

washing

giizak ankle-bone quzak

rizg-as his subsistence rizq(-as) Ar.

For TO# vide 54.

For loss of g in Bx . Vide 42.2

(6) The following are additional examples of g in Bx . :

galg fork of a tree

gyergyerdk a kind of lizard

bahlg bride, daughter-in-law

big kid, young goat

tig forehead

37. X.

(1) Bx . x Mn.P. x and x
u

j
Av. x and x

v

(Ir. x
v not found in O.P.)

Initial

(a) ^eridan to buy

||
hln blood
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xu

thought, xayal Ar.

intention

good, well xub Av. hu-
;

O.P. * hu-

(b) xdrdan:xur- to eat x
vurdan: Av. x

v

(in some dialects xwardari) x
vur-

xdstan to want x
vdstan Av. x

v

xausidan to lie O.C.P. xausidan: Av. V-^ap- :

down, Cf. -vuspldan, yvaf sa-
/\, -L /\ J

sleep xuftan, x
vdb

xum, xut, myself, x
vudam,

etc. thyself x
v
udat, etc.

xurzd sister's child x
vdharzdda

Av. x
xus pleasant, x

vus

agreeable

Medial

fixdri || fireplace

alxdluk woman's coat arxdlak

(undercoat)
nuxud kind of pea nuxud
nuxun nail (of finger nuxun Skr. nakhd-

;

or toe) naxun G. na'un
=

finger

Many words in -xt :

baxt
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Final

market rate nerix, Skr. tii+
ner-^,i.Q.ni -f- xcridan

GIF. I. 2.21 5/3

ice a Av.

(2) Bx . x = Mn.P. q. (Arabic and Turkish words).

Initial

Xasum ||

oath qasani Ar.

qasum

X&nat || price qwnat Ar.

qimat

X^zer ||
amount, qadr Ar.

quzer extent

Medial

d^il || ag^ sensible, wise 'dqil Ar.

nas^e a defect nuqs-l Ar.

puxdv plate busqdb T. ?

tasxw fault taqslr Ar.

va/c time tua^^ Ar.

gw) perspiration
(

araq Ar.

(horsecloth)

yard-% equipment yardq T.

(3) BX. X = Mn.P. 7

^U9ica bud yunca
be damd-% out of spirits bl dimdy

tfy blade of a knife tiy Av. taeya

(4) X changed to h or lost in B^.

(a) Vide Bx . h. 59.2

(b) Mn.P.'x*. Fide 44.2 and 3

(c) Mn.P. xr = Bx . V, r

suhr red
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(d) Mn.P. lx = Bx . H, I

tahl, tahl, bitter tal-%

tahl

istel irrigation istal-% Ar.

pond ? (vide vocab.)

(e) Mn.P. x?n = Bx .
h
in, w

som, $uhm ploughed land

torn
|| turn, seed, flavour

tuhm
zahmddr wounded

(/) Mn.P. x* = Bx . s

basidum
\\

I bestowed

ba-^sidum

(5) Additional examples of \ in B^. :

X clearing the throat

k. to thresh

crupper qusqun

fly CLO.C.'P.pa&i,

mosquito

38. 7.

Bx . 7 = Mn.P. 7

(1) Initial 7 usually becomes q in Bx . Vide 39.3.

Medial and Final

bayal (at the) side bayal

(of)

buzydla kid buzyala

layam bridle layam.ligam

mur<y bird, fowl mimy Av. m9rd <

ya-

royan ghee ruyan Av. raoyna-

(2) Bx . 7 = Mn.P. q <- ;
Ar. T. q

auydt\\auqdt iimes auqat Ar.

aly intelligence
(

aql* Ar.

cdy ||
<Tdx || cdq healthy, well (Tag T.
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nayidd
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yaqln \\

yayln

barq

caqu

Medial

sure, certain

Final

lightning

small knife cdqu

(2) Bx . q
= Mn.P., Ar. X

ddqil inside dd-^il

qazuna treasury -^azdna

(3) Bx . q = Mn.P. 7 (chiefly Arabic).

daindq good spirits

ddq (brand of)

sorrow

kuntdq stock of gun

qilt Cardan, to roll

damay
day

kunday
yaltldan

yildf

yalaba ?

qalaf sheath

qalava very, very
much

qalbel sieve yalbil

qallahd crops yalla-hd

qdrat plunder ydrat

qarq drowned yarq

qas k. to faint yas k.

qazav anger yazab

qurub sunset yurub

qussa sorrow yussa

quwdr dust in the air yubdr

qaib invisible yaib

qair az except, besides yair az

Medial

kdqaz letter kdyaz

(4) Further examples of q in Bx . :

cauqun snowstorm, blizzard

huq z. to vomit

Ar.

Ar.

T.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.

Ar.
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PALATALS

40. c.

(1) Bx . c = Mn.P. c; Av. c; Ir. c.

Initial

tal

car

cdrnidan

ce

cl

cldan

cu
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plcnldan \\pezn- \ \

to roll up

pesn-

(5) Other examples of c in B^. are :

Medial

leu here

ocu, ucu there

dicl small cooking pot

flcistan to fly out of
,
fall out of

gyereine small cliff

kaca chin

kurcal unthreshed ears of

corn

lacar stingy
wurtardan to climb up ? Av. */car

Final

gulu squint-eyed
kac i pa heel

kuc powder pan of flint-lock

muc i pa ankle

41.
j.

(1) Bx . j = Mn.P. j

Mn.P. j represents several sounds in O.P. and Av., the

principal being y- and c. The development of j in B^.
seems to follow exactly similar lines, and it is unnecessary
to give many examples.

Initial

ja place ja

javun youth jaivdn

jev pocket jib

jon life jan
'

jumnldan to shake, trs. jumban(i)dan

jur kind, manner jur

justan :jur- to seek and fiudjustan : ju-

Etym.(?)
Av. y

O.P. *dy-
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Medial and Final

dast jalau whip thong on dast-jilau

reins

durraj blackpartridge durrdj

kaj crooked kaj

kunji sesamum kunjid

(2) Bx . -jd-
= -std-

hajdah eighteen hastdah, hajdah

(3) Bx . nj = Mn.P. nj ;
Av. nc

panj five panj

panjd fifty panjd

panj talons panja

ndranj bitter orange ndranj

sinjid (jujube ?) tree sinjid

(4) Mn.P.
j
= Bx . i, y. Vide 42.3

mailis assembly majlis Ar.

(5) Other examples of
j
in Bx . are :

ajar irrigated

ba^ajci great-grandfather

gunj wasp

kalajos dried dwy rubbed down,

with rilyan poured over it

laj jealousy, malice

naijira reed brake

42. y.

(1) Bx . y = Mn.P. y; O.P. ai-\ Av. ae-

Initial

yd (|| oiyd) or yd *aya-. Vide Hii.

ya, ye one yak O.P. aiva-

yadak led horse yaddle

ya-% ice
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yayin
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(4) Bx . y = Mn.P. -d-

Frequently the y also disappears. Vide 44.10 c.

bin ||
bldan they were budand

boyam almond badam

ne-idum I did not see na dldam

dlydr \\
di.dr visible diddr

mdyun II md&un mare mddyan

(5) Bx . y = Mn.P. w

gydhidd \\ glyohldah giving a person the gawdKl dih

dddan trace of stolen

property

(6) In Bx . a y-sound after initial g and medial g (where

it is preserved) is often optional, but in some words is

more or less constant. It occurs especially before a, e,

an, and i. I do not know it before a and only once

before 4 (tangyum).
It appears to be simply a glide arising from the palatal

nature of Bx . g. It frequently appears in a less decided

form in which cases I have represented it as g
i

. This

*

glide is also frequently heard after k.

Examples

gyau brother

gyap big

gyer scald-headed
;

cliff

but gd cow, ox

gul zaidan to deceive, etc.

(7) In Bx . y frequently occurs as a glide between

adjacent vowel sounds.

daiyus cuckold daiyus Ar.

iyom || iydhum I come mt-a-y-am

maiyau don't come

iydrum I bring mi.aram

beyas (imp v.) hear, listen
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iyHfte (: Past base, he falls (fell) ml.uftad (: uftdd)

wast)

doiya mother ! voc. of da

Xiidoiya \\ -^udoiyd God ! voc. of -^udd

mlyd (pi.) hair mu-ha

wdloyi ||
wdloi.i above bald.i

(8) A prosthetic y is occasionally found in B^.

yasir \\ aslr prisoner aslr Ar.

ydsnddan they recognized sind-^tand

(8) y in B^. is sometimes dropped or absorbed.

Initial

aqa collar of coat yaxa> yaciqa

aildq summerquarters yeldq, yeld-% T.

anike as though ya'ne kih (?)

Medial
wdstl || wo.istl must bdyastl

wuldat country wildyat Ar.

(10) The y-glide appearing in Mn. P. between a verbal

base ending in a vowel and a termination beginning with

one is often omitted in B^. or replaced by h.

igum, igu.e I say, he says ml-go-y-am,

ml-go-y-ad
also igtihum, igbhum, etc.

(11) Other examples of y in B^. are :

nlyd in front

wurydndan : wurydn- snatch away

DENTALS

43. t.

(1) Bx . t = Mn.P. t; O.P. Av. t

Initial

taaba II taada splint (

tahl bitter tal-v
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tersastan : ters- to fear tarsldan

tlr (arrow) |

tlra (section of tribe) J

tusa food for journey tusa

Medial

bastan to tie, close bastan

ci-t-e what's the matter *ci-at-ast

with you ?

(butul ?)

-at

yudat
must

putul
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(3) Other examples of B^. t are :

Medial

butulma log, trunk of tree

bvMe maternal aunt

kutal led horse

matrdx club

Final

cart fringe of hair worn on the forehead

rlt moulted

sat lake

44. d and S.

(1) Bx . d = Mn.R d ;
O.P. d-

;
Av. d-, z-

; O.P. Av. -t-

Initial

dddan to give dddan O.P. Av. \/dd-

mouth dahdn Av. zafan- ;

cf . vi-zafdna-

dawd || dowd son-in-law, ddmdd * Av. z

bridegroom

dil heart, belly dil Av. z

dlr distant dur Av. d

din tail dum Av. d

doSer daughter duytar Av. d

donistan to know ddnistan Av. z

Medial

-dan, -idan infin. ending -dan, -idan O.P. t

bidan, bidum to become, budan, budam

I was

Final

bed
||
be
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. Between vowels d frequently changes to and

is sometimes dropped, see below sub-section 10.

(2) Bx . -8- (-M-, -had-, -d-)
= Mn.P. xt medial or final;

O.P. Av. xt<-k + t.

beS
||
bed sifted blxt(a) Skr. \'^ti~\

pp. vikta- Uhl.

"Av.part. -viyto"

closer (dohader, daughter duytar Av. duy&ar-

doder)

douSan : dou% to sew
;
milk duxtan Hti. 578

(3rd sing, pret.) (duSidari)

furd
u
$an:furo

u$ to sell furiiytan Av. *fra +
Vvaxs- H. 824

guro
u8an : to flee guruxtan

lou$ stripped luxt etymologically would

naked correspond to Av. uritxtay-,
"
broken," but the meaning

scarcely supports

po
u&an : po

u% to cook pu^tan Av. Vpak-

re^an ; re {B to pour out rixlan Av. Vraek-

sou$an : soMS to burn (intr.) suytan Av. Vsaok-

ta.aba
\\
taada

\\
board, splint, tayta

taada
||
tahda smooth surface

(3) xt may be altogether lost in B^- as in

po
en H po

u an they cooked puytand
On the other hand it is preserved unaltered in a large

number of words in common use, e.g. :

baxt fortune baxt

raxi clothing raxt

saxt severe saxt

and it is gratuitously produced in

wa-^t time for waqt Ar,
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I have noted only one or two cases in which %t and

8 appear alternatively, viz. :

isdS
|| aayt used to make, made misd-^t, sayt

wade Ice
\\ wciytl ke at the time when waqt I kih

(4) Bx. d,hd, = Mn.P. ft medial and final; Av.pt<-b + t

gired \\ gireS he caught girift Av. g9T9pta-,

Vgrab

gwdan \\ guSen they said guftand
raadan II raaSan

|| they went raftand
rahdan (rahadan)

(5) Bx . d, 3 = Mn.P. st

hed
||
heS is hast

heban are hastand

is not nlst

(6) Bx . d = Mn.P. z

dalu, dolu old woman zdl Av. Vzar-; Skr. Vjar-;

cf. AY. zor, old

(?on false analogy of O.P. dasta', Av. zasta-)

(7) Bx . d
||
z = Mn.P. z and Ar. z

gudast \\ giyast \\

it passed guzast O.P. vi + Vtar

guzaSt

b{y\ guderte \\
he may pass biguzarad

biguzerS

derf dish, vessel zarf Ar.

(8) Mn.P. rd usually appears in the same form in Bx . but

gart dust is usual for gard Vide 58.2 c

(9) In Bx . an intrusive d is sometimes found after n

amand(e) (there is a) caman

meadow

canddr oriental plane cinar
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dlndd behind B^. din = Mn.P. dum, tail

(J *dlncb
} (and Mn.P. dumbdl

cf. Kurd, duwia, behind, covers some of the uses

in the rear of) of B^. dlndd)

jahandum hell jahannum Ar.

jind jinn jinn Ar.; alsojind(u)
in vulgar Mn.P.

(l)kusind an armed force, Perhaps related to

army Mn.P. T. qusun
ba sind e one year of sinn P.Ar.

ya sdla age

slwand\\lvan lamentation slvan

(10) BX- d between vowels, or final, especially after

a long vowel, frequently :

(a) appears as 8

(6) is reduced to y or

(c) disappears entirely.

Examples
(a) and (c)

dddan \\
dd&an they gave

bldum
||
IriSum

\\
I was

bum
bldln

|!
blSln

\\
bin you were

raaSan
\\
rahBan

|j they went

rah he went

(6) bentimi (ba + y) ill repute, badnaml

defamation

dlya foresight of rifle (
= dlda ?)

See also y, 42.4.

(c) asnldan
\\
asnln they heard

aved
||
ave he came

avaidum
\\
avaim I came

be'dr awake bldar
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bid
||
bl
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Examples of

ze*dan to strike zadan

without the ordinary d are rare.

d is also preserved in most Persian-Arabic Loan Words.

taddruk arrangements
muda'i complainant

(13) In BX. d is lost in the following cases:

(a) -e, -a 3rd sg. vb. -ad O.P. -atiy

ending

-en, -an 3rd pi. ending -and O.P. -antiy

laya kick

Otherwise -nd is usually preserved :

ayund || d-^un mulla

tand
||

can how many ? cand

mdnind
\\ like, peer manind

mdnan
mand

\\
man he remained mand

-wand in names of

tribes, e.g. Oswuand

(b) -dx-

ka-^udd headman kad^uda (O.C.P. kat-^udd)

(c) -dz-

baze after . . . ba'd az (zi)

bdzu after that ba'd az u

(d) -zd- = O.P. Av. zd

duz, duzl thief, theft duzd, duzdl

miz
|1
mizd wages muzd

(14) Where Mn.P. has lost a final -d B^. also lacks it.

bu smell bu Av. baoSa-
;
G. bud

fm/l hair mu Phi. mod
;
G. mid

pa foot pa Av. pa&a-
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(15) As in other dialects d is assimilated to t in

batter worse badtar

(16) Other examples of d in Bx . are :

andi otherwise

didu, di&u sister

gdmdd herd of cattle

rinde merd cute unscrupulous fellow

Xurindigah grazing ground
vandan to throw

59

45. p.

LABIALS

(1) Bx . p = Mn.P. p ;
O.P. Av. p
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(4) Other examples of p in Bx . are :

gyap big

kipistan to fall

supal cuckold ?

tdpii clay receptacle for grain

Cf. G. kaftmun

46. b.

(1) Bx . b = Mn.P. b ;
O.P. Av. 6-, -p-, v-

Initial

balg leaf barg Av. vardka

be without bl O.P. *apaiy
bi- verbal prefix bi-

bidan, ibu.e they were, budand, O.P. b

he is (buwad)
burdan to carry off burdan O.P. b

buz goat buz Av. 6

(2) In Bx . Mn.P. ab before r becomes an, and 6 between

vowels in some cases may become w, especially after the

verbal prefix bi-

aur cloud abr Av. awra-
;

Skr. abhrd -

bibandum \\
I may tie up bibandam

biwandum
iberum \\

I carry off, mibaram
\\

biwerum I may carry off bibaram

iblnum \\
I see, may see mibinam

\\

biwlnum biblnam

biwurum I may cut off biburam

muwdrik blest mubarik

qauristun graveyard qabristan

saur patience sabr

(3) Mn.P. medial b disappears in Bx . :

bl
||
be lady blbl

zon tongue zaban

Ar.

Ar. + P.

Ar.
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(4) Mn.P. final -ab appears in B^. as -au :

lau lip lab Phi. lap

tau fever tab Av. Vtap-
sau night sab O.P.^ap-

but the final -ab from Arabic roots becomes -av :

talav : talab Ar.

matlav matlab Ar.

(5) Mn.P. ab initial, and sometimes final and medial,

becomes B^. au:

au water ab O.P. dp-

and its compounds :

aurez watercourse dbrlz

auru flowing stream *db i rud

ausur watercourse *dbsur

Sardau Proper name tfarddb

ban, father Cf. Mn.P. lab
;

H. 147
; .

Kurd, bdb, bdv

make lie down bi^dbdn

(6) Mn.P. final -ab usually appears as -av in

(v labio-dental) :

bdv main tribe (?*bdb, or Ar. bdb)

avdv answer jawdb Ar.

qassdv butcher qassdb Ar.

rikdv stirrup rikdb Ar.

(7) Mn.P. ub is represented in B^. by u or uv :

u . stick, wood tub

ihu(w)um I pound mikubam

XU, xuv & good,itisgood x^^> X^ as^

suv, suva morning, subh, sabdk Ar.

to-morrow morning
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(8) Mn.P. final b after other vowels is represented by
Bx.v:

aiv fault 'a.ib Ar.

Haiv Ulldh proper name Hablb Ulldh Ar.

jev pocket jib

See 48.2.

(9) Bx . b = Mn.P. p (O.C.P. w)

edrbun riding animals cdrpd, vulg.

drwa(dar) (*cahdr pd.dn)

(10) Bx . -sb = Mn.P. (Ar.) sf

nisb i half of nisf i Ar.

Isbahun Isfahan Isfahan, older
;

Ispahan

(11) Mn.P. b =' Bx . w, v. Vide preceding subsections

2, 6-8, and w, 48.2

(12) Further examples of Bx . b are :

ambdr storehouse

dabba leather powder-flask
hambtin goat-skin bag
lumbar buttocks Kn.R, G. lumber

tumbak small drum

turba nose-bag Mn.P. tubra

47. f.

(1) Bx.f = Mn.P.f; O.P. Av. /

Initial

fdmidan to understand fahmidan

fi(ri)snddan to send firistadan O.P. fra-

firo
u$an to sell furu-^tan O.P. fra-

ferdrl fugitive farari Ar.

Medial

kufa, cough, to cough

kufnidan

Xafhun suffocated cf. xa/a Ar.
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qafa nape of the neck qafa

tufang rifle tufang

Final

barf snow barf

kaf palm of the hand kaf

ndf navel naf

saf line

Ar.

(2) Bx . f = Mn.P. p

firr dddan to fly off cf . parridan

Av.vafra-

Av./
Ar.

(3) Bx . f = Mn.P. b

fixdri 1 1 pu^arl fireplace I

zaf(t) k. to take posses- zabt Ar.

sion, charge of

(4) Bx . ft usually stands beside Mn.P. ft

aftau || oftdu sun aftab

aftauwa ewer aftdba

iyufte (past he falls ml'uftad
base : wast)

baftan to weave baftan

haftdd seventy haftdd

juft pair juft

kaftdr hyena kaftdr

kuftan, kuluft as in Mn.P.

sdftau shade from sun *sdya dftdb

sift firm, stiff sift

In the following the t is frequently dropped :

muf(t)

zaf(t) k.

and usually

haf

gratis muft
to appropriate, zabt k.

take charge of

Ar.

seven haft

(5) Bx . d, hd, ^ = Mn.P. ft medial or final
;
see 44.4
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(6) Bx . ft seems to correspond with Mn.P. st in

oftln sleeve astln

(7) For Bx . st replacing Mn.P. ft Vide 49.6.4

For Bx . -yd- = Mn.P. ft + d Vide 48.1

For Bx . isp- = Mn.P. saf- Vide 49.5

(8) Mn.P. -afs, -afs = Bx . aus and aus :

binaus violet binaft
dirauS cobbler's awl dirafs

kau shoes Jcafl

kilaus celery (the in- karafs Cf. Kurd,

terpretation
"
parsley" keraus

given by Steingass is wrong)

(9) Av. f disappears in Bx . initially in

sun shepherd subdn A.v*fsu-pdna-

The form cupun also occurs in Bx .
;

cf. H. and Hii.,

No. 776.

(10) Arabic f is lost finally in

sd k. to clear up (intr.) saf k. Ar.

sdlel clear (night ?) saf tail (?)

(11) Other examples of f in Bx . are :

faxfar china

gyafter \\ gyapter bigger, headman
; comp. of gyap

kift mountain col, pass

xirift stupid

lifau sudden flood torrent

nuft nose

puf lungs

saf line, row

tlf young shoot of corn
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48. w, v, v.

(1) Bx . w, v, v = Mn.P. w, v ;
Av. p, b, v

Initial

wdstddan to stand wd'istddan

iva%t time waqt Ar.

war breadth

wdz open wdz, bdz Av. p
wil loose, at wil

liberty

Medial

leva mad Of. Mn.P. dlv
;

Av.daeva-] Aiy.lewane

parvez Pleiades parvln, Av. pdoiryenas- ;

also parvez *par(u)v-,

Hu. 308; Ku.P.paur

iruvum, irive I go, he goes mirawam^irawad

(2) Bx . w, v, (v) = Mn.P. b ;
O.P. p, 6, (v)

Initial

wd, wd, wo with bd O.P. *updka
wd (ba, bi) to, etc. ba O.P. patiy

(muwdrik)ivd\et it be (mubdrik)bddO.P. Vbav-

wd } Phi. apdyistan

I should must-
a^ '

O.P.*upa-{-aitiy

wo-isti I 1
Mya8t(e) Hu. 179

wdrgah camping bdrgdh O.P. Vbar-

ground

wur, wur- on, verbal bar, bar- O.P. upariy

prefix

l/ecia

auwist(un) pregnant dbistan Av. p
auwl, awl irrigated dbl

biwlnl
||

thou mayest bibini

biblnl see
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navldum
\\

I was not na bildam

nabidum

guldvi pear gulabi

qilwa Qibla qibla Ar.

savel moustache sabil

suva next morning sabah Ar.

siwak light sabuk My. spuk
sohvat conversation sukbat Ar.

Final

After d, e, u (for -ab = au see 46.4.)

dzdv



havlr

hlva

huwdr
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thou wishest

68

jd'i hama- the (accustomed) hama sab-}- 1

sauwl place of every night

In all these cases, however, the w, i^may represent the

original b.

(9) The BX- w, v, also appears, but not universal!}*, after

an o or u, where an intervening n has been lost or

degraded into a nasalization of that vowel:
C5

ddivist
||
donist \\

he knew ddnist

dunist

hdioa
||
hona house ^dna

inisoiuum I make sit down minisdnam

(10) BX- v between vowels m&y be lost.

irum || iruvum I go
irlm

||
irivim we go

In gydhlde \\ glyohlde, "giving information against

thieves," which is presumably for gawdhl dih, the w has

probably been lost and the y developed out of the palatal

y ;
otherwise the y must represent the w.

(11) Other examples of w, v, v in B^. are :

jalldv male lamb

javdv answer jawdb Ar.

qdwd dice Ar. ka'b -f ltd ?

aayy roof, ceiling sagf Ar.

serwdz foot soldier sarbaz

49. s.

SIBILANTS

O.P. Av, ;
Skr. s

Initial

sad

sal

100

year
head sar
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three sih

hole surd-%

69

O..0r
itiya-

third

Phi. suldk ;

sum hoof sum

Medial
dsun easy dsdn

dsl'au mill dslydb

dsemun, osmd sky dsmdn
klsin bag klsa

pesa pied (plsa)

rasldan to arrive rasldan

tarsastan to fear tarslddn

dds

pas || pah

Final
sickle dds

|l
dahra Skr. ddtra-;

kus

(2) Bx . s = Mn.P. s; O.P. Av. s

then pas

pudendum Jcus

muliebre

Cf. O.P. -
-as -is his, etc. -as

|

-silil their, etc. -sdn
}

angust finger angust Phi. angust ;

Av. angusta-

cdst midday meal, a$l Phi. cas^

midday

gusnd hunger Vulg. P. gusna :

Mn.P. gurisna, gurisna,

hungry ;
Phi. gursak

listan :les to lick listan

must fist must Phi. must
;

Av. musti-

musta grip (handle)

of knife, etc.

sur saline, brackish sur
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(3) Bx . s = Mn.P. z
;
Av. c

iguruse he runs away mlgurlzad

mapas(paz-) don't cook ma paz

puspur muzzle-loader tpuza+pur
Cf . ~M.n.

resistan : res- to pour down rlytan : rlz-

re^an : rez- on

resistanbayak(ihQ combatants) fell upon each other
;

cf. Mn.P. rlytand ba liamdiger

isuse it burns mlsuzad

but caus.

isuzanam misuzdnam

(4) Bx . -s- = Mn.P. -sf-; Av. -sp-

gusind sheep gusfand

. isp-, isb- ,.- ^ sup-, saf- ^ A

(5) Bv. , = Mn.P. c : O.P. Av. sp*
-sp, -sb- -sp-, -sf-

'

asp horse asp

asbe a horse aspi

Isbahuni Isfahan! Ispahdnl, Isfahan^

(dial. Safahun)

ispdrd\\isbard\iQ committed supurd

isped white safld

ispeddr poplar saflddr

nisp, nisb i half, half of nisf, nisf i Ar.

(6) st

(a) Bx . st medial or final = Mn.P. st
; O.P. Av. st <-

s + t or t + t or d + t.

aster mule obsol. aster Skr. asvatara-
;

O.P.*asatara-;

Hti. 743 n.

-astan, -istan infin. term -istan O.P. Vas+ tan

jistan (: ijum) to run away jastan :jah-

justan(:ijurum) to seek, find justan:jil-

pistun teat pistdn

pust skin pust
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rdst straight, true rdst O.P. rdsta-

Vrdd-
ustahon bone ustu^fdu Av. ast-

wdstdd he stood wd'lstdd \ ,

ivuristdd he stood up *bar -f- tstdd)

(b) Note. 1. wastan, "to fail"; iyafte, "he falls";

where ^uastan is to be compared with Phi. opastan <:

O.P. *ava-pastanay- (V$)at--{-tanaiy)'} cf. Mn.P. past,

"low, mean", v. Hii. 92, who regards Mn.P. uftddan as

a new formation from the present base uft-.

2. gyeristan \\ gireban, only in the sense of
"
to knock

up against" (Mn.P. giriftan), seems to be a derivative

compounded from a present base gyer, corresponding to

Mn.P. glr + istan. (There is only one present base in

BX-> -9^r-> with a short vowel.)

In neither of these 'cases, therefore, does the B^. st

correspond to Mn.P. ft as might appear at first sight.

(c) In a few cases of medial st B^. loses the t :

dasmdl handkerchief dast(i)mdl

isrdhat ease istirdhat Ar.

(d) Bx . ist- = Mn.P. ait- :

istedan to take sitddan (sitdndan)

istune he takes misitdnad

(e) For Bx . st = Mn.P. St. See above, 49.2.

(7) Further examples of s in Bx . are:

uso
||
oso then

cawdsa staring open (of a dead

man's eyes)

cosnldan to break wind

dlsistan to join

sag i Ids bitch

mistan (imeze, imlze) to urinate Av.

tdsim trouble

wures goat's hair webbing

For examples in ist- see Vocabulary.
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50. a.

(1) Bx . s = Mn.P. s; O.P. Av. s - Idg. s (after i and u
k, vowels)

x,s = Idg. k%s

fs
=

Idg. ps
rs

Initial

night sab O.P. xs

to marry cf.sau/tarand,so'(Mazindarani

and Samnani), husband
;

Hii. 796
;
Av. *

x*

milk, lion sir, er Av.

soup sorba

Medial

sail

si k.

sir

sUlwa

yusldan, to open, undo yusddan Skr. Vsa-

kLndan

nisastan

rlsa

to draw, drag kasldan

to sit nisastan

root

Av. Vkars-

s < s

Ids

rls

hes

hes, kes

(2) Bx. sk

husk

O.P. s<-s

Av. aesa-

Final

hotch-potch as

ear

dead body Ids

beard rls

plough xls

kindred vvi

= Mn.P. sk; O.P. Av. sk', Idg. s

dry xusk O.P. it-s/ca-

mouse mils G. musk, kurd,

misk

goat's or piskil,piisk v. G.I. P., I. 2
;

camel's droppings 39.3 c
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(3) Bx . isk- = Mn.P. sik- : O.P. sk
; Idg. s + /<

iskam belly sikam

iskast it broke (intr.) sikast Av.

iskindd hebroke(trs.) sikdnd
' ' Nlm-iskau half-body of (?)Nimsikam or

gd
"

cow, or cow *nlm-isgaf
cut in two (see next word)

isgaft cleft sikaft Gk.

sikdl hunting,game sikar *Vskar-

(4) Bx . -sk- = Mn.P. -6k-

hwkesjieskes no one hie kas

(5) Bx . it =

ast

ddst

gudast \\

giyast
kist

kust

pust

tast

^In.P. it

he left (trs.)

he possessed

he passed

he cultivated

he killed

back

salver, basin

obsol. hist

ddst

guzast

(kist) kdst

kust

pust
tast

(6) Bx . -st = Mn.P. -s, (st) noun ending
to change (trs.)

drdst

bdlist

adorning, ard'is

dressing up

pillow

request

penverist rearing

(7) Bx . ust- = Mn.P. sut-

ustur camel

balis

x
vdhis

parwaris

(8) Bx . it = Mn.P. st

pilistuk swallow

sustan to wash

For Bx . s^ = Mn.P. st.

sutur

piristuk
sustan

Vide 49.2.

Av. V dar- -f t

O.P. Vtar- + t

Av. Vkaos- + i

Av. parstay-
Av.

Kn.P.

G.Y. wulis

G.Y. bdlist

Av. ustra-
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(9) Bx . sn = Mn.P. sn

tisna thirst tisna-gi

(10) Bx . asn-, yasn- = Mn.P. sun-, sin-

asnidan to bear sunidan

yasnddan to recognize sinaytan

iyasnum I recognize mi&nasam

(11) Bx . -sn-, -irisn- = Mn.P. iris ( + n)

fisndd,firindd he sent firis-t-ad

(12) Bx . sm, ism- = Mn.P. sm, sum-

casma spring, source casma

pasm wool pasm
imdrdan to count sumurdan

(13) Other examples of s in B^. are :

lls bad, evil

sk : kask dried duy
lisk bough

piskindd he sprinkled
sn : casnl percussion cap

tisnl (outside of) throat

sb : angast live coal

gastan : gaz- to bite gazldan
G.Y. ga$tmun : giz-

maMtan, imdle to rub malldan, mimalad

niyastan:niyer- to look at (nigastan ?) nigaridan

51. z.

(1) Bx . z = Mn.P. z; O.P. d, Av. z; O.P. Av. z
t z,j, c

Initial

-zd, izdha sprung from, zdda, Av. z

she gives mizdyad
birth to

z&dan they struck zadand O.P. j

zena wife, woman zan Av. ^

zumln ground zamin A.V. z
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Medial

bozl

nunzddh
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imize, imeze he urinates Av.

nuzdin colt

pdzan ibex

perzin thorn-bush

Final

gez mad cf . gic ?

kaidez wooden ladle cf. kafcallz

Parvez Pleiades Parvlz, Parvln

52. z

(1) Bx . z = Mn.P. z ;
O.P. *j ;

Av. z

uzduhd, uzdaha, dragon azdaha

uoddhd Av. azis dahako

gazdln scorpion gazdum

(2) Bx . z= Mn.P. c,j

kuindzdun metal cooking- cLkumaj \\kumac

vessel with lid

peznldan, ipezne to roll up (trs.) (picdndan,

mipicdnad),

plcldan, miplcad

(infin. pe^tan obsol.)

NASALS

53. n.

(1) Bx . n, n,
- = Mn.P. n ;

O.P. Av. n

Initial

nar male nar

nihdd, ine he placed, places nihad, mlnihad

n^, nun bread nan

nu new no, nau

Medial

unn they anan

(hinun such cunan

ikunum I do mtkunam
mandan they remained mandand
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Final

Verbal endings :O

3rd pi. -an, -en -and

infin. -tan, -dan, -istan as in Mn.P.

Enclitic pronoun :

3rd pi. -sun
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wrong. It might be safer to show the vowel as nasalized

and add a small n, thus :

~
n

.

With some people the nasalized vowel is followed by
a w-o-lide where the vowel is o or u.o

Occasionally the nasal seems to be ^st entirely.

These statements may be illustrated by the following

examples of alternative pronunciations:

dunist dunist dunist duwist he knew M.u.'P.ddnist

(or the vowel o throughout).

hona hona hdna hdwa house -^dna

(or the vowel u throughout).

inisoiuum Mn.P. mlniianawi

Where the w occurs I sometimes suspect the nasalization

of being continued into it, which is, I suppose, phonetically

possible.

I have not recorded any instance of the occurrence of

two ns in one word, thus :

linu they tunun such

(4) n immediately preceding other consonants is

guttural, viz. TO, when the consonant is g, and may
perhaps be palatalized when the consonant is j or c.

Horn, however, does not appear to recognize the exist-

ence of palatal n in Mn.P. Vide G.I.P. i, 2, 23, 1. 1,

and c and/, as above noted, really begin with the dentals

t and d.

Otherwise, as far as I know, n is found only before

d, and occasionally before t and z of the remaining

consonants.

Before d and t, as a rule, n is purely dental, though
I have heard vandum for the regular vandum,

"
I threw,"

and

nunzddh } ,, .,, f nunzdah
_ a7 Y alternate with 4

punzdah } ( punzdah
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(5) BX- n = Mn.P. m
bun roof

din tail

(dim in the Dinarum dialect).

bam
dum Av. dtima-

(6) Intrusive n in B^.

her don both har du

hanjila nuptial chamber hajla

cf. klsin bag klsa

rU'ln entrails ruda

Ar.

Cf.Phl.rottfc;

Kurd, ruwl

(7) The w-glide, vide w, 48.8 and sub-section 3 above,

may predominate, and with some people the nasalization

appears in some cases to be entirely lost.

hdwa
||
hona house -^ana

duwd boil ? ddna

i'nisowum I make sit, etc. mlnisanam

sundan, isuwum ( ? (ni-)andan)

(8) Loss of n in B^.

qaifa scissors qainfa ?T.

seeking of a ? *zan--^
vdst

woman in marriage
niht attack sab i

(9) Other examples of n in B^.

astun precipitous

bahiin black goat's hair tent

ibandum I tie mlbandam
cinauwa jaw Cf. Kn.P. cuna, j&w ;

G. tuna, jaw, chin

ba lun e is on heat (of dog, cat)

min jd between miyoin jd
n in -(n)a accusative ending after a vowel

7iin-(
/

n)e,-(?i)ct3rd sg. of enclitic verb "
to be" after

a vowel.
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n in -In 2nd pi. verbal ending Mn.P. -id ; (In

in various dialects, e.g. Kn.P.,

Mazandaram, Samnani)
tund swift tund

vand, ivene he threw, throws G. vanodmun,
>

yunun these (pron.) ivena

54. n.

(1) Bx . TO = Mn.P. 90
;
O.P. Av. n<j

Etymologically this is really ng < n + </,
but m pausa

or before a consonant the g is silent. It does not occur

initially.

Medial

angaSt ember (angiltt)

angust finger angust

angir grapes angur

linga one leg, one of pair, linga, half of load,

one half mule-load

ndringl "tangerine" orange naringl

sanger stone breastwork sanger

sangin heavy sangin

Final

cartridge

battle, war

pilau leopard

qaaK> pretty, handsome

ran colour

tan tight, adj. ;

girth, noun

tufan ri'fle tufan

(2) The chance meeting of n and g may give rise to ng
or the n may remain dental.

zena, y].zangel woman
dkan + ger blacksmith dhangar

mingu of one who talks through his nose

(
= miydn + gu ?)

fisan

jan

palan

qasan
ran

tan
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(3) Other examples of n, ng in B^. are :

Medial and Final

ban hail, shout bang CLKurd.bdn,ban

bingist sparrow
can talons

derin clanging
dun noise Cf. Kurd, dang

kil-^on a kind of tree

kulun crane

mirzan eyelash Kn.P.m^'iTO Cf. Kurd, barzdn

nahan near

pan talons Cf. Mn.P. panja', Av.panca-
vanmurda dead of starvation Mn.P. veng, empty, poor;

? Av. una-

zangdl leather leggings

izangelie it glitters

55. Palatal n.

n occurs before j (and c), and in this situation is

conceivably palatal, but I cannot say with certainty as

I have paid no attention to the point. Horn says that

in Mn.P. there exist only dental and guttural n.

anjlr
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Medial

amsdl tliis year imsdl

hamiyo the same kamln
imd we ma
lumbar buttocks (lumbur, St.)

Kn. P. &G. lumber

raina herd of horses rama

Final

1. enclitic prori. 1st sg.

2. ,,
verb 1st sg.

. 3. verbal ending 1st sg.

H. ordinal termination

-im pi. of 1,2, 3 above -tm

boyam almond bddam
dam edge (of knife) rZam

yarm hot garm
hum also /ta??i

^tt
7l
m,^tt?7i,^o??i seed, taste tu-^m, seed

For BX-
7lm, m = Mn.P. ^m. FicZe 37.4 e.

-um i Y-am

(2) Hx . m = Mn.P. b

kamutar pigeon kabutar, Skr. kaputa-

kaftar

ndlmakl saucer udlbakl

uazm the pulse tiabz Ar.

(3) Bx.m = Mn.P. f

kamua spoon, ladle kafca

but cf.

kaulez\\ kaucilez ladle, skimmer kafcalez, skimmer,

tadpole (?)

(4) % m = Mn.P. n

istlm tent pole ? situn Av. stuna-

(upright)
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(5) B. mb = Mn.P. m
nimbul lime

For Bx . w = Mn.P. m. Vide 48.4.

(6) m lost in Bx., probably in

painldan to measure paimudan
tor paim + n+ ldanC*), -nldan causative infinitive suffix.

(7) Other examples of m in Bx .

Initial

See Vocabulary.

Medial

butulma log

aamun cold in the head, Cf. Mn.P. fidhldan

chill (?) to feel cold;

G.tdd ibdi,you have

got a cold

tfimta

talma

umdj

turn

gum z.

Warn

(wo) lam

kind of cloth

herd of cattle

mud

mark, target

Final

hoar frost(?)

to leap

little (in quantity)

down, downwards

t.i/uutj

57, 1.

(1) Bx . 1 = Mn.P. 1 ;
O.P. Av. r, Idg. r, I

;
O.P. *r0,

Av. -9rdt-, -ards, -was-
;
O.P. -rd-, ~ard-,A.v. -drdz-, -arvz-.

Initial

Iwyir thin Idyir

la& corpse la$

lau lip Lab Idg. I

III barrel of gun, etc. lula
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gyalla
Jidlu

imdla

wdld

Medial

flock galla

maternal uncle, xdlu Ar.

form of address

he rubs mimdlad Av. mardzaiti

up, upwards bdld

Final

jul pack-saddle jul

mdl property, camp mdl

pll money pul

pul || pulil bridge pul
tahl bitter tal-%

<2) Bx . 1 = Mn.P. r

Ar.

Av. p9Tdtav-

dlxdluk
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Bx . H = Mn.P. lx . Vide 37.4 d.

(4) 1 is lost in Bx. in

bdnda
\\
bdlinda, bdlanda bird

(5) Other examples of 1 in Bx . are :

Initial

See Vocabulary.
Medial

bildz flaming

billk billk ikune (fire) flickers, burns low

fork of a tree

sheep
little finger

ladle

tripod

it withered, withers

water-skin

^
kdldt

kullc

maldk

malldr

muldst, imuld

tuloyl

ddl

dll

dul

ba faJd

-gel, -yel

kohl, kid, kll

lal

mul
til

til i sigu

til i zan, etc.

Final

black vulture

submissive, obedient

wide watercourse, valley

in foal, etc.

plural termination

deep Kurd, kul

dumb, smooth Kurd, lal

ami, lover

young of ... cf. Mn.P. ? tula sag

puppy

young woman, wife

58. r.

(1) Bx . r = Mn.P. r; O.Ir. Skr. r\ Skr. I (O.Ir. r) ;

O.P. r, ar\ Av. r (ard, dra)

^Initial
rah road rah

rdst straight, true, rdst

constructed
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reg

rl

ruwd

sand

face

fox

rig

ru

rubd

Medial

berf
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This root shows in Av. various present bases with ending

in -ya. Vide Altir. Wb. s.v. Vgrab- and G.I.P. i, 2, p. 28.

perist, i-per-e it flew, leapt, parld, ml-parad
it flies, etc. Cf . Av. pdrdna-, feather

kerd, beside herd, klerd is probably simply the effect of

the palatal k,

(b) mdstan:mdl- to rub Cf. Mn.P. (mu8tan)
malidan : mal-

Vide G.I.P. i, 2, p. 133
;
Av. pres. base mardza- : mar^za-

(c) In its treatment of Av. ard -f t, drz + t Bx . usually

agrees with Mn.P. The following variations may be noted :

yard-, yard- : ^ur to eat ^urd- : ^ur-

gert dust gard
art

|| drd, ard flour ard

ismdrd- : ismar- to count sumurd- : sumar-

Av. ppc. mdrdta- and mardta-
; pres. base mara-, mara-

t

and hismar-
;
Skr. Vsmr.

ispard \\ ispurd : ispar- to commit to supurd- : sipar-

Hti. 697 states that supurdan is the original infin., and

that Mn.P. sipardan and KashanI esportan are new

formations from the present.

(d) The Bx .

biguderte : bugudert he may pass, biguzarad : biguzar

(imper.) pass by

is difficult to account for. The past is gnzast, gudast,

giydst. There may be confusion with

i-gard-um I go about

which, it may be noted by the way, loses its d in the

causative

gernldum I made turn back Mn.P. gardanidam ;

O.C.P. garddndam

(3) Bx . &r, r = Mn.P. Xr. Vide 37.4 c.
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(4, O.P. r-f s, Av. ara+s, ara+ s are represented in B^.

by rs as in Mn.P. :

hars tear(s), n. ers (H. 694) Phi. ars
;

Av. asrii: Skr. dsru-

purs inquiry purs O.P. inchoative stem

parsa-i Kv.pdrdsa-
ters fear tars O.P. inchoative stem

tarsa-
; Av.

(5) O.P. rd+t; Av. araz+t; Mn.P. Bx . it :

astan to leave kistan Av. Vhar&z-

mdstan to rub Av.

(6) In Bx . r occurs, apparently intrusively, in some

words in which the Mn.P. equivalents lack it:

ijuran (infin. they seek mijuyand Cf. Jew.P.jurisn,

justan) search; G.I. P.i, 2,

79

kucir little, small kucik

mirs copper mis

perhaps

mirzang eyelash Cf. Kurd, barza 1.1

Kn.P. mujing;
Mn.P. mu2(z)a

pi. muzgan
teristan to be able (to) (Cf . tawanistan)

just- :jur- is perhaps on the analogy of sust- : sur-

(7) Mn.P. r lost in B^. before s and s in :

tdstan
||

tdsldan to cut, trim tarasidan, mUardsad

||
tardsidan : itdse

but cf. Av. Vtas- pres. base ids-
;

Phi. tasitan, and Talish

td- cut.

gusna hunger gurisna(gi) O.C.P. gusna

See also 50.11.

(8) Other examples of r in B^. are :
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See Vocabulary.

girza

hara

mera

mirk

naijlra

seristan

tartigd

turna

vurzd

wures

cer

ddr, ddr

gtiwar

gyer
Jeer (i tig)

par

pur

Initial

Medial

rat

mud
husband

elbow

reed patch, brake

to creep

cow-dung
woman's side locks

bull

goat's hair webbing for tying loads

Final

enclosure for unthreshed corn

tree

calf

cliff, bald

wrinkle (in the forehead)

ridge of mountain
c^

kind of sandgrouse (?)

59 h.

(1) Bx . h = Mn.P. h; O.P. Av. h (Idg. s); O.P. 6 Av. s

(Idg. /O ;
Av. s (Idg. te) ;

O.P. Av. 6 (Idg. th, t) ;
O.P. d (S),

Av. 3 /O.P. Av. / (Idg. p/0-

Initial

-haf seven haft Av. hapta- ;

Skr. sapid

hast eight hast (h excrescent)

hed is, exists hast

Av. Vah-; Skr. Vas-, 3rd sg. Av. Skr. dsti. The h of

the singular in Mn.P., etc., is on the analogy of the form

of the 3rd pi. ; O.P. hantiy ;
Skr. sdnti.
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liuner

7ms

ddJiun

mdhl

skill,intelligence hunar Av. h
;
Skr.

sense

mouth

fish

hus Av. us

(h excrescent)

Medial

dahdn

main

mohr, inor seal

nahdd he placed

Av. zafan-
Av. masya- ;

Skr. mdtsya-
wiuhr Skr. mudrd-

nihdd Av. ni + dada-

palill

md(Ji)

side

month

place of

road

pahlu Av. pardsav- ;

Skr. pdrsu
Final

gah
rah

O.P.

Skr.

O.P. gdOav-

(2) Bx . h = Mn.P. X, chiefly O.P. Av. x

This chancre is chiefly noted in the initial position and

medially before a consonant. Initial x is often heard as

an alternative to Ji. On the other hand medially the

k itself is, more often than not, dropped.

ltdlu

Initial

earth

maternal uncle Ar.

Jiandistan to laugh
kdr thorn

hawer information

her donkey
hes plough

(/^excrescent)

lies
||
kes own people

Jan blood

hlrd small

xar Cf.Skr. khdra-

xabar Ar.

xar Av. xara-

xis Av. aesa-

(y excrescent)

X***

Av. vohunl-
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hona house xana

hoylna fried eggs cf. xdgina

(h excrescent) (X excrescent)

huv good yyb O.P. *hu-

hur saddle-ba

Medial

ustahond bones usta^dnha
mehd pegs mex-ha

EX- hr,
llr; hi, H, I = Mn.P. xr t

rx ,
lx . Vide 37.4 c.

Ex . -lid-, -had-
||

8, d = Mn.P. xt,ft. Vide 44.2 and 44.4.

EX- -km, -hm, -m = Mn.P. xm. Vide 37.4 e.

(3) Ex . h as a glide between vowels occurs chiefly after

long vowels

a, 6, u, and oi = d.

Its use is not fixed
;
some people appear to use it little if

at all, and to employ no perceptible glide between adjacent

vowels, or in some cases to prefer to insert a y in the

neighbourhood of a palatal vowel.

i-y-d-h-e \\ iyd'e he comes

ibu-h-e
||

ibii'e he is, becomes

da-h-d
||
da'd prayers, petitions du'a Ar.

igo-h-e \\ igo-e he says

jd-h-e || jd'e a place

mdl i ke-h-inal whose is it ?

(i ke whose
; (n)a = is)

Id-h-aq fit for Id'iq Ar.

qd-h-id || qd a title, Qaid qa'id Ar.

izd-h-e, she gives birth to, mizdyad Av. Vzan-

zd-h-uia^zoi'ida having given birth to

Where the glide is omitted and the second vowel is

short there is frequently contraction, e.g. :

ibum
||
ibuhum I become

igum || igohum I say (radical vowel is o, 4)

iyom\\ iydhum I come
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igo (see above) lie says

iyd he comes

he wants

(4) B^. h prosthetic :
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ixofw thou wishest

they wish

sd'iv, sdav] 7 a. _, .,

A r
\\
saliav owner sa/iio. Ar.

sav, screw;
J

/mm
Xudd (Ji)dfiz God protect you, good-bye

(c) h before a consonant is in general unstable :

meminun guests mchman-ha
merabunl kindness mikrbani

tuJtm
||
turn seed

suhr
||
sur red

(6) Other examples of h in B^. :

From what has been shown above it will have been seen

that h is a somewhat uncertain sound. Initially it may be

inorganic, and medially between vowels it may be also

merely a glide and inorganic. Immediately preceding
a consonant it appears always to have an etymological

value, but then it is very liable to disappear. When final

it is often extremely difficult to decide whether it really

exists or not.

Initial

See Vocabulary.

Medial

(See also preceding subsections and references there

given) intervocalic:

dhan iron ahan

bahdr spring bahar

bahig daughter-in-law,

bride

bahun black goat's hair tent

jdkil boy, youth (jahil Ar.)

mauhur broken, undulating

ground
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okl

sdh'ln

tuhl

gazelle

hawk
slsl (small

partridge)

ahu

sahln

? = tlhu

preceding consonant :

bahr, ba-r share bahr

Hti. 245

buhrist
||

buhurist it broke

dahwa custom, practice

mdyun bafald bid the mare was with foal

kahd, kad, k*ad middle, waist

fall out (for meaning
cf. kandan, intrs.)

deep
wide pahan
bridge pul

kahnist, kdnist

kohl

pahn, pan
puhl, pul
zahm

kah

koh,

rah, rah

tah i pd

wound za%m

Final

broken straw kah

mountain kuh

road rah

sole of the foot tah

MISCELLANEOUS PHONETIC PHENOMENA

A few further phenomena may be separately mentioned.

60. VOWEL CHANGE

The vowels show a good deal of optional variation both

in quantity and quality. The most common cases have

been mentioned in dealing with the individual vowels.O

Vowels are also liable to alteration in quality under the

influence of adjacent sounds. In particular a palatal tends

to palatize a vowel in its neighbourhood and a labial or an

a to labialize it.
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Thus, usually, though there is a good deal of variation :

iruvum I go
irivi thou goest

Examples

bdluq of age bdliy Ar.

biniyerum (also let me see binigaram

biniyer, biniydr,

impv.)

bugo say bigw
bau'us his father B^. ban + as

jfuja, pi. %ujehd merchant %
v
dja(hd)

jist he leapt, ran off jast

sudd noise sadd Ar.

suhdv
||
sd'av master, owner sahib Ar.

sulo counsel salldh Ar.

wuldt country wildyat Ar.

Many other examples will be found in the illustrations

throughout this article.

In a^tl'dr || i^ti'dr the initial a is probably due to the

following %.

The negative particle na regularly changes to ne before

the i- prefix of the present indicative or any other i.

ne'ikunen they do not do

ne'izanl thou dost not strike

ne ile = na (hyill thou mayest not permit

61. ELISION OF VOWELS

Internal

(1) Elision, or coalescence, of vowels is common where

an intervening consonant has fallen out.

ar
||
aar

\\ ayer if agar

wuristdn,wuristdan, they stood up
wuristddan

Vide 8 42.2 and S 44. lie.O
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a may absorb a following i :

mazdqa k. to grudge

tdfa ||

tdl

fa \\ toi'ifa tribe

maldka angel, angelic

muza'lqa Ar.

td'ifa Ar.

? Ar. mald'ik,

angels

External

(2) External elision is general where one of the enclitic

forms of the personal pronouns, or the verb to be, which

begins with a vowel, follows a word ending with a vowel.

If one of the vowels is long it survives, while short

u and i seem to defeat short a or e, e.

bdl' au at the water-side bald i (the second d

is unstressed and

not really long)

b'is, bes
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(4) The vowel of the pronominal suffixes is elided after

the preposition wur, e.g. :

ivur'm, wur't, wurs on me, thee, him

curs what on it ?

(5) Two adjacent long vowels are usually maintained :

dolu'e an old woman

pl'd'e || pl'dhe a man
In the forms igo || igo'e, he says ; iyd \\ iyd'e, he comes

;

i*Xp || i\p'e, he wishes, the second vowel was probably first

shortened by the stress falling on the first vowel and then

absorbed.

(6) The izafa is sometimes elided or dropped, but more

usually persists :

ba anddza-i to the amount of

diistl i mun o tu the friendship of me and thee

ra^fd i yiim my clothing

The following are, however, a few examples of its

suppression :

ddrl bl liusi a drug producing loss of

senses

tu didu muni you are my sister

katyudd mdl the headman of the camp

pasmanda (i) Iriin e she is the leavings of Persia

ba nazdlkl ye dbodl'e in the neighbourhood of a

village

nisast pd pusta he sat down at the foot of

the load

62. CONTRACTION

Contraction as apart from that produced by the elision

of one of two adjacent vowels appears in :

ddryah Superintendent of daroyah Ar.

Police

murxas allowed to go, to do, muraxxa? Ar.

etc.

murwat generosity muruwat Ar.

H
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63. CONSONANTAL SANDHI

Cases of the chancre of consonants from voiced to&

voiceless, or vice versa, according to the nature of a

contiguous sound are fairly common :

(a) ayt || aqci betrothal 'aqd Ar.

art
||

drd flour

kac hard crooked knife for kaj kard

pane ta five for panj td

qais kerd he became angry Mn.P. jez kard

rahtpai i . . . he went after . . . for rahd pai . . .

(6) asp, butasfre horse

ba^t, but your good fortune

ba^dat
izad bukune you should pay 'izzat Ar.

respect to

i-^dildt conversation i\tilat Ar.

haf kaug he used to shoot seven

(
= kauk) izaid partridges

nisp, but half of

nisb i

nowhere Mn.P. hie jd

64. METATHESIS

In the majority of cases of metathesis an r or I sound

is affected :

arsafl gold coin asrafl

urm age, life 'umr Ar.

urz excuse luzr Ar.

badsilk evil-looking bad said

bidal guide balad

burg eyebrow Skr. bhru ;

Phi. bru(k)

dismun abuse dumam

fats season fast Ar.
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firg,firk thought fikr Ar.

hauld halwa halwd Ar.

hermu pear amrud cf.Kurd./*,arm,

armu',

Kn.P. %umrud
kirbU matches kibrlt

mazg brains mayz Av. mazga-
maur meadow ? *marv Cf. Air. Wb.

Av. mardyd- meadow, Mn.P. mar^y; Phi. translation

murv as for mdr9ya-. Cf. place-name Maur a KirdI in

Jiruft, Kerman, which may probably have the same

meaning as B^. maur.

mils like misl Ar.

naly tale naql Ar.

nas^e a defect nuqs(i) Ar.

nerz charity, alms nazr ? Ar.

nlmbul, lime (fruit) limun, Umu
nimul

qailun tobacco pipe qall'dn

qilwa qibla qibla Ar.

quls washing, bathing yusl Ar.

surfa cloth on which ? sufra

flour is put before being

mixed with yeast for bread

sas^llsa^s person $a%s Ar.

saur sneeze ? cf . surfa, cough

&6&y||wy business suyl Ar.

sauldr trousers salwdr

suld,sulwd a kind of food ? sorwd, sorbd

taster fault togs^r Ar.

titarg hail tigarg (tigard, I think

in some dialects)

i6rfr<x nosebag, etc. ^o6ra

walsahat connexion, waslat Ar.

uniting with
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65. REDUPLICATION

(1) At least two instances occur of reduplication of

a root being employed to form a single word :

pepehin all fat and juicy

rerehin all be-dunged

which appear to be the simple words plh and ri(d)

reduplicated with the adjectival suffix -in added.

(2) Reduplication of words used in an adjectival or

adverbial sense denoting distribution or continuousness

is fairly common in B^. as in Mn.P. :

hawdr hawdr igo he whispers quietly

do td moiyun kaher kaher two black mares

tlka tlka wo bidan they went into fragments

yakl yakl one by one

par par e (the hill) is full of ridges and

spurs



BAKHTIABI VOCABULARY

Order of arrangement:

I. Vowels and Diphthongs

II. Gutturals : Explosives

Spirants

III. Palatals

IV. Dentals

a, a

a, e

a

e, &
e

I

i

o

u

u

ai

au

oi

q
k

9

X

7
c

J

y
t

p
b

f
W, V

VI. Sibilants

VII. Liquids

VIII. "Aspirate

s

I

z

(*)

I

in

z. Within the several sec-

tions indicated above the order

is strictly alphabetical, with the

following modification to embrace

the non-alphabetical symbols :

(1) Other things being equal an

unmarked vowel precedes one

bearing a diacritical sign.

(2) b is followed by c

d 5

9 y
k x
9 $

Z Z

Notes

V. Labials : Explosives

Spirants

(1) -un\

-d >after nouns are the suffixes to denote the plural.

-yelj

(2) The forms shown after the infinitives of verbs are

the present bases to which the appropriate prefixes and

suffixes are added to form the various moods, tenses, and

persons of the present.

(3) In forms beginning with iy- the prefix of the

present indicative i- is included.
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The subjunctive and imperative prefix in such cases is

usually be-, sometimes followed by y and sometimes not :

lyarum

iyasnum

I bring
I hear

be'dr

beyas

bring !

listen !

(4) For the Intel-changeability of the vowels see 2-1 2.

(5) 8 may usually also be read for medial d between

vowels and often for final d preceded by a vowel.

(6) The following abbreviations have been used :

1). = bidan

d. dadan

f.k.
= fuluna kas, such and such a person

k. = kerdan

-. = Cardan
^v.b. = ivo ibidan

z. == zaidan, z&dan

a, I

dbodi, v. dwodl

ddum, man

dfiz, v. -^iidd (Ji)dfiz

dftau, sun

dftauwa, ewer (for washing)

dgdJi, aware

dhan, iron

dhanger, blacksmith

dhi, -yel, gazelle

d-^il, v. dqil

d-^un, d^nnd, akhund, mulla

all, polluted

dlist k., to change, trs.

dl-^dluk, woman's coat

dne,dnl\ ba dne, in a twinkling

dqil, d^il, sensible, wise

drdst k., to deck, dress up, trs.

drbez, arbez, flour sieve

drd. drd, ord, art, flour

art, v. drd

drum, ease

- dsemiin, osman, sky

dsl'au, mill

dsida, at peace

dstun, precipitous

dstdra, ostdra, pi. dstdryel, star

dsun, easy

as, form of food, hotch-potch

dskdr, openly

dsnd, acquaintance
d'tisun k., to winnow

dwistiin, pregnant
dwodl

, dbodl, inhabited place

dzdddrl k., to hold mourning

dzdv, trouble, pains
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a, e

a-el v. ai!

ajar, irrigated (crops or land)

a-%, clearing the throat

a-%t, v. aqd

aytvdr, v. iytvdr

a-^un k., to thresh (corn)

aly, intelligence

ambdr, storehouse

amsdl, this year

anddza, amount, extent

andi, otherwise

angast, live coal

anglr, grapes

angust, finger

anike, as though

anis, kinsman, kindred

anjlr, fig

anjum (giredan), (to be) com-

pleted,, completion

aqa, collar of coat, shirt, etc.

aqd, a%t k., to unite two people

in marriage

ar, v. ayer, if

, perspiration

,
cloth put between

saddle and horse's back

ardan, to grind (into flour)

arsafl, ashrafi, gold coin

arzan, (1) a kind of tree;

(2) millet

-as, -is, his, her, its; him, her, it

aslr, yaslr, prisoner

asp -un, horse

astar, mule

astan, v. dstan

-at, -it, thy, thee

avedan, avaidan, awedan,
awaidan : iyo-, iydh-, to

come

averdan,avairdan : iydr- (-dr- ,

-or- impv.), to bring
azmd- (pres. base), to test;

bi'zmd-is, test it

dsmdan : -yasn-, to hear

dstan : hel-, -el-, impv. b^l, neg.

impv. pi. na'alln, to leave,

allow

e.e
1

-e, v. e, suffix of singleness

e,v. e (the izafa occasionally), of

ei ! v. ai !

el, nomadic tribe

e, i, a, e (the izafa), of

e-, i-, verbal prefix of the

present tense indicative

-e, -e, -I, suffix of singleness.

I, this (adj.)

IcH, here, hither^

ima, we

Irat, objection

Irun, Iran, Persia

Isd, you (pi.)

i

ilmlmm, etc., v. bidan

i^dildt, conversation
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iyti
m

ar,a,yll'ar, power of choice,

right of decisionO

iltizum, undertaking, guaran-
tee

iriv-, iruv-, irav-, v. raadcin

-is, v. -as

Isbahun, P.N. Isfahan

isbdrd, v. ispdrdan

ispdrdan : ispdr-, to commit,

entrust to

isped, ispeB, white

ispeddr, poplar

ispurdan, v. ispdrdan

isrdhat, ease, repose, rest

istaidan, v. istedan

iste, cover of priming-pan of

flintlock

istel, arrangement for regulat-

ing flow of waterfrom apond.

Perhaps the pond itself as

P.Ar. isfalx, Kn.P. ister-%,

which have this meaning,
and Samnanl astdl

istedan : iston-, istun-, to take,

seize, buy
istlm, tentpole (upright)

isgojt 7i., cleft in rock, cave

is/cam, stomach, belly

iskastan : iskan-, to break

(intrs.)

iskau = ? iskam or *isgaf;

cf. ifyaft
" Nlm- iskau gd

"
?

" half-body
of cow", or "cow cut in two"

iskinddan : iskan-, to break

(trs.)

ismdrdan : ismar- (a), to

count

-it, v. -at

iydh-, v. avedan

iydr-, v. averdan

iyo-, v. avedan

iyoi'e, v. avedan, he comes

iy&ft- v. wastan

izad k., izzat k., to pay respect

to, treat with respect

ocu, ucu, there, thither

oftau, v. dftau, sun

oftin, sleeve

bhi, v. dhl, gazelle

ond, onon, unu, they

ord, v. drd, flour

osmdn, osma, v. dsemun, sky

oso, v. uso, then .(time)

oved, for aved, v. avedan

u, that (adj.)

unu, they

ucu, ocuy there, thither

umdj, mark, target

urm, age, life

urz, excuse, apology

uso, oso, then (time)

ustahon -d, bone

ustur, camel

uzduhd, uzdalid, uzddhd,

dragon
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ai (ei)

aif, a'ef, e* !, oh !, hai !

aildq, summer quarters in high

country.
aiv, defect

au

au, water

auydt, auqdt, times

aur, cloud

aurd'l, alarmed

aurau, water-channel, drain

aurez, narrow watercourse

aur11, flowing river

ausur, narrow watercourse

a^lwer^, honour

auwi, awl, irrigated (land,

crops)

auwistun, auwist, dwistun,

pregnant

auydrl, watering crops

oi

oiyd, v. yd, either, or

q

qd, Qa/id, title of headman

ainoncj some tribesO

qctfd, nape of neck

qaib, invisible

qaici, scissors

qailun, tobacco waterpipe

qair az, except, besides

qais k., to become angry

qaldf, sheath

qalam, pen

qalava, very, very much

qalbel, sieve

qalica, castle

qalla, pi. qallahd, grain, crops

qamcl, whip

qand, loaf sugar

qdrat, plunder

qdrnldan : qdrn-, to shout out

qarq, drowned

qassdv, butcher

qasum, oath

qas k., to faint

qds, Battle-pen

qasang, pretty, handsome

qdtir, mule

qaiiristun, graveyard

qdvci, gate guards

qdwd, dice

qazina, ^azuna, treasury

qilt k., to roll (intr.)

Qilwa, the Qibla, S.W.

qimat, price.

quls,gusil, jusl, washing (dead

body)

qum, qum a kes, relations,

kindred

qurub, sunset

qiiruinnldan, gurumnidan :

gurumn-, to thunder. Cf.

Mn. P. <yarmldan,iQ thunder,

roar

qussa, sorrow

quwdr, dust (in air)

kac, v. kaj, crooked

kaca, chin

kac i pd, heel
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kackdrd, (shoemaker's) crooked

knife

had, kaltd, k*ad, cad, (in the)

middle (of), waist

kaf, palm of the hand

kaftar, liyena

kdjd (?), sandgrouse (?)

kali,-broken straw

ka/id, v. kdd

kalier, black (perhaps dark

brown)
kahnistan : k{dn-. to come off,

fall out

kai, when ?

kaj, kac, crooked

ka^udd, kafyudd, kad^uda,
official headman of village

or small community
kdl, black

ikdla, from kistan

kala, crow

kald pesa, magpie
kald jlk, chough

kcdajos, dried duy heated with

ghee

kdldt, sheep

kalk, kalg i . . .
, ground acorns

eaten with meat, curds, etc.

k{am, little in quantity

kaman, spring

kamfia, spoon

kamutar, pigeon
k{and, anus

kanddl, J^anddl, excavation, pit

kandan : kan-, to dig

kanistan, v. kahnistan

kdqaz, paper, letter

kard, knife

kdrunwerd, caravanserai
;

cf.

G.Y. kdrdmserd

kaucilez, ladle, tadpole (?)

kauk, kaug, -tin, hill partridge,

cJiikor

kaulez, wooden ladle

kaiis, shoes

kauwa, lamb (of one year)

kavtin, bow

kazkuil, big pot

ke, who?

ke, ki, that (conj.)

keJiina, v. ke, who is it?

ke'iventi, kaivenu, mistress (of

the house), senior lady ;

cf. Mn.P. bdnu
;

Kurd.

kaiwdnu

ker, wrinkle

kerdan, kerdan : kun-, to do,

make

kes, lies, qum a kes, kindred

kendan, kis'ldan, to draw, drag,

pull

ki, v. ke

kl, who ?

kica, street

kici, paternal aunt

Idft, uift, mountain col, pass

klhnldan : klhn-
,
to cry aloud,

weep noisily

klka, keening, wailing

kit, (at the) side of, up behind

(a camp)

kil, v. kid
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kilaus, celery

kilit, key

kilxpng, a kind of tree with

edible berries

kipistan : kip-, to fall down

kirbit, matches

klsin, bag
kistan : kdl-, to cultivate

ko, ko yaki, which ? (adj.),

which one ?

kou8an : kuz-, to eat

kdh, kuh, hill, mountain

kohl, v. kul

kohtur k., to roll stones down

kruk, 500,000, "krur"

kuc, powder pan of flintlock

kuclr, little, small

kufa, cough

kufnulan, to cough

kuftan : ku-, to pound
kuh, v. koli

kuja, kuya, where ?

kill, kll, kohl, deep

kull$, little linger

kuluft, thick

kulung, crane

kum, which one ?

kumazdun, metal cooking
vessel with lid

kunji, sesamum

kuntaq, stock of a gun
kur, son

kurcal, unthreshed ears of corn

kus, pudendum muliebre

kusind, armed force, army
kustan : kus-, to kill

kutal, led horse,
"
yadak

"

kuya, v. kuja, where ?

g

gd, -yel, cow, ox

gada, stomach

-gah, place of ...

gala, shouting \gdlaz., to shout

out

galg, fork of a tree

(fam (b'is z.), (to) bite (il)

gdmdd, herd of cattle

gdpun, cowherd

garm, germ, warm, hot

gart, dust

gastan : gaz-, to bite

gaubdz, -un, gipsy

gauydri, ploughing with cattle

gez, mad

gina, plant from which gum
tragacanth is obtained

ginas, stingy

girdaurl, v. girdawdrl

girdawdrl,girdauri, collecting

one's things for a journey

giredan, gire&an : gir-, to

catch, seize

gireva, weeping (n.)

girevistan : girev-, to weep

giron, dear, expensive

girza, rat

glyd, green fodder

giyastan. v. guzastan

glydstan, v. guzastan

glyohldeJi, gydhide d., to give
a person trace of where-

abouts of stolen property
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go, gu, human excrement

go'ldan, to copulate, rape

gron, v. giron

guddr, ford, ferry

gudastan, glydstan, giyastan :

gudert-, v. guzastan, to pass

on (intrs.)

gudan, guBan : gti-, go-, guh-,

goJi-, to say, tell

gudert, v. gudastan

gul z., to deceive, cheat

guldvl, pear

gulu, calf (of 5 or 6 months)

guluc, squint-eyed

gum z., to leap, jump aside

gunah, sin

gunj, wasp, hornet

gur, grave

gurba, pi. gurbiyel, cat

gurg, -un, wolf

gurd
u$an : gurus-, to run away

gurumnldan, qurumnldan, to

thunder

gurz, club, stick

gusil, <yusl, quls, washing (a

dead body)

gusind, -un, sheep

gusna, hunger, (hungry ?) ;

gusnum e, I am hungry

gus, ear

gusldan : gus-.to open up, undo

gust, meat

gusti (giredan), wrestling, (to

wrestle)

guwer, -yel, calf

guzak, quzak, ankle-bone

guzastan : guzer- (
v.gudastan} ^

to pass by

gyac, gypsum, lime, plaster

gyafter, gyapter, comparative
of gyap, bigger ;

senior man r

minor headman

gyagu, v. gyau

gydhlde, v. giyohideh

gyai, turn (in sequence)

gyalla, flock of sheep or birds

gyap, big, great

gyau, -yel, brother

gyaugirl, brotherliness,

brotherly association

gyer, bald, scald-headed

gyer, cliff

gyercine, small cliff

gyergyerdk, a kind of lizard

gyeristan, geristan : gir-, to

knock up against

gyernldan : gyern-, to make
turn round, turn, bring back

X

i, suffocated

t, request

\ardan, ydrdan, \erdan : yur- r/V /V * /V /V T

to eat

^armin, gathered crops

ydrnldan, v. ^ornldan

Xasum, v. qasum, oath

ydstan : \u-, ^o-, to wish, ask

for

(^aunldan), to make lie down

^ausidan : ^aus-, to lie down
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: \er-, to buy

r, buyer

X-'
^ ^e deceived, fooled

g, skin for holding ghee, etc.

,
v. qwnat, price

,
blood

rift, stupid

l, thought, idea, intention

,
service

, khan, chief

Xondan : ypn-, to recite, read

xornidan,%drn$d&n, to scratch

X&, xuv > good

xudd, God

Xudd (li}dfiz, God protect you,

good-bye

%uddwand, God

i, Godhood

,
voc. of xudd, O God !

a, pi. \ujehd, merchant

ttMm, myself

,
bud

j(Urindig&h, grazing-ground

zd, sister's child

, himself, herself

"XU81, father-in-law, mother-in-

law

Xu$> pleasant, agreeable

XUXMI, crupper

Xut, thyself

yuv, v. xu, good

,-\. quzer, amount, extent

jusl, v. gusil, washing dead

body, ceremonial washing

cad, v. kad
7 ^

cddur, veil, tent

cay, cdx, cdq, healthy, well, in

good condition

call, well, hole in ground

cqlca, drop (of liquid)

caknldan, knock off, strike off

cdx> v - co>V> healthy, well

cdl, (I) bird's nest; (2) hollow

place, depression in hills (?)

cdla, fireplace on ground

camand, meadow
caamiiri (giredan), (to suffer

from) cold, cold in the

head

can, cand, how much ? several
;

cand id, how many ? several

cang, talons, grasp

capa gul, bunch of flowers,

bouquet

cdq, v. cdy, healthy, well

caqu, small knife

car, four

cdrbuii, riding animals

cdrnidan, to graze (cattle)

tdrsau, sheet, woman's veil

cart, hair worn in a fringe on

the forehead

cast, midday meal, midday
casma, spring, source

casni, percussion cap

can, report, rumour

cauyun, v. cauqun

cauqun, cauyun, snowstorm,

blizzard
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cawdsa, staring open (of a dead

man's eyes)

ce, ci, what ?

celtuk, growing rice

cenddr, chinar tree, oriental

plane

cer, enclosure wall for stacking

unthreshed corn

ci, v. ce, what ?

ci, -a, thing
cidan, to pluck, pick

cift, v. kift, mountain col

cil, forty

oil, under the arm, armpit
cil a an, puddle of water

cimta, kind of cloth

cindke, because

cinauwa, jaw
cirdy, v. curd, lamp
clristan, to drip

clta, reed screen

citaur, how ?

cite, what's the matter with

you ?

cosnidan : cosn- (also cdsn-,

cusn-), to break wind

cu, -iv-d, wood, stick

cuftur cldan (of pregnant

woman, I zena cuftur icine),

to have unnatural appetites

cul, stone

cum, hoar frost

cunun, such, such as that

cupun, shepherd

curd, cirdy, lamp
curs (< ce wur as), what on it ?

faiv(u)kunum( = ci bikunum),
what am I to do ?

cuwd, pi. of cu, pieces of wood,

sticks

yd, -hd, piace

jayila, boy, lad

jahandum, hell

jdhe, v. jd, a place

jdhil, youth, young man

jalldt, executioner

jalldv, lamb, male "kauwa",

q.v.

Jang, battle, war

jar, shouting, proclamation ;

jar z.,to raise a cry, an outcry

jardv, socks

javdv, answer

javon, javuil, juwun, youth

jefa\jefadust, property; stingy,

niggardly

jeldl, quickly

jer, jar, jar, quarrelling

jev, pocket

jlk e jlk, cheeping

jlknldan, to cheep (of young
birds in fright)

jilt, leather case

jind, jinn

jinda, courtesan

jirqul, small leather bag, knap-
sack

jistan : j-, to leap aside, run

away
jlyer, liver
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jo
u

, pi. jdhd, jahd, barley

joi'e,jd(h)e, v.jd, a place

jon, life

jova, juvva, shirt

jufna, wooden basin

juft, pair

jul, pack-saddle

jul o jd, bedding

juldz, apart from, excepting

jumnldan : jumn-, to shake

(trs.)

jur, kind, sort, manner

justan : jilr-, to seek and find

juvva, v. jova, shirt

juwun, v. javon, young man

yd, (oiyd), wd, either, or

ydd, remembrance

yadak, led hoarse (used in cere-

monies)

yayin, yaqin, certain, sure

yax ,
ice

ya^ddn, ya^don, trunk, chest

yal, coat of woman of better

class

yalan, tent wall

yard-%, equipment (of a horse),

arms and equipment

yas
r

lr, v. asir, prisoner

yasnddan (yasn-) : iyasn-,

to recognize

ye, ye, ya, yek, one

yeki, yeki, one (of . . .), the one

yu, yo, pi. yunun, this (pron.)

yuz, sort of wild cat

taddruk, arrangements, pre-

parations

taaSa, taada, tahda, board,

splint

tdfa, v. td'ifa, tribe

tah i pd, sole of foot

tahda, v. taa&a

tahl, tahl, tahl, bitter

tai, half of a donkey- (etc.)
load

tai (i), into the presence of, to

td.ifa, tdfa, toi'ifa, tribe

tainldan : tain-, to shake (a

tree for fruit)

tdjuv, surprise

tak, side of

tak, tak, alone

takun, knocking, shaking

talav, claim

talma, mud

tang, tight

tang, saddle-girth

tdpu, clay receptacle for grain

tapunta, pistol

tar k., to lose (e.g. children

by intentionally abandoning
them in an unfamiliar place)

tar, w.b., to go astray, get lost

(of animals)

tarakistan : tarak-, to split,

crack

tardsidan, v. tdstan

tarka, switch, wand

tarsastan, v. tersistan, to fear

tart i gd, cow-droppings
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taslm, trouble, worry

tdsistan, to clioke (intr.)

taster, fault, misdeed

tdsnidan, to strangle

tas, fire

tdsldan, v. tdstan

tost, salver, tray

tdstan, tdsidan:tds-,to cut, trim

tdta, p]. tdtiyel, paternal uncle

tau, fever

tauwa, (1) cliff (?); (2) girdle

for baking bread

tauwistun, summer

tdwun, shining

te, ti, eye

tek, lower leg ,

te~x,
blade of knife

teristan : ter-, to be able (to)

ters, fear

tersistan : ters-, to fear, be

afraid

tez, sharp

ti, v. te, eye

tl, (small quantity?) ; ye tl au,

a little water

tif z., to sprout (of young corn)

tig, forehead

tika, bit, fragment, morsel

tike, support, prop

til, young (of animals)

til i sign, puppy
til i ^irs, bear's cub

til i gurba, kitten

til i zan, young wife

tinjak, kind of child's cradle

made of reeds

tir, arrow, shot, ro ling-pin

tira, section of a tribe

tire, pedigree (adj., of

animals)

tisna, thirst, thirsty (?)

tisni, outside of throat

titarg, tifarg, hail

to, v. tii

toi'ifa, v. td'ifa, tribe

toin, turn, tunm, seed
; savour,

flavour

torik, dark

tu, to, thou

tw, room, building

tuf, spittle

tufang, rifle, gun

tHhi, small kind of partridge ;

sisi

tukistan : tuk-, to drip

tuloyi, water-skin, maslik

turn, v. torn

tu llm, v. torn

tumbak, small drum

tund, swift

tur, cf. kohtur, (1) road
;

(2) (wand) wd tur, (sent)

rolling down

tur, wild, savage (of animals)

tura, -yel, jackal

turba, nosebag, etc.

turna, women's side locks

which hang down their

cheeks. Cf. P.Ar. turra

turra, mountain track

turns, sour

tusa, food for the journey
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da, -yel, mother

da'd, dahd, prayers, petitions

to God
'

dabba, leatlier powder-flask
dddan : d-, to give

dafer, opportunity (fursat)

dak, ddJi, ten

-ddk, -teen (ten)

dahd, v. da'd, prayers, etc.

ddhun, v. duhun

dakivd,dakwa,custom, practice

dain, obligation (moral)

daiyus, cuckold

ddk (poet.) for da, mother

ddl, black vulture

ddlu, dolu, old woman

dam, edge of a knife

damdq, good spirits, be damdq,
out of spirits

ddq, (brand of) sorrow, grief

ddqil, inside

ddr, ddr, tree, log

ddryah, head of the police

das, sickle

dast, hand, arm, fore-leg

dastjalau, \vhip thong fastened

to the end of reins

dastan : ddr-, to possess, have

dau'anldan, to run

daur e, around (prep.)

daurl, platter, tray

DamvU, P.N. David, Dd'ud

dawd, v. dowd

deg, -d, cooking pot

derd, pain

derd-, v. deristan

derf, dish, vessel

dering, clanging
deristan : der-, to tear, rend

(trs.), derd e, it is torn

derrahdan, to go out, dftau

derrahd, the sun set

derrau, (going out), dftau

derrau, sunset

dev, dlv, devil, demon ;
mad

dl, smoke

dll
t
small cooking pot

dl'dr, dlydr, (sight), dl'dr

gudan, to s&y, think, to

oneself, to suppose
dldan : bin-, win-, to see

dlddr, visiting (a person)

didu, diBti, -yel, sister

dl'er, v. dlyer

dil, heart, belly

dll, submissive, obedient

dim (Dlnariinl, dial.), v. din,

tail

din, tail

dlndd, behind

dindador, (well) ribbed (up)

dindun, tooth

dlr, late

dlr, distant

diraus, cobbler's awl

dirist, right, well

dlsistan : dls- (intr. + ba), to

join (someone)

dismanl, hostility, enmity

dismun, abuse

dlya, foresight (of rifle)
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dlyer, di'er, other, another

diz, fort, castle

do, two

doudan : dii-, to milk

dou$an : duz-, to sew

do&er, doder, dohader, pi. dor-

gel,ddrgyel,ddryel,dsiug}iter,

maiden, lass, unmarried girl

dohader, v. doSer

doiya, v. da, O mother ! O

daughter

dolu, v. ddlu

donistan, dunistan : dtin-, to

know

dorgel, dorgyel, v. dober

doryiin, women's quarters or

apartments

dorl, ddri, drug, medicinal

herbs

dorke, the girl

doryel, v. doBer

ddvun,duwiin,lower side of ...

dowd, dawd, -yel, son-in-law,

bridegroom

ddivist, pret. of donistan

du, sour milk

duliun, mouth

did, wide watercourse, valley

dum, hunter's net

dund, wise

dting, noise

duri$t, coarse

durrdj, black partridge

duro, untrue, lie

dust, friend

dusti, friendship

,
last night

diiwa, boil

duwun, v. dovun

duz, thief, robber

duzi, theft, robbery

pd, foot, leg ; hind-leg of

quadruped

pd, at the foot of

pah, v. pas

pahn, pan, wide, broad

pahrez, abstinence

pai, track

pai, pel,
" tendo Achillis

"

painidan : pain-, to measure

paiwand, joint

paiya, fordable
;

be peiya,

unfordable

pal, plait of a woman's hair

pan, v. pahn, wide, etc.

pandast, wide open plain

pandau,(mfi.a,tQd?),aupandau,
blown out with water (as a

drowned body)

pang, talons

panj, pane, five

panj, talons

panja, fifty

par, ridge of a mountain

par, past year

Parvez, the Pleiades

pas, pah, (pai), then, well then

-pas, impv. of po
u
&an, bipas,

cook ! mapas, don't cook !

pas, bark of a dog
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,
food left over from a

meal

pas-manda, leavings, what

remains over

pas%a, fly

paslmun, v. pesivtin

pasm, wool

pdzan, -tin, ibex

pe
{
,
fat (n.)

pepehln, fat and juicy, chubby

perdr, the year before last

perl, fairy

peristan : per-, to fly

perti, scrap of cloth, rag

penverist, rearing, cherishing

perzln thorn bushes

pesa, piebald, pied (v. kald),

do kaluma sah pesa, two

words in black and white,

i.e. a short writing, written

paper

petl, patl, bare, plain ; pd petl,

barefoot
;

idd petl bu-^ure,

that he should eat plain

soup

petlr, nun a petlr, a kind of

bread in thin sheets like

paper

pesivun, paslvtin, pasimtin,

repentant

pesn-, peznldan, v. plenldan

pi'd, -yel, man, individual
;

pl'dhe, a man
; pl'dke, the

man

plcnldan, peznldan : pezn-,

pesn-, to roll up (trs.)

pit, bull (of 3 or 4 years)

pll, money

pilang, -tin, leopard

pilistuk, swallow

pillta,
" match

"
of matchlock

pirndkl, fledged, just able to

fly ;
cf. Kn.P. pardkl

pisttin, teat

pisttinak, nipple of a gun

piskil, goat and camel

droppings

plskinddan : plskin-, to

sprinkle

po
HSan : paz-, to cook, impv.

bipas

pd'ldan, to watch

poi'lz, autumn

po'lz, v. poi'lz

po
e
n, poSen, 3rd pi. pret. of

puf, lungs

puhl, v. put, bridge

pu-^drl, fireplace (in wall)

put, puJd, bridge

puldd, steel

punzddh, fifteen

pur, full

pur, kind of sandgrouse(?)

purs, inquiry

ptispur, muzzle-loading

ptist, skin

pus^dv, plate

pu$t, back

puSta, a bundle (as of firewood)

for carrying on the back

putul, beetle
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bd, ba, with

bd yek, together

baca, baby, child

bad, bad, evil

bad, wind

bddinjti, egg-plant

badsilk, evil-looking, ill-

favoured

bdftan : bdf-, to weave

bayal, under the arm, (at the)

side (of)

'bdyam tdla, wild almond

bahdr, spring-time

bah'lg, biJiig, -yel, daughter-in-

law, bride

bahr, bar, bar, share

bdJium, v. boyam, almond

bahun, black goat's hair tent

baintim, v. bentim

bd^ajd, grandfather

ba-^d, v. ba%t

ba-^sidan, to bestow

ba%t, fortune, luck

bald, up, upwards
bdlanda, bdnda, bird

balg, leaf (of tree)

balrt, evergreen oak

bdlist, pillow

bdluq, of age, adult

bdnda, v. bdlanda, bird

bang, hail, shout

bar, bar, v. bahr

bar, load

baraqist, glittering (n.)

(i)barezn-, v. biristan

barf, berf, snow

barq, lightning

bastan : band-, bend-, wand-,
to tie, fasten, close

bdsidan, v. ba^sldan

bat, v. bad

bau, pi. -yel, bawd, father

bdv, main tribe

bawd, pi. of bau, q.v., term of

address to elders, sirs

bazg, baz, unirrigated culti-

vated land

bdze, after (prep.)

bdzi, v. boyi, upper arm

bdzistan : bdz-, to dance

bdzu, after that

baz, v. bazg

be, without

be, bi, bibi, lady (title)

be'dr, v. bl'dr', also impv. of

of averdan, q.v.

, be-au, impv. avedan, q.v.

bed, be&, willow

bed (be&qn : bez-), he sifted

b'el, impv. astan, q.v.

bentim, baintim, defamed,

brought into disrepute

benumb, ill-fame, disgrace

be'dr, impv. averdan, q.v.

berd, bard, stone

beyas, impv. asnldan, q.v.

bl, v. be

bl'd, impv. avedan, q.v.

bi-dr, bear, biddr, awake

blbl, v. be

bidal, oruide
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bidan, biSan : bit-, to be

biddr, v. bi'dr, awake

bi&i, 2nd sg. pres. subj. dddan,
thou mayest give

big, kid, young goat (male)

bigyer, impv. giredan

bihusi, unconsciousness, being
insensible

bild, bild k., lost, to lose

bildz, flaming
bilik bilik L, (of fire), to flicker,

burn low

bin, v. bldan, they were

binaus, violet

bingist, sparrow

binyer, binyerum, etc., v.

niyastan
biristan : barezn-, to roast

bista, pp.c. of wastan(t), lying
about

biyer, irnpv. of giredan

boyam, almond

boyi, bdzi, upper arm

bdzi, game, play

brinj, rice

bu, smell

bugo, impv. of gudan
bugudert, impv. of guzastan

buli(iC)ristan, to break, break

up (intr.)

bun, roof

burdan : ber-, wer-, to carry off

burg, eyebrow
burldan : bur-, wur-, to cut off

busldan : bus-, to kiss

butte, -yel, maternal aunt

butulma, trunk of a tree, log

buz, female goat

buzydla, kid

buzmuc, kind of lizard, ''goat-

sucker
"

fahl, with young; mdyiin ba

fahl bid, the mare was in

foal

fa-^fur, china-ware

fals, season

famidan, fahmidan, to under-

stand

fas ; rdz fas k., to give away,

divulge secret

ferdri, fugitive, outcast

ficistan, to fly out of, fall out of

fix^ri, pu-^dri, fireplace (in the

wall)

firg, firk, thought, reflection

firisnddan, v. fisnddan

firk, v.firg

firr d., to fly off

fisang, cartridge

fisnddan, firisnddan : fisn-, to

send

fizur, small boil

fuja k., to die a natural death

furd
u$an : furus-, to sell

futa, turban

w, v

wd, let it be
;
muwdrik wd,

may it be blest (to you),

form of congratulation
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wd, v. wo'isti, it is necessary

to, must, should, ought to

wd, yd, either, or

wd, wd, wo, with, along with

wd bd yek, together

wd-, wd-, wo-, verbal prefix

wade Ice, at the time when

wafd, good faith, fidelity

ivdhu k., to establish oneself,

acquire power

vak, time

wa-^t, time

wdld, up, upwards
wdlauhistan : wdlauli-, to be-

come quiet (of a child)

wdlaunidan, to quiet (a child)

wdloi'l, above

wdloyi, v. wdloi'i

walsahat, connection, uniting

with (by marriage)

-wand, ending of some tribal

names

vandan, wandan : van-, ven-,

to throw, hurl

vangmurda,de&d of starvation

wdnum k.,io give instructions

to some one
;

tell some one

how to proceed

war, breadth

wdrgdh, camping-ground
wdstddan : wdst-, to stand, halt

wastan, vastan : iyuft-, to fall

wdsti, v. wo-istl

wdz, open

wil, loose, at liberty, released
;

wil k., to let go

wilikl, for no good reason,

without cause

wo, v. wd, prep.

wo-, v. wd-, verbal prefix

woburidan : -bur-, to separate

(combatants)

wo'istl, wdsti, v. wd, it's ne-

cessary that, must

ivo i bldan, wd i bidan, wd
bldan : -bu-, to become

worina, contrary

wuldat, wuldt, country

wur, on, upon ; wurm, on me
;

wurt,on thee; wurs, on him

wur-, verbal prefix

wurdstan, wurahstan :wurdh-,

to fall down

ivurcardan, to climb up

ivures, goat's hair webbing (for

tying up donkey-loads, etc.)

wuristddan :ivurist-, to stand

up, rise up ; wure, 2nd sg.

impv., get up !

wuryandan:wuryan-, to fling

down (same as lourydndan ?)

wurydndan : wurydn, to

snatch away
vurzd, ox

sa, sag, dog, ace. saina
; pi.

sayel, saiyel

sd, clear (of sky, weather, etc.)

sa'dv, v. sd'iv

sad, hundred

isd$, 3rd sg. impf. sd-^tan, q.v.
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saf, line, row

saftau, sliade from the sun

sag, v. sa, dog

sahdv, v. sd'iv

sd'iv, sdav, sdv, sa'dv, suhdv,

sahdv, master, owner

sako, now

sayt, hard, severe

,
to make, construct

, roof, ceiling

sal, year .

sdlel, clear sky, (clear night ?) ;

sau sdlel Jcerd, it cleared up
at night

salumat, safety

sanger,
"
sanger," stone breast-

work

sangin, heavy

sar, head

Sardau, P.N. "Cold Water"

saur, sneeze

sauz, green
sdav, sdv, v. sd'iv

savel, moustache

savik, ligjit

se, se, three

se, v. se

seristan : ser-, to creep

serwdz, soldier

s&sta^i), kind of frait, the size

and colour of apricot but

with four stones

si, for, for the sake of
;
si ce,

why ?

si'dr, v. suwdr

sift, stiff, firm

sigu, puppy
s^a, hole

sind, age

sinjid, kind of jujube (?) tree

and fruit

sivak, v. savi/c

st^aTi, needle

souSan : sus-, to burn (intrs.)

solivat, conversation

soya, shade

soyldan : sa-, soiy-, to rub

down

sudd, noise

suhdv, v. sd'iv

sulo, counsel

sum, hoof

-sun, their, them

siipal, cuckold (?)

sur, v. suV

sur, saline, brackish

su ll

r, suu r, sur, red

surdy, surd^, clue

surfa, cloth on which flour

is put when going to be

mixed with yeast to make
bread

surma, antimony
sust i jau, barley chaff,

bran(?)

sutul, donkey droppings

suv, morning
suva, to-morrow morning
suwdr, mounted, a mounted

man
? : suzan-, to burn (trs.), de-

stroy by fire
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soli, black

sdhln, hawk

salt, splinter ;
do salta k.,to split

in two

sa-^s, $08-%, person, individual

sasfc v. sa-^s

sat, lake

sau, night

saiiyl, night attack

sauldr, trousers

sauwl, pertaining to the

night

seravere, bad talk, evil counsel

(opposite o")iasihat)

senniinda, abashed, put to

shame

si Jc., to marry (a husband)

siltal, shikar, hunting, game,

quarry

silk, appearance

sir, milk

sir, lion

slrbo(h)i, slrbd(h)d, price paid
in kind to a girl's parents by
her fiance as the equivalent
of the milk given her when
a baby by her mother

sis, -un, louse

slsak, 2 -year's lamb

slivand, slvan, mourning,
lamentation

som, suhm k., to plough

sona, comb

suyl, suly, business, work

suly, v. suyl

sidwd, suld, form of cooked

food, kind of soup (?)

Mm, evening meal

su hm, v. som

sun, shepherd

sun, should er

stindan: U'w-', wdyaksundan
bes, they attacked him in a

body ;
dast bayal sundan, to

swirn

sustan : sur-, to wash

-za, born of . . .
, sprung from

zaf, zaft k., to appropriate,

take

(i)zdha, 3rd sg. pres. zd'ldan

zdklda, pp.c. of zo'ldan

zahla, bile(?)

zahm, zahm, wound

zahmddr, wounded

zaidan, v. z&dan

za-^ds, seeking of a woman in

marriage ;
zan za^ds It., to

seek etc.

zdl, lamenting

zdmand, tired

zamendi, tiredness, fatigue

zangal, leather leggings

zangehistan : zangeh-, to

glitter

zangel, v. zena

zaur, rough, coarse

ze, zi, ze, from, (out) of

ze*dan : zan-, to strike
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zena, pi. zangel, wife, (married)

woman
zero, bi zera, little by little

zerau, treachery, malice

zerda, cliff

zering, tinkling

zi, v. ze

zl, quickly

zln, saddle

zinda, living

zinde'i, life(-time)

zingl, "Div i Siyah," a black

demon

zinjlr, chain

zlter, more quickly, sooner

ziwdla, across to this side

zoi'ld, zo'ld, v. zd'ldan

zd'ldan : zdh-, to give birth to,

bear

zon, zoun, tongue

ztimln, ground

zunwi, zunl, knee

Z'flwdla, across to that side

1

lacak, woman's cap

lacar, stingy

laya, kick

layam, bridle

Idyir, thin, in poor condition

lahdv, quilt

lai,
"
gilim," woven rug

laj, jealousy, malice

Idl, dumb, smooth (of cliff)

(lam), wo lain, down, down-

wards

Idmerdun, men's quarter's,

public part of a house,

opposed to duryun
Ids

; sag i Ids, bitch

Ids, Ids, dead body

lat, tent-cloth

law, lip

laudaga, shivering

lelaq, stork

leva, mad

llfau, flood, torrent, sudden

spate

lik, (1) old cloth, rag; (2) ear

of corn

III, barrel of gun, etc.

Ilia, fine, delicate

lllurl k., to bind a baby up in

swaddling clothes

linda, a full hambiin

linga, leg ;
one of a pair ;

half

of a mule-load, etc.

list; list wurt naJidd ? are you

feeling less pain ?

listan : Us-, to lick

Us, bad, evil

lisk, bough, branch

livlna, miller

louB, stripped, naked

lumbar, buttocks

liin ; sag ba lun e, the bitch is

on heat

m
ma, female

md(h), month

mdbun, v. mayTin, mare
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mdca, female
; qdtir i md$a,

female mule

mati, moon

mdkl, mohl, -yel, fish

mai'as, mayas, bee

mail, liking, desire

mailis, assembly, meeting

maind, cloth worn by women
over the head

maiydr, neg. impv. averdan

maiyau, neg. impv. avedan

makinldan, to bleat

maJriniSt, bleating

mdl, property, camp
mallah k., to swim, bathe

maldka, angel, heavenly being

malldk, ladle

mallar, tripod of sticks

malk i mlt, the Angel of Death

mdmdca, midwife

mdnan, mdnind, like, re-

sembling

'mandan, mandan, mandan,
to remain

mdnind, v. mdnan

mdsil, a commissioner or

delegate of the Khans

(= Mn.P. mamur)
mashur, mashtir, well-known,

generally known
mdstan : mdl-, to rub

matal, story, parable

matlav, desire, matter

matrd^, club

rnauhtir, broken undulating

ground

maur, meadow

mayas, v. mai'as

may tin, moiytin, md&un, mare

mdza, level ground among hills

mazdqa k., to grudge, stint

mazg, brain, brains

me(h), -hd, peg

meminun, pi. guests

me(h)mtini, entertaining

guests

mer, perhaps, one would sup-

pose that . . .

mera, mlra, pi. mergyel,

mlrgyel, husband
;
married

men, men

merabiinl, kindness

rnerg, death

mergyl'd, drug given to un-

loving husband to make him

go rnad

mes, ewe

ml, pi. mlyd, hair

milist, appearance; bad milist,

of evil appearance

mils, like, resembling ;
mils

na dare, she has no peer

min, in the midst of, among

mingH, (said of) one who talks

through his nose

minjd, between

mlra, v. mera

mirk, elbow

mirs, copper

mirzang, eyelash

mirzl, kind of nuxud, pea
mistan : mez-, mlz-, to urinate
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misum, season

miz, mizd, wages

me>, v. mu
niohr, mor, seal

moiyun, v. mdyiin

mu, mo, I
;
ace. muna, mune,

rne

muc i pa, ankle

rnuda'i, v. mude'i

mude'i, adversary, opponent.

complainant

muft, muf, gratis

mill,
"
ami," paramour

mulastan, imuld, to wither,

it withers

murddl, carrion

mury, bird, fowl

murxas, permitted, dismissed,

allowed to go away
murist, shivering and shaking

muriz, small ant

murwat, generosity

must, fist

musta, grip, handle of knife

musk, mouse

muuwrilc, blest

via, ne, neg. part, not

nd, neck

nd-, neg. prefix

ndf, navel

nafer, person, individual

nayuld, evil, unruly, difficult

nahddan, nihddan : n-, to set,

place

naJiang, near

nai, reed

naijlra, reed brake

naistt, reed "
penny-whistle

"

ndldj, without remedy

naly(i), (a) story

ndlmaki, saucer

nar, male

ndranj, bitter orange

ndringl,
"
tangerine" orange

nasx(e), (a) defect, blemish

naudixurmd, matting bundle7 Q
of dates

navidum = na bldum
navlt = na bid

nawa, (grandson),descendants,

offspring

nawad, ninety

nazdlkl, neighbourhood,

vicinity

ne, neg. particle v. na
ne {B (hedan, to be), there is

not

nehr, ne*r, semblance
;
ba nehr

i, in the likeness of, re-

sembling
ne'ldum = na dldum

716V, v. nehr

nerix, market rate

nihddan, v. nahddan

nihdyat, limit, extremity

nihev, shout, hail

nikoiyat, v. nihdyat

nlla, grey (of horse)

nlmbul, lime (fruit)
"
nim-islcau," v. iskau
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niqba, (?), niqba ba xus dad, he

gained control over himself

nisp, nisb, nisf, half

nisandan, to seat, plant ;
1st

sg. pres. inisowum.

nisastan : nisin-, to sit down

nisxdr, coarse food left over

by a horse

nison d., to point out, show

niwak, salt

nlyd, in front, ahead

niydstan : niyer-, look, look

at

nolj, nuly, sweetmeats

nu, new, fresh

nuc, v. nuk, point

nuft, nose

nuk, nutfc, nuc, point (of a

tiling), beak

nuxud, small kind of pea

nuxun, nail (of finger, etc.)

nun, bread

nunzddh, nineteen

nurya, silver

nuzdin, colt of 2J years
i

r

rad w.b., k., pass on, clear out

(intrs. and trs.)

raadan, rakdan, rctaBan : TUV-,

riv-, rav-, r-, to go

rafeq, friend, companion

ray, vein

rah, rah, road

rah, v. rah

rahdan, v. raadan

raxt, -a, clothing; raxtd i xum,

my clothes

rama, herd of horses

rang, colour

rasidan : ras-, to arrive, reach

rast, rdst, straight, true

rast k., to construct, make
rauuna, rawuna, starting off

raivd Jc., to bring to pass

rawuna, v. rauuna

rayetl, acting as a cultivator

r^Ban : rez-, to pour, spill,

pour down on (trs. and intrs.)

reg, sand

rerehln, all covered with dung
resistan : res-, cf. re^an, to

pour down on, attack

rl, face, surface, top (of)

rikdv, stirrup

rinde merd, 'cute, unscrupulous
man

rls, beard

risa, root

rlt
t
moulted

royan, clarified butter, ghee

roh, ridge of a hill
;
wd roh, up

above

ru, tin

rud, child
; rudum, oh, my

child !

ruftan ;
mask e ruft, she filled

the water-skin (with water)

ru'ln, entrails

run, thigh

rundan
}

rondan : ron-, to

drive
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runiki, crupper band

ruwd, fox

ruz, day

hdcuq, in love, enamoured
;

hdcuq if.k. wo i bid, he (she)

fell in love with so and so

haf, haft, seven

Jiaftdd, seventy

hdga, hoya, egg

hai, continually (gives sense of

going on repeatedly doing

something)

Haivulldh, P.N. Habib Ullah

hajdah, eighteen

hdtfc, earth ;
hookas kerdan, they

buried him

ltdkistun, burying-ground

hdkum, Governor, ruler

hdl
||
xdl kandan, to tattoo

halldj, cure, remedy
hdlu, maternal uncle

;
also a

form of familiar address

halum, "arzan," millet

hama, all

hainbu, goatskin bag for flour,

etc.

hami jur hune, (it) is just like

this, just thus

hamiyo, hamyo, this very, this

same one

hamiyiine, (it) is just this

hamuho, hamuhu, that par-

ticular one

hanas, panting

handistan, to laugh

hani, yet

hanjila, nuptial chamber

hdr, mad

hdx, thorn (s)

hara, mud

harika, forked log used for

anchoring tent rope ; heavy
stones are placed on it

hars, tears

hast, eight

haul, outcry, row

hauld, sweetmeats

Jiavddh, seventeen

havir, yeast, dough
hawdl, circumstances, state of

affairs

hawer, information, news

heel, hlcl ( . . . na-), nothing

hedan, heban, to be, exist (only
in pres. tense hed, is, etc.)

her, every

her, donkey
her don, both

hermti, pear

hes, plough

hes, kes, v. qum
hes/ces, hiskes, no one

hickum (sun) + na, no one (of

them)

hl(j)jd, no where

hln, blood

hird, small, fine (of powders,

etc.)

hiskes, v. heskes

histan, v. dstan
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hiva, firewood

ho ke, ku ke, he who

hoTia, hdwa, house

hdwa, v. Jtona, house

hoya, v. hdga

hoylna, cooked eggs (fried

both sides ?)

hul, ashes

hum, also

huif

)n, hukm, order, command

humsa, neighbour

huner, skill, cleverness

hunun = ilnun

liuq z., to vomit

on hur, large saddle-bag, paniers

hils, intelligence

Jiusk, dry

huivdr, hawdr, level, quietly



II. THE BADAKHSHANI AND
MADAGLASHTI DIALECTS

INTRODUCTION

dialects dealt with in this article are those spoken

by the people of Badakhshan and of Madaglasht

respectively.

The province of Badakhshan fills the north-easterly
corner of Afghanistan. It is bounded on the north by
the Oxus, which divides it from the Russian territory,

while to the south of it lie Minjan and the mountain

districts inhabited by the Kafir tribes. On the east

Badakhshan marches with Chitral at the Dorah Pass,

whence the waters of the Lutkoh flow down to join the

Chitral or Kashgar River a few miles above the historic

Chitral Fort.

Madaglasht is a small settlement of Persian -speaking

foreigners planted in the middle of the principality of

Chitral and entirely surrounded by the Kowar-speaking
subjects of the Mehtar of that state. It is situated in

a high-lying mountain valley some twenty-six miles to the

north-east of Drosh. The Madaglasht stream is also, like

the Lutkoh, a tributary of the Chitral River, into which it

flows, on the left bank, about three miles above Drosh.

This Persian settlement is of modern origin. Four

families are said to have immigrated into Chitral from

Zibak in Badakhshan. They found employment with the

Mir i Kalan, the great Kator Mehtar of Chitral, as iron-

workers, but pressed by poverty some, or all, of them

wandered on further afield to Chutiatan on the Malakand-

Chitral road in Dlr territory. There two of their number
died and were buried, and the remainder were invited

back to Chitral by the Mehtar, who gave them land
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to settle on in Madaglasht, where they continue to

exercise their craft as iron-workers.

Six generations are said to have elapsed since the

immigration, and the colony has increased to some thirty

families. The pedigree of the leading family during this

period is given as follows :

Asakaluk

Usta Qurban
Shakar

Ustad Murad

Shir Muhammad

The last-named, Shir Muhammad, was my informant,

and it was from him, and a somewhat brighter and more

intelligent henchman, that I extracted the material

retailed in the following pages.

For my BadakhshanI material I am indebted to two

men of the Werduj, who have remained nameless, but

principally to one Nasim, son of Latif, hailing from

Faizabad.

It will be seen that my sources of information were

very restricted, and my informants did not make up for

their deficiency in number by any special brilliance of

intellect. The time at my command was also limited, as

I left Chitral shortly after commencing my investigations

and was unable to secure fresh informants or even to

check the results obtained by cross-examining my original

ones as I should have liked to do. In these circumstances

the reader must be warned of the probability of individual

eccentricities of pronunciation and idiom having been

accepted as normal, apart from errors due to misunder-

standings on my own part. Our means of communication

was not entirely satisfactory, as the colloquial of Modern

Persia presented difficulties to my informants, and my
practical command of Kowar, with which the Madaglashtls
are well acquainted, was limited.
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Anyone who has had experience of trying to elicit the

characteristics of a colloquial tongue from an illiterate

exponent of it will, in these circumstances, expect neither

complete knowledge nor entire absence of error.

From the material here presented, however defective, it

is sufficiently clear that these two dialects, which appear
to be historically one and do not differ in any essential

respect, are merely a form of the ordinary Modern Persian

of Persian literature known as " Classical Persian ". They
are no separate Iranian dialects such as Yudghah, spoken

by a small community at the head of the Lutkoh valley,

and a number of other petty languages spoken in the

Pamir region.

It is probable that they are very similar to
" Kabull

Persian ", the language of the Afghan court, and to the

form of Persian which is used for correspondence in

Chitral.

The Vocabularies present some words which are entirely

strange to me, such as :

M. alaxsd jaw
B.M. lakllc finger

B.M. farldan to wish, desire

and some borrowings from Kowar, Pashtu, and Hindu-

stani, but the number of these is on the whole surprisingly

small, and the bulk of the words .are familiar Persian

in ordinary use at the present day in Persia. (See

further 39.)

CONTRACTIONS

The following contractions and abbreviations have been

employed :

a. adjective.

adv. adverb.

Afy. Pashtu, the Afghan language.

B. Badakhshani.
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BX- dialect of Modern Persian spoken by the

Bakhtiarl tribes of S.W. Persia.

Gabii Modern Persian dialect, spoken by the

Zoroastrian (Zardushti, Gabri) communities

of Yezd and Kerman.

H. Hindustani,

k. kerdan.

Ko. Kowar, the Chitrali language.

M. Madaglashti.

Mn.P. Modern Persian in general ;
the Persian of

Persian literature, Classical Persian as

opposed to O.C.P.

11. noun.

O.C.P. Ordinary Colloquial Persian of the present day.
P. Panjabi.

P.Ar. Arabic words used in Mn.P. and in O.C.P.

pr. preposition,

pro. pronoun.
s. sudan.

v. i. intransitive verb,

v. t. transitive verb,

z. zadan

The stress accent, in a few cases where it has been

specially noted, is marked by a vertical line over the

vowel on which it falls, e.g. qalwa.
n denotes that the 7i-sound is not complete, but is

rather the nasalization of the preceding vowel.

||
between two forms denotes that they are recorded

variants of the same word.
* an asterisk before a word indicates that it has not

been recorded and therefore must, strictly speaking, be

regarded as hypothetical.
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PHONOLOGY
1. The ordinary vowel sounds in Badakhshani and

Madaglashtl are :-

d as in law I.P.A. symbol 9- 9

a far a a:

a cat ,, se

a but A

-a
}

j
r the same as a but shorter

-aft
j

e as in her 8

e date (Scots) ,, .
e (Scots)

e death
,, e

I machine i:

i pin i

u varying between French ,, ,, y to oe

emu and peur
u as in loop u:

U put u

6 mote (Scots) o (Scots)

not o

ai die ai

an howl
,, au

01 boil 01

over a vowel means that it is nasalized.

A point between two vowels' indicates a hiatus.

The vowel sounds of B. and M. are the same, or

practically the same, as those of ordinary colloquial

Modern Persian, with the exception of e and il, which are

not found in Standard Persian, and of e and o, which in

these dialects are usually monophthongal, while in O.C.P.

they are more or less diphthongal as in English, i.e. e.i

and o.u, as in de.it (date), mo.ut (mote).

2. a, a.

d is in both dialects the commonest pronunciation of

etymological a, but a, o, and 6 are also heard,
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a principally in M. o might frequently be

more correctly represented by d, the short of

d, the actual sound lying between d and o.

n and m do not exert as strong an influence on

a preceding a as they do in many dialects

of Mn.P. and even in O.C.P.

d + n is usually pronounced an, sometimes an and on

or on, but seldom un as in vulgar O.C.P.

We have, however, M. nun against B. ndn, ncL

In general the tendency for a to become o appears to

be stronger in M.
;

cf. :

M. ron B. ran

M. bom B. bam, bang
M. juryot B. jurydt

3. a, e.

(a) a and e are fairly constant, though occasionally

influenced by a neighbouring palatal or n :

B. cimca M. camca

B. panj M. panj
-a 4- ?7i is usually -am, but sometimes -urn as in

the ordinals :

B.M. cdrum fourth

Before r the sound is usually e.

(b) a is sometimes replaced by d in B., e.g. : asp \\ asp ;

langarl \\
M. langarl ; B.M. guzaram for Mn.P. guzaram,

I pass by ;
on the other hand, B.M. guzastan for Mn.P.

guzastan, to leave behind.

It may be remarked that the languages of the

neighbouring Chitrall and Kafir tribes show great

uncertainty of vowel length and, within limits, quality.

(c) e = Mn.P. U.

B. kerta shirt Mn.P. kurta

B. mexeran they eat ,,
ftnlxvurand

B. mery fowl mury
M.
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spleenB. siperz

M. xerd, xertlk

M. de two

B. du, do

M. ne nine

B.

Mn.P. sipurz
xurd

du

null

Compare B.M. murd
;
B. membera, M. mlmerad with

Mn.P. murd
; mlmlrad, where the present base is

probably formed on the analogy of the past base, or else

derived from an old simple present theme of the root mar-.

Cf. Gabri imertt, which similarly fails to correspond to

the Mn.P. mimirad.

4. e.

(a) e = Mn.P. e (O.C.P. I), usually corresponding to

O.P. ai, Av. ae.

In B. the e sound is generally preserved, while in M. it

is usually changed into I as in the present-day speech of

Persia :

B. bed M. bid willow

spade
ill

pot

verbal prefix pres. and

imperfect tenses

white

bed
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probably, however, owing to the analogy of the present

base %ez-, Mn.P. (ber)yez-.

The M. is wer-^istam : wer^lz-.

(d) B. e = M. ya- in B. ela, M. yala, open.

(e) e alternates occasionally with ai :

B.M. baital horse, mare

M. betalca filly (?)

M. be.i, bai.i Mn.P. ba, bi, to

5. e.

This sound occurs occasionally in place of a, e\ .e\

u and i(h) :

B. mebezam I sift bibezln.l sift!

ce, ce? what ? Mn.P. cih ? O.C.P. ci, fetB.

B. dek, deg

M. dlk, dig
B.M. kerra i asp foal

M.

B.

B.

M.

B.

B.

pot Mn.P.

B. '\erdlm \\
we ate

O.C.P.

cf. O.C.P. kurra

i asp
Mn.P.

mez table Mn.P. mez O.C.P. mlz
tez quick O.C.P. tlz

tez, tlz

metem I give Mn.P. mldiham

kun-, kin-, ken-, pres. base of vb. to do, Mn.P.

kun-

6. I.

(a) I corresponds to Mn.P. I, O.P. Av. I.

B.M. sir milk Mn.P. &vr

(b) I occurs sometimes in place of, or alternating with, i:

B. imrftz blrdder ^atarllc na tonistum

M. Msi.dr dll
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(c) I = Mn.P. e, O.C.P. I.

This equation is chiefly found in M.

B. bel M. W
dewdl dlwdl

but hizum ezurti

(d) I = Mn.R -ih, O.C.P. -ih-
t

-e.

B. meti.a M. midihad Mn.P. mldihad

se, se si sih

(e) I = Mn.P. u.

B.M. dlnyd Mn.P. dunya
B.M. jll jul Hindu-

B. jul stani jhul
M. s, s^

(B. -u-, -&-, -i-)

B.M. sis

(/) B. cddir, odder may be compared with Gabri cuwer.

The O.C.P. is mder, fadur.

M. tsdder may be compared with A 7. tsddar;

and M. tsader (if the form is correct) with Hindu-

stani caddar.

(</) The cliange tl >^ common in many dialects of

modern Persian (e.g. B^. dir = dur, far) has not

been noted either in B. or M.

7, i,

(a) i = Mn.P. i, O.C.P. i.

B.M. pider Mn.P. pidar

(b) i, as an alternative with il,
= Mn.P. u.

B. tnekinem, mekunem Mn.P. mikunam
M. mikinawi, mikiinam

B.M. sir^ M. sur^ su?^
B. ti-^in, tu-^m tu^rti

M. tuyfm
B. /cisa M. /ctlsa
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8. u.

(a) u = Mn.P. u, O.C.P. u.

B.M. dur

Xub bud

(b) u Mn.P. d, O.C.P. a, u before m and n.

B. dumad M. ddmdd. Mn.P. ddmdd
B.M. -siln

M. ?iim

them, their

B. nan
-san

nan O.C.P. nan,

nun

(c) u = Mn.P. o, O.C.P. u.

B.M.

M,
B.M.

B.M.

B.M.

B.

M.

(d) i

B.

M,

(B.

duz-

dus-

gus

gust

ruz

soxt-

to sew

to milk

ear

flesh

day
to burn (v. i)suz-

suxt-
'

s Hz-

= Mn.P. au, O.C.P. ou
,
au.

nil recent Mn.P. nau, O.C.P. nau, nou
, B^. nu.

tur fashion, manner P.Ar. taur

tar)

9. u.

(a) u = Mn.P., O.C.P. u,

B.M. sumd, guftan.

(b) Mn.P.u is, however, frequently represented byil and i.

B.M. gill flower Mn.P. gul
B.M. kiln-, Icin-

(B.also ken-, ken-)B7 v &
icisa

B.M. pur
Note, however,

B. paytam
defter

mez(d)
See also 3 c.

where

full

I cooked

daughter
wages

Jcun-

kujd

pur

pres. base of

kerdan. to do

duytav
muzd
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(c) u = Mn.P. a before m.

B.

M.

B.

B.

M.

-um termination of ordinals Mn.P. -am

mldum
metem

megum
migum,

Note also

M. dust

B. dast

I give

I say

mlgo.am

hand, arm

midiham

migoyam

dast

10. o and o.

(a) o = Mn.P. o, O.C.P. u.

B.M. ora him, etc.

B.M. furo^t- :furos- to sell

M.

(B.

B.

M.

B.M.

B.M.

B.

bigo !

bugu !)

mego.a

mlgo.ad

post

roda

soxt

say !

he says

skin

entrails

it burned

O.C.P. ura

all with o in Mn.P. and u in O.C.P.

(6) o and o, alternating with d, d = Mn.P. a, O.C.P. a, u,

especially in M.

B. bdm

Xd.er

M. bom

ran ron

sona

roof

sister

thigh

so-%
branch

sdna shoulder

zonu knee

(c) 6 = O.C.P. au, ou
,
Av. ao.

B. gosdla M. gosdla calf

B.M. royan ghee

(d) o = Mn.P. a.

B.M.
so-)(t-

: sanj- to weigh

Mn.P. O.C.P. bum

Mn.P. gosala

O.C.P. rauyan, rouyan

Mn.P. sa^t- : sanj-
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11. ai,

There are not many examples of this sound in B. or M.

The following are the chief which have been noted :

B.M.

B.

M.

M.

B.M.

B.

ai

baital

baital

pai

paitauwa
tai i

tai i

In M. the preposition

bai.i, be.i.

be i man to me

from Mn.P. az

mare

horse

tendon

putties

in

beneath

ba before a pronoun becomes

bai i sumd to you

12. au.

(a) au Mn.P. au, dv, O.C.P. ou
, au, dv.

B.M. aurat woman (Arabic 'aurat)

gau cow Mn.P. gdv O.C.P. gdv

jau barley jau jo
u

sauhar husband -au- -ou-

nauidsl.ab} mill-water- cf. O.C.P. nauddnM.

B. nd i dsl.db
J
shoot wooden water-runnel

for carrying rain off

roof

(b) au = Mn.P. ab, ab, af.

B. au M. dv.

B.M. dftauras

paitauwa

B.

water

morning

putties

aur
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(c) Other examples :

B. alausd M. alaysa jaw
jauivdrl juwdrl Indian corn Af7 jawdr

B.M. kalau.ur sights of a

gun
B. birau.am, birawam I go

sinauwldan, bisinau to hear
;

Mn.P. pres.

listen ! base sino-y-

13. oi.

Alternately with d,i for a followed by y or I.

B. me.oiyam M. mi.oiyim I come Mn.P. ml.ayam
B.M. boi.lst must bdyast

M. goi.ulan coire gd.idan
B.M. imdoiyim soft P.Ar. muld.im

zoi.ld gave Mn.P. zd.ld

birth

also B. oi i se?" under

the head

M. cu i seri pillow

14. Attention may be drawn to the following isolated

vowel variants :

B. gttdm perhaps corresponding to Mn.P.gci^m

(the meaning of Mn.P. gillin is

given by B.M. g<n ;
while the

meaning of Mn.P. qdll is given by
B. gilam, M. zitimca)

B. oi.m Mn.P. dhan

B.M. poiydn cf. Mn.P. pdyin
M. zdrddlu Mn.P. zarddlu

B. 0fm/c 0ira/c

15. The consonantal sounds ordinarily heard in

Badakhshani and Madaglashti are :

q, k t p

g d b

X f
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7 & w, v

t
(
= ts) (is)

j (
= dz)

s, s

z, z

r, I
; m, n, ng (

=
?o) ; y, iv*, v*

;
h

* as glides.

There is little or no difference between the sounds

represented by these symbols and the corresponding

sounds in Mn.P.

16. Loss of Final Consonants.

There is some tendency to drop or slur final consonants.

This tendency is more pronounced in B. than in M.

(a) B. normally lacks the final d of the verbal ending
of the 3rd sg. pres., and both B. and M. lack the

final d of the 3rd plural :

B. mekina M. mlkilnad (or -kuna) he does

mekinan mlkunen they do

(b) Final t following a consonant is often slurred or

dropped in B, e.g. :

sas, sixty ; raf(t) ; guf(t) ; be.es, M. Hist, stand

still !
;
as

|| ast, is
;
also bo 1

(bayad).

(c) Final d preceded by z is liable to be dropped :

B. duz(d),mez(cl),naz(d} Mn.P. duzd,muzd,nazd

(d) Final -ab is reduced to au in B. lau and M. sau
;

and -ab to -au and -au in B. au (M. dv) and

M. yau(b), B. yob, ^au ;
cf. also B. se.u, M. si.u,

apple, Mn.P. sib. See 126.

17. Unvoicing of Final Voiced Stops.

(a) Final voiced stops in Mn.P. are frequently repre-

sented by the corresponding voiceless stops in B.

and occasionally in M. where the phenomenon
seems to be chiefly confined to verbal endings :
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B. M. -it Mn.P. -Id (2nd pi. verbal

ending)

arbdp arbdb

but, bud but bud

ddt dad

dek dik dig

fuldt puldt fuldd

gusdt gusdda

jep jib jib

jurdp jurdb jurdb

lead, kat kard

sup, sub subh

sap, sab sau sab

sut, sud Sit
.,

sud

zerd, zert zard

(b) For other treatment of -ah, -db see 126 and 16 d.

(c) B. has the same change in the initial position in

tigma, button, beside Mn.P. dugma.

18. x and 7-

The spirants ^ and 7 sometimes appear to be confused :

B. bd%, bd%ca M. bay Mn.P. bay

ustuydn sutu^an, ustuy^dn

sutuydn

19. Change of Medial Voiced Stops followed by
a Vowel to Spirants.

(a) I have only sporadic and inconstant examples of

d > B, as in :

B. kuddm\\kuSdm] M. dddain\\ddam} sudim
\\
subim

(b) The change -b + vowel > -w + vowel is general

in B. and is sometimes found in M. :

B. gireivdn M. girbdn \\
Mn.P. giribdn

girwdn

jewuk cf . jib

kerwds (?) kerbds
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^auivdndan %dbdnd- ||
O.C.P. -^dbdndan

qalwa A 7. qulba
rikawl rikdbi H. rikabl

zuwdn zabdn Mn.P. zabdn

20. Change of Spirant to Stop.

The change of spirant > stop is found in :

M. pilta match of matchlock . Mn.P. falita, for

fatila

puldt fuldd

21. Change of f*u, b_^u.
In B. -af-\- s and -af -\- s give -aus and -aus.

B. <yaus M. yafs
Jcaus kafs

M. has, however, -ab -\- k > -auk in :

M. kauk Mn.P. kdbk

22. -ft.

The group -ft appears to give -^ in :

B.M. kulu^ Mn.P. kuluft
I have also B.M. bdxt- : bdx

- for Mn.P. baft- : baf-,

to weave, but as I liave in addition M. baft- : bdf-, it is

possible that this equation of bd-^t- is wrong and that it

should be bracketed with Mn.P. ~bayt-:baz-, to lose (a game).
In that case the present base bd%- would be due to

analogical derivation from the past base.

In any case -ft is usually preserved in both dialects, as

is evidenced by B.M. raftan, guftan, and M. kuftan.

23. k and g.

The palatal character of k and g is often emphasized in

M. so that the sounds appear as k*, gy, e.g. : /c%m, gyaSt,

gyast.
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24. c and j.

(a) c and j correspond to the same sounds in Mn.P., but

M. has tsdder (and tsader), beside B. cader, veil,

sheet, probably a borrowing of the Af7. tsdder.

(b) Again, B. Idsd, M. kusd correspond in meaning and

use with Mn.P. kuja, and s possibly represents -j-

between vowels.

Is B.M. suridan, to seek, want, to be equated with

Mn.P. justan : ju-, B^. justan : jilr- ?

In M. plsdk s possibly represents c.

(c) There is some uncertainty between s and s, as in

various dialects of Mn.P. Thus :

B. list- : les-
}

M. IM- : Its- I

to lick Mn.P. ^- ; Us-

B. rlst- : res- \
. rist-}

M. rlst- : rls-
J

rist-
j

'

B. #a- 1

M. &st-:$ur-\
to wash

B. sist- : &n- to sit nisast- : nisin-

M. sist- (binuse! imp v. )

but in general both dialects agree with Mn.P.

(d) B. j = Mn.P. d in jii&dan, to milk, Mn.P. du&idan.

j occurs for d in Kowar,^tl, two, Mn.P. du. Perhaps
the insertion of a palatal glide is the cause, dy and

j tending to interchange, cf. the vulgar "jook" for
" duke

"
;
Prakrit vijjut for Skr. vidyut, French

jour (zur), Latin diur-, etc. I have met Swedes

whose nearest approximation to the sound of English

j was d + y, and who always said "
dyoke

"
for

<(

joke
"
and "

dyest
"
for "jest", and so on.

25. z.

z is changed to i or dropped in :

B.M. ai
||
az Mn.P. az

M. alddhi ? (
= az kusd) from where ?
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M. gya$t Mn.P. guzast

gyast guzast

and probably in :

B.M. blca kid, for *buza(i)

26. r.

The loss of r before d in the B. kad = kard, which is

restored in the ppc. kerda, appears exceptional.

In the case of B. yatarlk an r has perhaps been dropped
before the t. I was in doubt whether there was not in

fact an r-sound. The word is presumably to be bracketed

with M. yertlk and Mn.P.

27. m.

(a) An intrusive b is developed after m in B. me-mbera,

he is d}ang ;
cf. Gk. /Jifiporos.

(b) in appears to be dropped in :

b'dnim for bimanlm, let us set down

(c) 7?i = n occurs in :

B. pam M. paham Mn.P. pahan
B.M. ivazmin heavy cf. P.Ar. wazn

28. n.

-ng, except when followed by a vowel, is pronounced TO.

Followed by a vowel it becomes -ng-.

29. y.

Initial y tends to be dropped or modified in B. while

retained in M. :

B. dftamas Mn.P. yaftam-as
ax M. ya

Xt
ya\

ela yalci open
B. u>e*raand M. yura (-hd) the gums, are

presumably the same word.
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30. w.

(a) _w_ __&.. See 196.

(6) -awd >a, o is found in B.M. tdnist-, tonist-, Mn.P.

tawdnist-.

(c) v occurs in B. jildv, Mn.P. jilau ; gdv \\ gau ;
and

M. dv, Mn.P. db.

31. h.

(a) Excrescent initial h is met with in :

M. haber Mn.P. abr

hawdl ahivdl

hisq 'isq

(6) On the other hand initial k is lost in :

B. (li)aml(n) Mn.P. hamin

(h)amu haman
Isa hissa

(c) In Mn.P. the h- has been maintained through the

haft series and has then by analogy been con-

tinued to the hast series. In B.M. the analogy

has been applied otherwise :

B.M. haft hast

abdah azdah

B. aftdd atdd

{d) In B. asti, astim, etc., the spurious h of Mn.P. hasti,

hastim, does not appear.

(e) Medial h is insecure, especially in B.

B. me^ahann, M. ini^aham Mn.P.

yo.er -^oher -^
vdhar

pain paham pahan

lef perhaps lihdf

meti.a midi(h)ad mldihad

32. y and w as Glides.

(a) As in O.C.P., glides are commonly dispensed with

or, at any rate, so reduced as to be negligible in

L
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writing, for in such cases a written y or w would

lead to exaggeration in pronunciation.

The use of glides may be studied in the paradigms of

the verbs guftan and dinadan given in this article, but it

is necessary to add that in more careful speech the glides

are often restored and emphasized. Thus : M. migoyam \\

migiim, but mlrlm
\\
tnlrawlm (where the w belongs to

the root).

(b) Especially in B. the tendency to omit glides is

sometimes carried further, and juxtaposed vowels

are amalgamated as in the last examples given
and in :

B. bisum ya na siim Should I wash it su + um
or not ?

bisus wash it ! sii + as

(ruftan), merum I sweep M. mlroyam
See also the paradigms of dddan and guftan.

(c) Where an intervocalic h or w has been dropped,
a y or w glide may sometimes arise in its place :

B. yo.er M. '

^oher, -^owerzdda
B. me^oyam \\ me^dJtam
M. mlroyam

(d) an resulting from ab, aw, tends to develop a,

secondary w :

B. au w a% bast the water froze

birawum
\\
birau.um

||
birauwum

sinauwidan, sinauwiim to hear, I hear

(e) A complication of succeeding vowels is relieved by

changing i into y in :

ai y aspa of these horses Mn.P. az In asplwi,

MORPHOLOGY AND CONSTRUCTION

33. Nouns and Adjectives.

(a) Plural Termination. The usual plural termination

of nouns is -kd, -d, as in O.C.P., but the names of

certain animals and relations have their plurals in
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-an (-wan), probably in most cases alternately

with -a :

B. 'xp.erdn M. -^pherwdn O.C.P. ^
vd.ard sisters

gauwdn gdvhd cows

B.M. sagan saga dogs

(b) Accusative Suffixes. The accusative suffixes are -rd,

-rd
; -a, -na :

B.M. sumd rd

B. haml asp a az 111

sar i zulf a

mlbura

I -^aber a Jcai ddda

btidan ?

I zamin a qalwa ka!

der sahr i Faizdbdd

u-na dldam
M. cucahdrd girifta

I Briber a Jcai be.i

tu dddand ?

%irs Daula

MuJiammad
a bar sd-^t

-%irs dast a pa i

u-na Jcand

From whom did you buy
this horse ?

He cuts his hair

When had they given
this information ?

Plough this land !

I saw him in the town

of Faizabad

Having caught the cubs

When did they give you
this news ?

The bear took up and

carried off D.M.

The bear pawed (?) his

arms and legs

I am unable to assert the existence of the ending -na.

I have it recorded only in the forms una, hamiina,

hamlna, where the n may belong to the pronoun, giving
the forms tin, Jiamtin, hainln, corresponding to the

Mn.P. an, hamdn, hainln. An accusative ending -na is,

however, used in Bakhtiaii with a word ending in a vowel.

(c) The sense of the Dative, including "motion to", is

ordinarily conveyed by using the preposition ba,

but the accusative suffix -a appears sometimes to

be employed, with or without the preposition ba :
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B. basumdguft M. ba.isumd lie said to you

guft

B. berdder i -^atdrik kalana guft the younger brother

said to the elder

M. burd ba diger jd.ct,
he carried him off

to another place

but it is difficult to assert the identity flf the -a in kalana

and^a.a with the -a of the accusative.

(d) Suffix -k (-uk, ik). A few nouns and adjectives have

a suffix in -k :

B.M. amuk paternal uncle

M. cucik the young of animal or bird

B. dastak small bean

B. jewuk pocket

M. -^dluk maternal uncle

B. ^etarik small

M. ^ertlk

B. maidikik small

M. mu.ibandak plait

M. ninik some kind of relation,

paternal aunt ?

M. plcdluk fringe

M. pisdk roll (?)

B.M. pusuk cat

Probably also :

B. gadlk ewe

B.M. laklk finger

(e) As regards the syntactical relation between nouns

and adjectives, I have not noted any instance of

the adjective preceding the noun which it qualifies.

34. Numerals.

(a) The chief peculiarities are found in M., in which :

The 30's are rendered by 20 + 10, 20 + 11, etc. bist o

dah, bist o ydzdah, etc.

50's
, ,

40 + 10, etc.
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The 60's are rendered by three score (plus one, etc.).

si blst (o yak), etc.

70's ,, three score plus ten, etc.

80's four score (plus one, etc.).

and 90's presumably four score plus ten, etc.

This recalls the Kowar system of counting by multiples
of 20; bisir = 20, ju bislr = 4>0,tro.i bisir = 60, and the

similar but more extended use of sil (score) in Pashtu as

an alternative method of reckoning.

(b) The modification of the it- vowel of <M and ntili to

. e in de, two, ne, nine, is also peculiar to M.

(c) Again, in M. the distributives have an -I suffixed,

which I do not remember to have met elsewhere :

carl carl biglr take four of each

35, Verbs.

(a) The ordinary infinitive ending of denominative

verbs, in Mn.P. -Idan is general in both dialects.

In a few cases derived forms so composed take the

place of an original verb. Thus :

B.M. sumdmdan to count Mn.P. sumurdan :sumdr-

B. sinauwldan to hear Sunldan : sunu(y)-

(older sttnudan,

sunuflan ;
Gabri

asnuftmun)
In the Persian used in Chitral in correspondence such

compositions as

tasauivaridan to imagine, suppose
kunanldan to cause to be done

are employed.

(b) The causative infinitive termination in both B. and

M. is -dndan; as usually in O.C.P., against -dnldan

in Mn.P.

(c) I have failed to note any forms of the Passive Voice

in either B. or M., but they probably exist though
not in frequent use.
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(d) The 2nd person plural termination in B., -In, is

common to Bakhtiaii, Kermani, and other Persian

dialects.

(e) In the case of verbs with distinct present and past

bases, the present base is sometimes generalized.

Thus :

B. cind : cln-
|

Mn.P. eld- : cln-
;

M. tiind : cln-
)

^
Kermani Persian (wur)clndan

B. vest- : -vez- } Mn.P. (bar)x
vast- :

n/r j.
- f to rise

'

,-, NM. xist- : x^- J (bar)^eZ'

B. sinauwld- : sinau- cf . older sunuft- : suno- and

the dialects

(/) The prefix ni- of the Mn.P. forms is absent in :

B. slst- : sin- Mn.P. nisast- :

M. sist- (pres. doubtful) nisln-

B.M. sand- : sdn- nisand- :

cf. BX- sundan. nUan-

Similarly the an- of Mn.P. andaytan is missing in

M. ddyt- : doz-, to throw.

(g) The Modern Persian verbal prefix bar- is repre-

sented, as in most Mn.P. dialects, by wer-

B.M. werddM Mn.P. bardast

(h) Where the tense and mood prefixes me-, ml-, and bi

are prefixed to a verb 'beginning with a vow.el,

elision may take place :

from istddan B. mestum, M. mlstam, I stand
; B. be.es

(i.e. bee
s), M. list, stand !

36. Prepositions.
The only unfamiliar preposition is the da of M.,

corresponding generally in meaning to Mn.P. bah. Perhaps
it is a mere distortion of bah due to the influence of the

Pashtu particle da of the genitive ami ablative cases.

The M. use of derun as a preposition meaning in, in

the midst of, is not paralleled, at least in O.C.P.

For examples of the use of the various prepositions in

B. and M., see below, 38.
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37. Syntax and Idiom.

As regards syntax and general idiom, these dialects do

not differ in many points from O.C.P. :

(a) The present tense is used to denote the future, as

generally in O.C.P., and the Mn.P. idiom of the

present tense of -^dstan plus the past base of

the principal verb does not appear to be known.

(b) -^dstan and fdridan, to want, wish to, and boiyad
bdad, etc., boi.ist, must, are followed in both

dialects by ki and the present subjunctive of

the verb.

In M. boi.ist also takes the infinitive :

sumd rd ce miboi.ist I kdr What necessity was there

rd kerdan ? for you to do this ?

For examples, see s.v. in the Vocabularies.

(c) tdnistan, can, be able, is followed in both dialects,

as in O.C.P., by the present subjunctive, which in

M. may be introduced by ki. It can also be

accompanied by the infinitive, which in B. appears
to precede, and in M. to follow, it, e.g. :

B. raftan nametdnam I cannot go
M.

"
na tdnistam raftan I could not go

(d) The izdfa i, whether between noun and noun or

noun and adjective, is occasionally omitted. It is

similarly often omitted in other dialects of Persian,

usually by elision when it comes into contact with

another vowel, but sometimes merely through
haste or carelessness of speech.

(e) My Madaglashti informant appeared frequently to

use the pronouns and verbal forms of the 1st

person plural instead of those of the 1st person

singular. Possibly he was accustomed to thinking

in the plural, and it came natural to him in giving

a part of a verb to say "we come", "we go,"

rather than "
I come ",

"
I go ". In Bakhtiaii

there is often an inaccurate use of the numbers in
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the case of verbs in the 3rd person where the

subject is not expressed.

EXAMPLES OF PREPOSITIONAL AND ADVERBIAL

EXPRESSIONS

38. The following examples of the use of the principal

Prepositions and Adverbs may be found of interest.

N.B. It should be noted that I have kept strictly within

the limits of my scanty material, and have refrained from

assuming or creating any words or forms, however

probable, of which I have no actual record. Where
blanks occur it is, therefore, not to be inferred that the

forms do not exist, but only that my hurried inquiries

failed to elicit them.

There is, for instance, no reason to believe that B. lacks

a means of expressing the preposition
" at

"
or M. the

genitive
"
of thee ".

Bada^sani.

(1) After (time).

pas (or bad) i dmadan i u,

after he came

pas (or bad) az u, after that

(2) After (place), behind.

u aqab dmad, he came

behind

und ba aqab iv raftan, they
went after him

(3) Among.

ml.dn i merdum, among the

people

(4) At.

Madaglasti.

pas (or bad) dmadan i u,

after he came

pas i I cl kdr na Jcun, don't

do so after this

pas (or bad) az u, after that

o ai aqab dmad, he came

behind

und ba aqab i o raftan,

they went after him

derun i merdum, among the

people

ba sa.at i sis, at 6 o'clock
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Bada^sani. Madaglasti.

(5) Before (time).

pes az dmadan i u, before pes i dmadan i u, before be

he came came

pes i dftau, before sunrise

(6) Before (place). See (11), In front (of)."

(7) Behind. See (2),
" After/'

(8) Down, downwards.

ai ser i kuh ser i azi sidlm, ai koh poiydn dmad, ya
we started down from tbe bald raft ? did he come

top of the hill down the hill or did he

go up?

rahaskalapd as, the road to kalapd raftan, to go down-

(or from) it is downhill hill

ai koh poi.dn dmadan, to

come down the hill

(9) For.

do ta beroi ^edat bigiri, take du ta bigir ba \udat, take

two for yourself to for (to ?) yourself

(10) From, from among, of.

ai par sal ta ale, from last ai parlna ta ale, ditto

year up till now
ai Ina do ta biglrl, take two ai Ina dil ta bigir, ditto

of these

(11) In front (of).

sumd pes birawln, you go sumd pes birawld, ditto

in front

pes i o raftam, I went in pes i o raftam, ditto

front of him

dar i %dna Istdda as, he is dar i denvdza slsta bud, he

standing in front of tlie was sitting in front of

house the door of the house
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Bada^sani.

(12) In, inside, into.

der sahr i Faizdbdd una

dldam, I saw him in the

town of F.

ba -^dna raftam ;
ba ^ana

i -^idas na bud, I went

into my (or the) house
;

lie was not in his house

ba tai i sanduq mdnda

budam, I had put (them)

inside the box, in the box

tai i jep, in the pocket

an ba deg birez, pour water

into the pot

Madaglasti.
via raftimda dar i derwdza,

we went to the front of

the door

der i -^ana, in front of the

house

der Dros, in Drosh

der bay slsta bud, he was

sitting in the garden
ba xdna raflam, I went into

the house

da yane i ^idas na bud, lie

was not in his house

derun i yana, inside, into r

the house

da derun i sandj gerddnd,
he put (them) into the

skin-bag
rista i dara-^t, ki derun i

zamin ast, the root of the

tree (is that) which is in

(under) the ground
tai i sanduq }

mdnda } .

7 7-7-7 ^O.derun ^ sanauq) buaam)

da jib i man but, it was in

my pocket
derun i jlp bibln, look in

the pocket
au.a da dig bidoz, pour the

water into the pot

(13) Near, near to.

i o ba -^dna i man nazdik, qarlb
nazdik ast, his house is

near mine
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(14) Of, belonging to.

baca i amuk, uncle's child, baca i amuk, ditto

child of uncle

ai -^idam, belonging to me ai -^idam, ditto

Ind ai Id an ? Ind ai man,
Whose are these ? They
are mine

mdl i man as, it is mine mdl i man ast. ditto
"
of

" = from among. See (10),
" From."

(15) On, on to, upon, over.

ru i mez
j biguzarln, put da ser i mez bimdn, ditto

ser i mez
j (it) on the table

bald i bang } da bald i bom raftam, I
1 on the roof

pust i bang j
went on to the roof

bald i cub, over (?) the stick gydstamas \der zamln, I put

mdndamas) it on the ground

(16) Outside.

berun Istdda bud, he was

standing outside

(17) Round, round about.

daur i %dna, round the daur i dara-^t, daur i -^dna,

house round the tree, round the

daur ma daur, all round, house

round about

(18) Since. See (10),
" From."

(19) To.

ba ma bill, give (it) to me be {man
} bide, give (it) to

mara
J

me

(20) To (after Verbs of Motion) appears to be ba in both

dialects, as in O.C.P.

ba kuddm taraf merawl ?,

in what direction are you

going ?
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Bada^sani. Madaglastl.

but in M. da, which seems generally to bear the sense of

in or on, sometimes appears to replace ba.

(21) To (a person).

yak nafer firistdd pes i

Mddaiibld, he sent a man
toM.

(22) Till, up to, for (of time),

td dlna riiz, up till yesterday td dlna, ditto

id si sal, for 30 years td si sal, ditto

(23) Under, beneath.

zer i kursl, under the chair tai i kursl, ditto

tai i pa, under foot

(24) Up, upwards.

TIL ba bald (he went) up- ser a bald raft, he went

wards upwards
*

39. The Nature of the B. and M. Vocabularies.

(a) It has already been stated that" the bulk of the

words in both dialects are pure Persian, and

a glance at the Vocabularies which follow will

make this obvious. Many of the words have,

however, become obsolete in the language as it is

now spoken in Persia, but some of them have

survived in everyday use in Hindustani. Where

this is the case it is difficult to determine whether

B. and M. have inherited them along with the

other words they possess which are still current in

the Standard Persian speech of the present day,

or whether they have acquired them by borrowing
from Hindustani and Pashtu.

The following may be cited as examples :

B.M. aurat (P.Ar. and H. 'aurat)

B. cimea M. camca (Mn.P., H. camca)
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B. kerta M. kirta (Mn.P. kurta, H. kurtd)

B. -^ama-^a (Mn.P. ^dJima-^dh in constant use

in Af7.)

B. moza (Mn.P. muza, H. moza)
B. ndspoti (Mn.P., H. ndspdtl)

B. qalwa (Mn.P. qulba = plough (Steingass) ;

A 17. qulba = yoke of oxen)
B.M. rilcabl (Mn.P., H. rikabl)

(6) The following are probably direct borrowings from

the Indian side :

M. Jcot (Engl. through Hindustani
;

also known
in Persia)

M. latta (PanjabI lattha)

B. manja M. inanja (H.. mdnjhd', PanjabI manja)
M. tdmba (H. tdmba

;
P. tdmbd)

B. wdskat (Engl. through Hindustani)

Perhaps also kitta-sag, cf. Hindustani kuttd)

(c) Direct borrowings from Pashtu (Af7.) appear to be

scarce :

As above, B. qalwa has possibly been drawn from Pashtu.

B. gddlk may perhaps be resolved into gdd + ik, in

which case it may be derived from A 7. gad, sheep.

M. tit may be identical with A 7. tit
t low, short,

stooping down.

M. tsdder is identical with the Af7. form. M. tsader

may be a mis-writing, otherwise it may be a borrowing
of H. and PanjabI caddar under Af7. influence.

"B.jauwam, M. juwdri'&re probably derived from A 7.

jawdr, but there is also H. and P. ju.dr.

(d) Borrowings from or through Kowar are naturally

fairly numerous :

B. dsaqdl, M. asaqdl, a minor district official, is a title

used in the Chitral administration "dsaqdl
"

(" aksakdl
"

O'Brien). I believe that it is a Turki word meaning
-White Beard" (see J.R.G.S., vol. 1, No. 6, Dec. 1917,

p. 411, where it is spelt
{t aksakal ").
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B. kdk, dry, cf. Kowar kdk, dried up.

B. pdrcam, Ko. pdrcam, parcdm.
B. sail, M. sail, Ko. sail.

M. arqa, Ko. arqa.

M. frmg, cf. Ko. o?i</.

M. pakul, Ko. pakol.

M. pile, Ko. pile'.

(e) After discounting all the manifestly Persian words

which constitute the bulk of these vocabularies,

and, again, those which can be traced to Kowar,

Hindustani, or Pashtu, there remain a score or two

of words whose origin is obscure to me and to
c5

which I can suggest no parallels. They may be

regarded as contributing to furnish a raison d'etre

for this article.

(f) There is no reason to suspect borrowings from

geographically remote dialects of Modern Persian ;

where coincidence of form occurs it only argues

a greater extension at some period of the word or

form than one would have deduced from its

isolated occurrence in a single dialect. The

following points may be mentioned :

The identity of the vowel of the past base of B. paytan
and Gabii pa^-odmun, to cook, in contrast to the u

generally found in Mn.P. and Q.Q.Y.pUytan is of interest.

Again, M. tambdn, trousers, appears to be the same

word as the Gabii timbun, under-trousers, drawers.

There is also H. and P. tambd, loose pantaloons.
B.M. 2}a^auwa is identical with Bakhtiari paitauwa,

putties ;
the ordinary Persian is pdplc.

B. has bur, grey, B^. bwr = chestnut (of a horse).

B. pas i pa is duplicated in Bakhtiari poetry.

B. uses fan and B^. fand = fraud, deceit. Fand is

given in Steingass's Persian dictionaiy, but I do not

remember hearing it in O.C.P.

Identical with B., bang is Kurd I, bang, roof.
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(g)

40.

Nom,

Ace.

Gen.

Dat.

N.

A.

D.

N.

A.

G.

D.

N.

A.

G.

D.

Both B. and M. differ from most dialects of Mn.P.

in presenting few examples of Metathesis. I have

rtiijdz for mizaj and jurydt might represent the

Turkish word, which I am unable to authenticate,

but which is, I think, juyurt.

PARADIGMS
N.B. See note to 38.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Bada^sani. Madaglasti.
1st Sg.

man I Nom. man, ma I

mard me Ace. mard me
1
i md

] [of r

i man^ \my
1 ba md}
1 ba ma)

md, md.d (double N.

plur.)

mdrd
ba md

tu, to

tura

i td

ba tu, tera

2nd PL

sumd, sumdhd N.

(double plur.)

sumd ra A.

i sumd G.

to me

Uen.
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3rd Sg.

Bada^sani.
N. u, (un ?)

A. ord, ora
;
una

G.

D.

i u, i o

ba u

N. dnhd, und
A.

N.

A.

G.

D.

3rd PI.

N.

A.

Madaglasti.

o, u he, she, it

ord him, her,

it

his, hers,

its

^ o, i u

ba u to him,

etc.

unhd they
unhd rd tlie in

Note. Isan and usan are not found.

ENCLITIC PERSONAL PRONOUNS

1st. Sg. -um PI. -mun Sg. -um PI. -mon
2nd. -at -tun -at -ton

3rd. -as -(i)son,
x -as -son, -sun

-sun

41.

This

DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES AND PRONOUNS

N.

A.

That N.

A.

This same

(pro. and adj.)

That same

(pro. and adj.)

I

ird,

u

ord, una
N.

A
N.

A.

PL Ina

(h)aml
2

(h)amu
2

N.
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42.

Myself

Thyself

Himself

REFLEXIVE PRONOUN

\idlm
1

43. INTERROGATIVE ADJECTIVES AND PRONOUNS

Which man ?

(adj.)

Which of them ?

(pro.)

What ? (pro.)

Who ?

44.

kuSdm
kud&m
kuddm-sun ?

cl ? ce ?

kl ?

VERBS

kuddm-$un ?

c'i ? ce ?

/a ?

(a)

Madalasti.

Sg. 1.

2.

3.

*Budan, to be

bud- : (h)ast-

Present

(h)astum PL 1. (h)astim

(h}astl 2. (Ji)astln

tts(^) 3. (h)astan(d)

Preterite Indicative

Sg. 1.

2.

3.

Sg. 1. budam PL
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Bada^sani. Madaglastl.

(b) Enclitic Verb

(tang)-um, I arn (in difficulties)

. . um -

. . (astlm) . . um . . im
. . (asti) . . (astin) . . I . . It

. . (ast, as) . . (astand, . . (ast) . . an(d)

astan)

45. *sudan, to become

B. slid-, sild-, sid- : saw- M. sld-, sud-
r .

fr
. r : saw-

sib-, suo-

Present Indicative

mesaivam tiiesawlm ml$awam mlsawim
mesawi inesawln misaivi mlsawit

mesawa mesaivan mlsawa(d) mlsawan

Preterite Indicative

Sg. 1. Sudani PI. sudwn Sg. 1. Sidam PI. $idlm

2. Sudi sudln 2. sldl sldlt

3. sud (sut) sudan 3. sit sldan

Imperfect

Sg. 1 . biudam
2. l)isudl

3. bimd

Present Perfect

Sg. 1. suda am Sg. 3. Sud' as(t)

Pluperfect

Sg. 1. Suda biidam Sg. 1. Suda bwdam
2. Suda budi

Present Subjective

Sg. 1. biSawam Sg. 1. (rawdn)sawum
3. bisawa(d)

Present Perfect Subjective

Sg. 3, Suda bd$q(d)

Imperative.

Sg. 2. -8u! PI. -saivin! Sg. 2. &/ PI. Sewit!
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Madaglasti.

46. *kadan, *kerdan, to do

kad-

kaS-

kerd-

kin- kad- 1
J
kun-

kun- kerd-
J

'

[
kin-

ken-, ken-

Present Indicative

Sg. 1. inekinam PL mekinim Sg. 1. mikilnam PL mikiinim

Z.mekinl mekinin 2. mlkilne (-1) mlkunlt

3. mekina mekinan 3. mlkuna(d) mikilnen

(-an)
Preterite

Sg. 1. kadam PI. kadim Sg. 1. Icadam PL kadim

(or &oam)
2. 7i:acZi; kadin 2. /cadi kadlt

3. /cac? kadan 3. &ac2 (7caQ kadan

Imperfect

Sg. 1. mekadam, etc. Sg. 1. mikadam, etc.

also bikadam, etc.

Present Perfect

Sg. 1. kerda am PL kerda Irti Sg. 1. kada am (or

2. kerda I kerda In kerda)

3. kerda as kerda an 3. /ca(i' as

Pluperfect

Sg.l. kerda budam PL kerda budim Sg. 1. 7<ma budam

2. kerda budl kerda budin (or kerda)

3. kerda bud kerda biidan

Present Subjective

Sg.l. bekenem PL bekenim Sg. 1. bekinam (same

2. bekenl bekenln endings as

3. bekena bekenan indie.)

Present Perfect Subjective

Sg.l. kerda bdam PL kerda bdt&m Sg. 1. kada bdsam

2. kerda bal kerda bain 2.

3. kerda bda kerda bdsan
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Bada^sanl. Madaglasti.

Imperative

Sg.2. bikeh! biko! Plbekenln! Sg. 2. bikun ! PLbikunlt!

Neg. naka! nakenln! Neg. (na kun! (nakunlt!

[makun! \makunlt!

47, *dadan, to give

dad- : tl-, t- -, * , f dl-, de-
aaa- M _

( d-, deh-

Present Indicative

Sg. 1. metem PL metlm Sg. 1. mldum PL mldlni

2. metl metln 2. mldl mldlt

3. metl.a metl.an 3. mldihad mldi.an

(also namltum 1st sg. neg.)

Preterite

Sg. 1. dddam PL dddlm Sg. 1. dddam PL dddlm

(-S-)

2. dddl dddln 2. dddl dddlt

3. (<!^ dddan 3. <&! dddan

Present Perfect

Sg. 1. ddda am PL ddda Im Sg. 1. dddam PL dad Im
2. c&wZa eZdcZa m 2.

3. ddda as ddda art 3.

Pluperfect

Sg. 1. ddda budam, etc. Sg. 1. ddda budam, etc.

Present Subjective

Sg. 1. 6iew PL fritf'iw Sg. 1. bidlm PL bidlm

2. 6i^ bitln 2. 6id bidlt

3. 6i.a bitl.an \bide.ad (bide.an

'{bidl.ad (bidl.an

Imperative

Sg. 2. 6i^ /
Pl.J6i^7i/ Sg. 2.(bidl! PI. bidlt!

(biten! (bide!

Neg. ?ia ^
J?ia

^?i / Neg. J?ia
dl ! na dlt !

[ma tin ! \ma dl !
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Bada^sani. Madaglasti.

48. *guftan, to say

guf(t)- : gu-, go-, g- guft- : go-, gu-, g-

Present Indicative

Sg. 1. megum PI. megim Sg. \.( e

m/igu
rm Pl.Jmi^im

[migo.am [mfyo.tm
2. megd.e megln Z.fmigu.l (mfyuM

\mlgl \mlglt
3. mego.a mego.an 3. migo.ad migo.an

Preterite

Sg. 1. guftam PI. guftlm Sg. 1. guftam PI. guftim
2. guftl guftln 2. guftl gu/ttt

3. guft(guf) guftan 3. guft guftan

Imperfect

Sg. 3. meguft Sg. 3. mlguft

Present Perfect

Sg. 1. (guff am ? etc.) Sg. 1. gufC am
3. guff ast

Pluperfect

Sg. 1. (gufta budam? etc.) Sg. 1. gufta budam

Imperative

Sg. 2. bugu! PI. bugln ! Sg. 2. bigo ! PI. bigo.lt!

Neg. no, gu I na gin ! Neg. na go !

49. *raftan, to go

raft- : raiv-, rau-

Present Indicative

Sg. 1. merawum P].merawi')n Sg. 1. mirawum PI. mirawim
2. nierawl (-e) merawln 2. mirawi mirawit

3. merawa merawan 3. mirawad mirawan

Preterite

Sg. 1. raftam PI. raftlm Sg. 1. raftam PI. raftim
2. ra/te raftln 2. ra/^-i raftlt

3. ra/ (ra/) raftan 3. ra/ raftan
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Present Perfect

Sg. 3. rafta ast

Pluperfect

Sg. 1. rafta budam, etc. Sg. 1. rafta budam, etc.

Present Subjective

Sg. 1. birawum, birau.um,

birauwam

Sg. 2. birawi, etc.

Imperative

Sg. 2. birau ! PI. birawlnf Sg.2. bira,biraii! Pl.birawtt!

Neg. na rau ! narawln! Neg. na ra ! narawit!

50. *amadan, to come

dmad- : oi(y)-, d-

Present Indicative

Sg. 1. me.oiyam \.me.oi.im Sg. 1. mi.oiyim PL mi.oiytm

(-dyam)
2. me.oi.l me.oi.ln 2. ml.oiyl ml.oiylt
3. me.oiya me.oiyan 3. ml.oiyad ml.oiyan

Preterite

Sg. 1. dmadam PI. amadlm Sg. 1. amadam PL dmadim
2. dmadi dmadln 2. dmadl dmadlt

3. dmad dmadan 3. dmad dmadan

Pluperfect

Sg. 1. dmada budam, etc. Sg. 1. dmada budam, etc.

Present Subjective

Sg. 1. bi.oiyam, etc. Sg. 1. bi.oiyim, etc.

Imperative

Sg. 2. ted/ PI. ted.in/ Sg. 2. 6i.d/ PI. M.oiM!

Neg.
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TEXTS

SPECIMENS OF BADAXSANI

This text was the result of an attempt to explain the

parable of the Prodigal Son to my informant, and get him

to give a version of it in Bada^sani. He had, however,

strong views as to what would naturally occur in such a

family crisis
;
witness the intrusion of the cousin.

Yak ddam du baca ddst. -^atdrik baca ba pidar i

Xiidas guft :
" El

pider, Isa i brdder i kaldn aloi.id biko ;

Isa i man ham aloi.id biko."

Birdder i -^atdrik kaldn a guft ki: " Isa i tu bisydr

suda as. Md o sumd ai yak pider hastlm, birdber

meglrlm."
Baca i amukas dmad o guft ki :

" Isa i mdrd ^dmayd
bi md bite (or ^dma-^d bite in) kl amuk i md as."

(Guftan)
" Saar bl.d, wa-^t Isa i tera metlm".

" Saar ham dmadlm ba md na dddl. Mdrd fan zadl.

Cera fan mezanl ? Haq i md bite."

II

This second version of the same parable represents an

attempt to get my informant to render it sentence by

sentence, but by this method I had myself first to make

a probable rendering and then to try to get it altered or

corrected. In these circumstances the result cannot be

regarded as the free and natural expression of a Bad^sani,

though it is, I believe, fairly correct and intelligible.

Yak ddaml dii bata ddst. Baca i ^atdrlk ba pidar i

yiidas guft :
" E pider, o haq i ^idam ba man biti."

U wa%t pideras ba du baca i -^lidas nidi i -^udas

tagsim kad.

Bad ai cand ruz o baca i ^atdrlk mdl i -^idasjam kad,

ba yak mulk i dur safar kad. Unjd mdl -^idas ba
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-^usguzerdni
l
talaf kad. Wa^te ke hama's a talaf kerda

bud da u mulk qdti sa-^tln uftd(d) ; I ham bisydr tang

dmad. Raft pes i yakl az merdumdn i o mulk wa ba

u serlk sud. U merd ham urd ba jangal flristdd ki %uk
i -^udas rd bicerdnad.

Dilas x^s(0 &i hamu yiirdk bi^erlm ki yukd me^eran,
wa ba o kasl clzl na dad. Ba %uda$ yak fikerl mekad

(or, fiker i ^udas a kad), ba -^uda guft ki :
" der -^dna i

pider i md ce qad noker ki tanyd meglran hastand ; wa
nun i ziydtl ham ddran wa md ai gisnagl memberam.

Ale me-^ezam^ pes i pider i ^ud merawam wa megum :

" E pider, ham ba -^udd yilaft kadam ham ba sumd, wa

loi.lq nistam ki piser i sumd -%dnda bdsam, die ai nokerhd

-%idat yak tarah mard nigahddr."

wa%t -^est o raft pes i pider i yiidas. Ale bisydr dur

bud. pider i -^ida ora did, ba dalas rd.am dmad, dau.id

wa una ba bayal -^idas girift iva busa kad.

SPECIMENS OF MADAGLASTI

I

Yak merdl bild, Daula Muhammad, raft ba kuh. Da
kuh raft kat i yak nafar i diger. Bad ^irs ba und

pecldas. Ki pecld, und yak nafer gure-^t. -^irs hamu
Daula Muhammad a bar sd%t gire (girift) burd ba dlger

jd.a. Raft patik i una kand, dast a pd i una kand.
" I zindas

"
gufta. U yisl him marda kerda ast.

Bad raft o ^irs ba sang ki sa-% be.dram da bald i bar

kunim. Bad u ba sa-% mdnd wa I gure^t.

Daula Muhammad rafta ba kuh cucahd i palang ba

kuh did. Car cuca bud. Aqb ters kerda bergast ba -^dna.

Da -^dna dmad, sandj girifta. Wayt i dftau nimruz da

hamii tarak rasida, hamu cucahd ra girifta da derun i

sandj gerddnda as, ser i sandj basta kerd, ba aqb gast,

nlm i rah dmad.

= enjoying oneself without regard for consequences.
It is hardly as strong as " riotous living ".
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Palang -^ciber sld, dmad. Amad ba qisldq qarlb sld.

U ham ba qisldq raslda az zir i qisldq aqab gast waste i

cucahds. Awurd tit kerd da bam der pis' i Mltarzau i

Dros. Sagaha ba hamun cucahd ser dddand. Heci pis

na sldan ai buvi zordwer.

Ba unhd Mltarzau Indm kerd, ham cucahd Mltarzau

ba Dros burd.

The narrator, Shir Muhammad, was a poor hand at

telling a story, and it was difficult to obtain explanations
from him. I am not clear about the meaning of parts of

the first paragraph :

kat obviously means "along with", but I know nothing
about the word.

pecldas. pecld suggests
"
hugging ", but the general sense

seems to be "
set upon ". -as probably for -sdn and

apparently ungramrnatical.

bar sd-^t glossed
" carried ".

patik glossed "eyelids", but I do not know the word.

Palik is the Kowar for "eyelid".

probably = ^udas rd.

gl ssed taxt i sang,

bud. Aqb . . . MS. has bad aqb. Ba'd would be more

natural than this independent
(

aqab.

tarak. I do not know whether the word is L-/J or v UJ \Ju

nor what it means. There is B^. tarak = crack,

spilt, and here the meaning might possibly be a
"
cleft

"
in the rocks.

az zlr . . . ciicahas. There seems to be some confusion.

Presumably it went back because it could not find its

cubs. Otherwise omit aqab.
"
It went about on the

lower side of the village (looking) for its young."

II
_

Yak mard bud, Dllardm nom ddst. A$iq sld, guft ki :

Bulbul ba bdjo raft,

Nazar her nihdlo kat.
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Ahl kasid, qdmat i Lell ylydlo lead.

Dllardm dilberl, Sangil tu kafirl.

5. Dil 'amrate miberi

yud ydr i md sawl(t).

Ddro madl, tablb,

Md ddrim dard i hisq

Md beh namlsawlm,
10. Tu badnam mlsavl.

Dilardm dilberl, Sangil tu kdfiri.
o.

Amad nimaz i sain

Ne-dmad nigdr i man
Yak dlda pd.as ddstam

15. xab i man hardmo sid.

Dllardm dilberl, Sangil tu kdfiri.

Dil hamrd'te mlberl

yud ydr i md awtt.

Malahim ba kiih, u dast u blyabdn ^arlbo nist.

20. Uerjd biraslt, ^aima zad o bdrigd girift (o) hw

yaribo nlst

Dllaram dilberl, Sangil tu kdfiri.

This was the only piece of verse which Shir Muhammad
could produce, and his knowledge of it seemed very
uncertain. I suppose it to be a garbled form of some

popular Persian love-song, and not native to Madaglasht
nor even probably to Badakhshan.

The o's and il's recurring throughout are presumably
metrical expedients. ^ They were pronounced as if they
were part of the preceding word.

1. 4. sangil presumably = Sang-dil.

1. 14. pd.as presumably = pas of pas-ban.

1. 19. Malahim probably for mala.im.

<yarlb here and in 1. 20 perhaps means " out of

place ".

1. 20. Is Dllardm or Sangdil the subject ?

Biraslt probably birasld = mlrasld 3rd sing,

iinperf.
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TRANSLATION OF SPECIMENS

B. I

A man had two sons. The younger son said to his

father :

"
father, divide off my elder brother's share

(of the inheritance), and divide off my share likewise "...

The younger brother said to the elder :

" Your share has

been made too big. You and I are of one father, and we

(should) share alike."

The son of his uncle came and said :

" You must give me

my share, for your father is my uncle." (They said) :

" Come to-morrow morning and then we shall give you

your share "...
"I came in the morning" (said the cousin) "but you

gave me nothing. You have fooled me. Why do you
fool me ? Give me my rights."

B. II

A certain man had two sons. The younger said to his

father: "0 father, give me that which is due to me."

Thereupon the father divided his property up between

his sons. Some days later the younger son gathered his

belongings together and journeyed off to a distant country.

There he wasted his substance in riotous living. When he

had dissipated the whole of it a severe famine fell on that

country and he got into great straits. He went to one of

the men of that country and entered into partnership with

him, and the man sent him out into the desert to feed his

swine, and he was glad to eat the same food that the swine

ate, and no one gave him anything.
Then he thought within himself, and said to himself :

" How many servants are there in my father's house who
receive pay and have more than enough of bread, while

I am dying of hunger. Now I will arise and go to my
father and say :

'

father, I have sinned against God

and against you and I am not worthy to be called your
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son, now support me in any fashion as one of your
servants.'"

Then he arose and went to his father. Now when he

was a long way off his father saw him, and pity came into

his heart and he ran and caught him in his arms and

kissed him.

M. I

There was a man (by name) Daula Muhammad, and he

went to a mountain. He went to the mountain along with

another man. Afterwards a bear attacked them. When
it attacked them one of the two men escaped. The bear

took up the man Daula Muhammad (on its back) and

carried him off to another place. Then it proceeded to

paw his eyelids and his arms and legs.
" He is alive," it

said. But Daula Muhammad pretended to be dead.

Then the bear went to a cliff (saying), "I will bring

a slab of stone and put it on him (or put him on it)."

Then while the bear was occupied with the stone the man
made his escape.

(Another time) Daula Muhammad went to the mountain

and saw a leopard's cubs. There were four cubs. Then he

took fright and went back to his house. He came to his

house and took a skin-bag (for carrying grain in), and at

midday, having returned the same way (?), he caught the

cubs and turned them into the bag. Then he tied up the

mouth of the bag and turned back.

He had gone half way home when the leopard found

out (that its cubs were missing) and came (after him). It

came up to near the village. Daula Muhammad, however,

had reached the village and (the leopard) went back from

below the village (looking) for its cubs.

Daula Muhammad brought them and put them down on

the roof in the presence of the Mehtarzhau of Drosh.

They set the dogs at the cubs, but they refused to go
forward because of the powerful odour.
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The Mehtarzhau gave Daula Muhammad a present and

took the cubs away to Drosh.

M. II

There was a man, Dilaram by name, who fell in love

and said :

The Bulbul went into the garden,

She looked at the trees.

He sighed and thought of the form of (his) Lell.

Dilaram you are a lover, Stony-Heart you are an infidel.

You carry off my heart with you ;

Be you my lover.

Give no medicine, Physician,

I suffer from the pain of love.

I will not get better, and you will be discredited.

Dilaram you are a lover, Stony-Heart you are an infidel.

Evening prayer-time came,

My lover came not.

I kept one eye on the look out.

Sleep became unlawful to me.

Dilaram you are a lover, Stony-Heart you are an infidel.

You carry away my heart with you.

Be you my lover.

Curses (?) on the mountains and the plains and deserts

are no strange thing.

Wherever she came she pitched her tent and made her

place of audience (or her camping-ground),

(And) it is no strange thing.

Dilaram you are a lover, Stony-heart you are an infidel.
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BADAXSANI AND MADAGLASTl VOCABULARIES
Order of arrangement:

Vowels : d, d Liquids

a, e

e

I

Diphthongs :

Gutturals : Explosives

Spirants

Palatals :

Dentals :

Labials : Explosives

Spirants

Sibilants :

i

5

ai

an

oi

k

9

7
c

j

y
t

d

P
b

f
iv, v

8

Aspirate
"

BADAXSANI
a, I

db ; ju i ab
} water-channel,

v. an

dberu, -d, eyebrow

ddam, man

aft- : ? to obtain, find
;

suridam dftamas, I searched

for and found it

aftauras, morning

dldcabdf, ? ustd dldcabdf,

master weaver

Note. Within the several sec-

tions indicated above the order

is alphabetical, with the following
modification to embrace non-alpha-
betic symbols :

(1) Marked and unmarked
vowels are treated as the same.

(2) Other things being equal, an

unmarked consonant precedes one

bearing a diacritical sign.

(3) 6 is followed by c

d 5

VOCABULARY
die, now ;

haml die, this very
moment

dmad- : oi(y)-, d(y)-, to come

drunj, elbow

dsaqdl, headman, minor official

dsi.db, osi.db, mill

dsmdn, sky

dsp, horse (common) ;
ner dsp,

stallion

dsta dsta, slowly

dstin, sleeve
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dtis, fire

dwurd- : dr-, to bring

abdah, seventeenth

aftdd, seventy

ahmaq, stupid

aka (aqa ?),
"
arbab," master x

a^, ice
;
auwa^ bast, the water

froze

a^lr ferdd, the day after the

day after to-morrow

alausd, jaw
aloi.id, separate, apart ;

aloi.id

k., to separate, divide off

ama, paternal aunt
;
baca i

ama, cousin

ambur, pincers

ami, hami, pron. and adj. this

same, this very (one) ;
kl

bud ke hamlna zadl ? Who
was this person whom you
beat ? Kl bud ke hamina

ba sumd gufta bud ? Who
was it had told you this ?

amu, hamu, pron. and adj. that

same, that very (one), that
;

amu asp a meyaham, I want

that horse
;
amuna dldam,

I saw him

amuk, paternal uncle
;

baca i

amuk, cousin

andr, pomegranate

angist (il), charcoal

august, finger after, behind

him

aqab, aqib, behind (adv.) ;
ba

aqab, i o, after, behind,

him.

aqel, intelligence, sense; ba

aqel y intelligent; be aqel.

stupid

arbdp, headman
; quslaql

arbdp, village headman

arra, saw

arzan,& kind of grain, millet(?)

as, v. ast

asli, original ;
asli ivatan i td

az kisd'st ? Where is your

original home ? Where do

you hail from ?

app v. asp

ast-, pres. base of v. to be

as, ast, is

astai ? how ? in what manner ?

astai az Faizabad dmada e"!

How have you come from

F. ?
;

astai basta I ? How
have you shut (it) ?

-a, his, her, its
; him, her, it

astdd, eighty

az, v. ai

azl, down, downwards (?); ser

i azl = downwards

azdah, eighteen

ela, loose
;

ela k., to loosen, let

go, open, undo
;

ela s., to

become open, etc.

ezdr, trousers, pyjamas

ezum, firewood
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, adj., this

fimruz, v. imruz

injd. here

Ird, pron. (ace.) this

isa, share, portion, share of

inheritance

tstdd- : es(t)-, to stand, stay ;

m'este ya merawe ? will you

stay or will you go away ?

qardr be.es = stand still

i

i(izdfa),oiConnective between

noun and adj.

imruz, to-day

imsdl, this year

istdd-, v. Istdd-

o, and ;"?no> o sumd, you and I
;

dmad o guft, he came and

said

o, v. u

ord, pron. (ace.) him, that (one)

osi.db, v. dsi.db

a
u

uft-, v. pert-uft-

ustd, craftsman

ustuydn, bone

u (o), un, pron. he, she, it
;

adj . that; pi. und, pron. they

ai

ai, az, from, of, belonging to
;

hami asp az -^idim ast, this

horse is ours, this is our horse

ain i tasm, pupil of the eye

au

a.u, water
;
a.u i garm, warm

water
;

a.u i jus, boiling

water

aur, cloud

aurat, -hd, woman

oi

oi.ln, iron

oi.inda, coming, future
;

sdl i

oi.inda, next year

oi.inger, blacksmith
;

ustd i

oi.lnger, master blacksmith

q

qaimd^, cream

qdtin,
"
gilim," woven rug

qalwd, plough ; qalwd k., to

plough ;
I zamln a qalwd

ka, plough this land !

qardr, fixed, steady ; hamunjd
qardr be.es, stand still there

qarlb, near

qisldq, qusldq, village, settle-

ment
; qisldqi arbdp, village

headman

quwat, strength

k

kdbut, blue

kad-, v. kerd-

kdh, straw

kai ? when ?

kdk, (1) kdk i pa, leg above

ankle
; (2) dry

kaldn kaldn, big, great

kalapd, sloping down, downhill

kalau.ur, sights of a gun
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kalb, steep

kqm, little, small (in quantity)

kamer, cliff

kamter, less

kand- : kan-, to dig

kanddq, stock of a gun

kdr, kdr, business, work, act

kdrd, knife

kasld- : kas-, to draw, pull

kdst- : kdr-, to sow

kauk,
"
chikor," red-legged hill

partridge

kaules, ladle

kaus, shoes

ke, Id, ke, (1) conj. (corre-

sponding in use to O.C.P.

kih), that, so that, in order

that, etc.
;
man fdridam ke

hami kdr a bekenem, I

wanted to do just this thing

(this is just the very thing
I wanted to do). (2) quasi

rel. pron., who, whom, that
;

ham 11 sa-^s ast ke dina ruz

dmada bud, it is the same

man who came yesterday ;

hamu says ast ke ord dlna

ruz zadam, it is the same

man whom I beat yesterday

kerd-, kad- : kin-, kiln-, ken-,

ken-, to do

kerra : kerra i asp, foal

kerta, shirt

Jcerwds, cotton

ki, v. ke

ki ? who ? haml asp az ki

? from whom did you

buy this horse ?

kisd ? where ? ai (az) kisd ?

whence ?

Mst, kust, sowing, cultivation ;

Jcista zdr, cultivated ground ;

kista zdr k., to cultivate

kittasag, shepherd's dog
Jco

u
, ku, mountain

kot, coat

kucuk, puppy
kuddm ? kuSdm ? adj. or pron.,

which ? which one ? kubdm

sa-^s bud ki ba sumd guft ?

kidu^, thick, stout

kuin, pillow ;
kum i kurpa,

kilm i lef, pillow and quilt (?);

i, probably for o = and

kunda, log, trunk of a tree

kurpa, quilt

kursl, chair

kurur, crore

kutd, short

g
gadlk, ewe

ganda, bad
;
ddam i ganda,

a bad man

gandam, wheat

gardan, neck

gast- : gerd-, to go about ;

caspdngasta be.d, come back

quickly

gau (gdv), cow, pi. gauwdn
(cattle) ;

mdda gau, cow
;

berza gau, bull
; gau rd

jusid, she milked the cow
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germ, garm, hot

germl, heat

gildm, knotted carpet

gir : ba giras k., to catch it

or him
; gir na ka, don't

delay (?)

girewdn, collar of coat

girift- : gir, to seize
;
dauraS

giriftand, they surrounded

him (or it) ; jildv girift, v.

jildv

gisna, hungry

gosdla, calf

guft- : go-, (g-), to speak, say,

tell

gill, flower
; gill i guldb, rose

;

gill i suri, rose

gulddr, embroidered

gulu, throat

gureyt- : gurez-, to run away
gusfand,sheep ; madagusfand,

ewe
;
ner gusfand, ram

gus, -d, ear

gusdt, loose

gust, flesh, meat

guzast- : guzdr-, v.i. to pass by ;

v.t. to leave put down

X

xdb, sleep ; -^db k., to sleep

yciber, news, information

X<iima, tent

xdkisteri, grey

,
maternal aunt

;
baca i

, cousin

, empty

d, willy-nilly ;

ba ma biti, you must give it

to me
;
man ferdd -^dma-^d

merawum, I will certainly

go to-morrow, I shall have

to go to-morrow

-%dna, house

-%dnd- : xan ~> to sing, read

Candid- : -^and-, to laugh

er, dagger

,
thin (of animals, etc.),

in poor condition

xdst-:xo(y)-, x -, ^dh-, to wish,

want
;
man xdstam ki hami

kdra bekenem, I wanted to

do this
;
se ta gusfand me-

xdham, I want three sheep

xasta, tired

xau, cf. xdb ; ra%t i -%au, bed-

clothes

^auwdnd- : xauwdn-, to make
lie down

, yurt, a weight (?)

xest- :ytz-> to rise, stand up

small, little

yo.er, -d (-an ?), sister
;
baca i

Xd.er, sister's child

Xd.erzdda, sister's child

Xub, good

id> se^
5 yudam, my-

self
; xuaat> thyself ;

etc.

,
blood

,
cold
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-
: xur-> to eat

n, early night, bedtime

<yalla, grain

yau.omu, kind of grain (?)

yaus, thick (as of a stick)

yenan, colt

jerlb, strange

cdbuk, quickly, swiftly

cdder, cddir, sheet, veil, head-

cloth

cakman, cloak, "choga"
cand ? how many ? how much ?

cand, (
1 ) so, cand kalan bud ke

burdan na tonistam, it was

so big I could not carry it

away ; (2) a certain number

of, some
;
bad ai cand ruz,

after some days

capdar, cabdar, window

cdqil, small knife

car, four
;

dr car bigir, take

four of each

tdrdak, fourteen

cdrmayz, walnut

cardnd- : cardn-, v.t. to cause

to graze, pasture

carld- : car-, v.i. to graze

caspdn, quickly, without delay ;

caspdngasta be.d, corne back

quickly

caspdnd-'.caspdn-, v.t. to make

stick, adhere

caspld : casp-, v.i. to stick,

adhere

casm, eye ; pust i casm, eyelid

tdst, later morning ;
ndn i fast,

breakfast

tie ? &T? adj., what . . . ? ce

hawdl damn ? how are you ?

(
= what state of affairs have

you ?) ;
ce tar ? how ? in

what way ?

cerd ? cera ? why ?

cermger : ustd cermger, leather-

worker (?)

cl ? pron. what ? u cl meguft ?

what was he saying ? sumd

cl megirln ? what are you

taking ? cl guf(t) ? what did

he say ?

cil, eel, forty

cimca, spoon

fondr, chenar tree

cind- : fan-, to pluck, gather

clz, thing

cub, wood, stick

cuca i mery, chicken

cuk, straight, upright(?); cuk

be.es, stand straight

cukid-, cikld- : cuk-, cik-, to

hammer, pound, hammer in
;

me-fta bucuk, hammer in the

nail

jd, place

jdla, hail (my MS. is uncertain

and zdla might be read, but
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the probability of jdla is

increased by the MadaglastI

form jdla)

jdn, life; be join, weak

jau, barley

jauwdm, maize

jep, pocket

jewuk, pocket

j^ger, liver

jll, v.jul

jilau, jildv (reins, bridle) ;

duzd ser i rah jilau.ison

giriftan, robbers waylaid

them, held them up

ju, jub, channel ; ju i db,

stream
; ju i kaldn, big

stream
; ju i ketdrik, small

stream

jubdr, irrigation channel

jill, jil, blanket

jumbld- :jumb-, v.i. to shake

jumbdnd- : jumbdn-, v.t. to

shake

jurdp, socks

jurjdt, curds

jus, boiling; au i jus, boiling

water
; jus dmadan, v.i. to

boil

jusid- : jus-, to milk; gdv rd

jusld, she milked the cow

jusond- :juson-, v.t. to boil

y (for I between vowels), this,

these
; ai-y-aspd kuddmsun

nmlglrln
1

? which of these

horses are you going to

take?

ya, (either) or

yak, one
; yak

1 nlm (ruz), a

(day) and a half

yakl, a single one
; pes yakl

but ale do sut, formerly
there wTas one, now there

are (have become) two

ydzdali, eleven

ta, particle used afternumerals;

do ta biglrln, take two
;

se

ta gusfand mesuram, I want

three sheep ;
se ta se ta betl,

give three to each

ta (1), a form of tu in the

oblique cases : qisldq i ta,

your village

td(2), up to, till : ta dlna ruz,

up to yesterday ;
ai par sal

ta ale, from last year up to

the present time

taya, maternal uncle
;
baca i

taya, cousin

tai, inside
;
ba tai i sanduq.

in the box
;
tai i jep, in the

pocket

taMya, pillow

tayta, plank
talabld- : (talab- ?), to demand,

seek in marriage ; Isdq ai

Mddaubid duster talabid,

I. asked M. for his daughter
in marriage
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tale = td ale, up till now

tang, tight

tdnist- : tan- (or vowel a, o),

to be able, can
; cand kalan

bud keburdan(orwerddstan)
ne tonistam, it was so big
that I was unable to carry
it (or carry it away); die

nametdnam birawam or ale

raftan nametdnam, I cannot

go now ;
dlna ruz na tdnis-

tam birau.am, I was unable

to go yesterday ; natdnistum

lei be.dyam, I was unable to

come

tdq, room

tdqln, peaked cap worn inside

a turban (Indian, "Kullah")

tar, manner
;

ce tar basta I ?

how have you tied it ?

taraf, direction
;

ba Jcuddm

taraf meraive ? in what

direction are you going ?

tarsid- : tars-, to fear, be afraid

tdzl, hound

tez, quick, swift

tigma, button

ting, steep

tlr, beam, rafter

tisna, thirsty

toi.i, under, underneath; (kum)
toi.i ser mlkune, you place

(the pillow) under your head

toi.i, young foal
;
mdda toi.i, f.,

ner toi.i, m.

tu, to, thou

tufang, rifle
; tufang a zadam,

I fired the rifle

tufangca, pistol

tu-^m, ti-^m, (seed ?) ; tu^m,
i merry, hen's egg

-turn, -ti,v.ddd- :t-, to give, etc.

tut, mulberry

dad- : t-, to give

ddh, ten

dahdn, mouth

dahum, tenth

ddldn, verandah

danddn, tooth

ddnist- : dan-, to know

dara-^t, -a, tree,

dast, hand, arm
;
band i dast,

wrist

dastak, small beam

dastdr, sort of turban
;
dastdr

i safed, white turban

dast- : ddr-, to have, possess ;

3rd sg. ddra, is, there is
;

injd heel sang na ddra,

there are no stones here

daur, round about
;

daur i

%dna, round about the

house
;
daura giriftand,

they surrounded it (him) ;

daurmadaur, round about.

deg, v. dek

dek, deg, cooking-pot

defter, daughter, girl

der, door
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derdnd- : derdn-, deron-, v.t.

to tear

derun, women's quarter's, pri-

vate part of a house

dewdl, wall

did- : (bin- ?),
to see

diger, other, additional
;
cand

ruz i diger bdz merawe ? in

(i.e. after) how many more

days will you go back again ?

dlna ruz, yesterday

dlnyd, world

do, du, two

duy, buttermilk

duyt- : duz-, to sew

duster, vide defter

dill, heart

dumdd, son-in-law

dumba, sheep's tail
; rauyan

i dumba, mutton-fat

dur, far, distant

durdz, long, tall
;
ddam i

durdz, tall man

duroy, lie, untruth

duyum, second

duzd, duz, robber, thief

dwdzdah, twelve

pd, foot, leg

paga, early morning, to-morrow

morning

pahlawdn, strong, powerful

(physically) ;
bisi.dr ddam

i pahlawdn ast, he is a very

strong man

paidd k., to find, procure

- : paz-, to cook

pain, wide, broad

pdnj, five

panja : panja i dast, the open

hand, *finger, first finger;

panja i pd, the foot, toes;

sahpanja i kalan,the second

finger

panja, fifty

pdnzdah, fifteen

pdrcam, fringe of hair on

forehead

parld- : par-, to fly

par sal, last year ; par sal pas

dmadam, I came back last

year

pas, adv. : (1) after (of time) ;

pas az u, after that
; pas

ferdd, the day after to-

morrow
; (2) back (of place)

pas i pd, back of ankle

past, low-lying, low, mean (?) ;

ddam i past, an ill-bred (?)

man

pdsna, heel

patuk, a kind of grain

perar sal, the year before last
;

pes perar sal, the year before

the year before last

pere ruz, periruz, the day
before yesterday ; pes pere

ruz, the day before the day
before yesterday

pertuft- :pertd-(-oi-),to throw,
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fling down
; mipertoiyum,

I throw down
; bipertd !

throw down ! (Equated in

meaning with Mn. P. andd-%-
tan. With pert- cf. Mn.P.

(di&\.) part kerdan, to fling

away ; part sudan, to fall

down. If the B. forms given
are correct it would seem

that a transitive meaning
has been conferred on an

intransitive form, at least

in the past base.)

pes, adv. (1) forward, in front,

to (of person's) ; pes i o

raftam, I went in front of

him, or I went to him
;

(2) before (time), formerly ;

pes az u, before that
; pes

yakl but, formerly there was

one
;

v. pere and perdr

pesdnl, forehead

pesln, early part of afternoon

pl.dz, onion

pider, -d, father

plser, -hd, son

po
u

, quarter ;
se po

u
,

three-

quarters ;
nim po

u
,

one-

eighth

poi.angl, lowland
; qislaq i

poi.angi, a village in the

low-lying land, plains

poiydn, poi.dn, down, down-

wards
;
ai koJi poi.dn dmad,

he came down from the hill

post, skin

(?) : pos, to sow (?) ;
I zamin

qalwa kada bipdSlm, let

us sow this ploughed land

pu^ta v. pa-^t- ; pu-^ta bugo

rdstbugof speak truly, speak
the truth !

pursid- : purs-, to inquire

pust, back
; pu$t i bang (on

the top of the roof)

pusuk, -an, cat

pur, full

ba, to, at, in, into

baca, -hd, child, boy

bad, evil, bad ; badter, comp. of

do.
; battemn, superl. of do.

bad, after (time) ;
bad az u,

after that

bad, wind

Bada^san, country of Badakh-

shan

Bada^sl, Bada^sanl, of or

belonging to Badakhshan,

BadakhshanI

badan, body

baft- : bdf-, to weave

baital, mare

baitalca, 2-year-old filly

ba^, garden with big trees

bayca, garden (small trees)

bd-^t-, bo%t- : bdyj : (1) to lose

(a game, etc.)(?); (2) to

weave (clerical error for

baft- : bdf- ?)
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bald, above
;
ru ba bald, up-

wards

bald i, on top of, upon

bdldgl, upland ; qislaq bdldgl,

a village in the mountainsO

bam, roof

band, joint; band i dast, wrist;

band i pa, ankle

bang, bang, roof, v. bam

bdqila, pi. bdqild, bean

bardbar, birdber, level, equa\,

alike, sound, in good order
;

mijdz i sumd bardbar as ?

are you in good health ?

bardbar meglrlm, we shall

take (shares) alike, share

equally

baran, rain

barg, leaf (of tree)

bdrld- : bar-, to rain, to fall

(of rain, snow, etc.)

bdrik, thin (as rod), narrow

barra, lamb

bds-, v. bud-, may be

bast- : (band-?), to tie, fasten

batta, separate ;
bisi batta, sit

separate, apart
batterin, superl. of bad

bdz, again

bazgl, -an, kitten

be, without, lacking in
,

be

quwat, weak ;
be jdn, weak,

feeble; beaqel, stupid, foolish

bed, willow

beddr, awake, wakeful, on the

watch

behter, better

behterin, superl. of last
;
best

be~x, root

beyt- : bez-, to sift

bel, spade, shovel
;
bel z., to dig

bela, gloves

bemdr, HY, sick

ber, chest, breast

berf, snow
; berf barid, it

snowed

berinj, brass

beroi i, for the sake of, for

berun, men's quarters, public

part of a house

berzagau, ox, bull

bica, kid

sa, thin (?); ddam i

a, a thin man (?)

bini, nose

Mrdder, -a, brader, brother
;

blraderzdda, brother's child

birqa, woman's veil

blst. twenty

blstum, twentieth

bisydr, bisi.dr, very

bizilak, joint; bizilak i dast,

wrist
;
bizllah i pa, ankle

boi.ls, reason, cause
;
boi.is i ce

I kdr a kadi ? for what

reason (i.e. why) did you do

this?

boi.ist (pret.), bdad, bat, boiyad

(pres.) : it is necessary that ;

must, ought to (impers.);

imruz bdad birawum, I

must go to-day ;
bat sumd
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I kdr a bikunin, you must

do this
; nemlboiyad Jci

birawl, you mustn't go, you
need not go ;

sumd ra na
boi.ist ke I kar a sumd

bikunln, you should not

have done this

brinj, berinj, rice (cleaned)

bud-, to be (pret. base) ; bud,

but, 3rd sg. pret. ; subj. base,

bds-

buland, high

bur, grey (?)

burd- : ber-, to carry away
burld- : bur-, to cut, cut off

burut, moustache

buz, goat; mdda buz, f., ner

buz, m.

fan, deceit, trick
;
mdrd fan

zadl, you tricked me, gulled

me

fdrld- : far-, for-, to wish,

want, intend
;
man fdridam

(mefdram) Ice haml kdr a

bekenem, I wanted (want) to

do this
;

die mefdram ki

birauwam, I want to go
now

;
imruz dil i mdra

(sic) namifdra, I have no

desire (for it) to-day

ferbe, fat

ferdd, to-morrow
; pas ferdd,

the day after to-morrow

fers ; fers i zamln, floor

firistdd-, (pres. base ?), to send

fuldn.such and such; such and

such a person

fuldt, steel

furo^t- : feros-, ferus-, to sell

w
^vdda i werdl, night-time (be-

tween ^uftan and nim i sap)

wdguzdr L, to make over to

wa-^t, time

-wdri, like, resembling ;
misl

i sagwdrl mdnd, it re-

sembled a dog

wdskat, waistcoat

watan, native country

wazmin, heavy
werddst- : luerddr-, to take up,

carry away, remove
;

1st

pers. sg. indie., ivermiddram ;

2nd sg. impv., werddr

iverdi, glossed -^au ;
v. wdda

but perhaps connected with

ivird
-4 J

we l
ra, gums

s

sabuk, light (of weight)

sad, hundred ;
du sad, two

hundred

sadd, noise

sdf, clear, bare

safed, white

sag, -an, dog ;
mdda sag, -an,

bitch
;
ner sag, -an, dog, m.

sayt, hard
; sa^t be. a, come

quickly (?)
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sdyta, sdyt ;
cl sayta dmada

I ? how have you come ?

bd ci sd-^t merawe ? liow

are you going to go ?

(Apparently perf. pc. act.

and verbal noun of Mn.P.

vb. saytan : saz-, to make,

arrange, which in M.C. P. may
also mean "to get along with,

agree with ", or "
to make

fraudulently ", cf. saytagl =

fraud, swindle. The B.

idiom above has probably

something of the force of

the Eng.
"
manage

"
as in :

" How did you manage to

come ?
" " How will you

manage to go ? ")

sdl, year

sallah, (a sheet of cloth,
" cddlr ") ; turban,

"
lungI

"

sandall, chair

sang, stone
, sang i osi.db,

millstone

dft stony
saar, morning

sauz, green
sdz k., to make, fashion

se, se, three

ser, sar, head
; ser, sar i . . .

,

on top of, on upon, end

of . . .
;

ser i mez, on the

table
;
sar i rah, on the road,

on the way ;
ser i zulfa

mibura, he cuts, trims, his

hair

serd, cold
;
sau serd

we were (or caught) cold at

night ;
dastam serd kerda

ast, my hand has got cold

se.ii, apple

seyum, third

sezdaJi, thirteen

8l, thirty

sl.a, black

sfy, (skewer ?), cleaning-rod of

rifle

siparld- : sipdr-, to entrust to,

commit to

slper, shield

siperz, spleen

sir% red

slyum, thirteenth

so-^t- : sanj-, v.t. to weigh

so-^t- : siiz-, v.i. to burn

sup, sub, morning
surl, (red ?) ; gul i siiri, rose

sutiin, pillar

suzdnd- : suzdn-, v.t. to burn

i, (king) ; sahpanja i kalan,

the second finger

sahr, town, city

sa-%,
branch

Sax?, person, individual, per-

sonage

sail, paddy, growing rice

sdm, evening, nightfall ;
nan

i sdm, evening meal

samser, sword
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sand- : sdn-, to cause to sit,

seat, place

sdnzdah, sixteen

sap, night, v. sau

as(t), sixty ;
sast o yak, sixty-

one ; sastum, sixtieth

sast, thumb

sas, six

sau, sab, sap, night

saulier, husband

ikdf k., v.t. to split

sikast- : sikan-, v.t. and v.i. to

b'reak

sikam, stomach, belly

sinauwld- : sinauw-, to hear
;

bisinau, hear, listen
;

mesi-

nauwum, I hear

sir, milk

sis, lungs
$it- : sin-, to sit, sit down

;

meslnam, I sit
; slstam, I

sat ; 6m, (sg.), sit down !

bislnln, (pi.), sit down !

sona, shoulder

sud- : saw-, to become, be

accomplished

sudagl (noun from suda, p.pc.

of sudan), coming into

existence, v. nau

sumd, pi. you
sumdrld- : sumdr-, to count

-sun, (enclitic), them, their

surld- : sur-, to seek, search

for, want
;
bisur paidd ko,

search for and get it
;
surl-

dam dftamas, I have sought

for and got it
;
se ta gusfand

mesuram,\ want three sheep
sust- : su-, to wash

;
bisum ya

na sum ? Should I wash (it)

or not ? Busus! wash it !

zad- : zan-, to strike, beat

zdmin, earth, ground, land

zan, wife

zarur, necessary

zerddlu, apricot

zer i, under, beneath, below
;

zer i kursi, under the chair

zert, zerd, yellow

zlna, staircase, steps

zirdh, clever, smart

zoi.ld : zoi(y)-, to give birth to

zorawer, strong, powerful

zulf, long hair (human)

zuiudn, tongue

z

zdla(t), v.jdla

1

lak, lakh, 100,000

lakuk, likik, finger ; lakuk,

liklk i ^etdrik, little finger

langarl, big dish

lau, -d, lip

lef, probably = lihaf ; kum i

lef, pillow and quilt (?),

bedding;o

lenj, cheek

liklk, v. lakuk

lingl,
"
lungi," a head-dress
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list- : Us-, to lick

lism, thin (as of paper, etc.)

lula, tube
;
lula i tufang, rifle

barrel

in

ma, (1) neg. part, with impv.,

cf. also ^ama^d, nolens

volens
; (2) part., cf. daur-

madaur, round about

md, we

mddar, -a, (-an ?), mother

mdda, female
;

mdda gau,

cow
;
mdda buz, she-goat

maidilcik, maidlkak, small; ku

i maidikik, small hill
; qislaq i

maidikik, small village

mdl, property ;
mdl i man as,

it belongs to me
mdlld- : mdl-, v.t. to rub

man, I

mdnd- : man-, (1) v.i. to stay ;

v.t. to leave, place ;
bdnlm =

bimdnlm, shall we put (it)

down ? Hamdnja mdndu-
mas o Cesium o raftam, I put

it down there and got up and

went off

mdnd- : man-, (2) v.i. to re-

semble
;

misli sagwdrl

mdnd, it resembled a dog

manja, bedstead

maska, butter

merdum, people

mery, fowl

, nail, peg

merd, -aha, man

mezd, mezd
, wages

ml.dn, ml.dn, (1) small of the

back, waist

ml.dn i, (2) prep, in the middle

of, among; ml.dn i merdum ,

among the people

mijdz, health
;
imruz mijdz i

sumd bardbar as ? are you
well to-day ?

mis, copper
misl i, like, resembling

moza, long leather boots

mil, hair

mubandak, plait of hair ;

mubandak bdftan, to plait

the hair

muloi.im, soft, gentle

murd- :mber-, to die
;
membera f

he is dying; memberlm, we
are dying

muza, eyelash

muzuk, kind of pulse, or bean

na, ne, neg. part. ; nametdnam,
I cannot

; pes ne-y-d, don't

come forward

-na (?) form of the accusative

ending (?)

na, na i osi.db, water-lead of

mill

nafer, person, individual

na-^iin, nail (finger or toe)

nan, nan, no, bread
;
nan

i cast, morning meal
;
no
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i nlmruz, midday meal
;

nan i sain, evening meal

naspotl, pear

nau, v. nu
; nau-sudagl, of

recent origin

nawad, ninety

naz(d), to (of persons) ; naz(d)

i o raftam, I went to him

nazdlk, near

ner, male
;
ner buz, he-goat ;

ner asp, stallion
;
ner sag,

male dog

mm, half
;
mm ruz, midday ;

nlm i sap, midnight

nlma, half-full

nimdz i dlger, later afternoon

nu, recently ;
v. nau

nu 11
,
nine

nu.um, ninth

nuzdali, nineteen

raft- : raw-, rau-, to go

rag, vein, tendon
; rag i pas i

pa, tendo Achillis

rah, road

ra^t ; ra-^t i -^au, bedding, bed-

clothes

ran, thigh

randa, carpenter's plane

rang, ibex

rasdnd- : rasdn-, to cause to

arrive, to cause to reach

rasld : ras-, to arrive, reach

rdst, correct, true

re%t- : rezr, to pour out, spill
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I

resa, root, roots

rikdwi, rikdbi, dish, plate

rl, beard
;
\ls i safld, grey-

beard, elder man
rlst- : res-, to spin

roda, entrails

royan, ghee, grease ; royan i

zerd, clarified butter, ghee ;

royan i duinba, mutton fat

(for cooking)

rii, (face, surface) ;
ru i mez,

on the table
;
ru ba bdld,

upwards, uphill

rud^ana, river

ruft- : rti-, to sweep ; ruftum,
I swept; meru'm, I sweep

riipi.a, rupee

ruz, day

h

haft, seven

hale, v. ale, now

ham, 'am, also

hamdnja, hamunja, that same

place, that very place, there

haml, adj. and pron., this same,

this very, this
;

v. ami
haml ale, this very moment

;

just now

/iamil,adj.and pron., that same,

that very, that
;

v. amii

haq, rightful claim, rights, dues

hast-, 'ast-j pres. base vb. to be

hast, eight?

hawa, air, atmosphere ; bisydr

hawa.l garm ast imruz, it

is very hot to-day
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hawdl, circumstances; ce hawdl

ddrln ? how are you ?

Jiazdr, thousand

heel . . . sang na ddra,

there are no stones here

herce, whatever

heel . . . (na), not any ; Injd husi.dr, clever

MADAGLASTI VOCABULARY

a, a

dberu, eyebrow

ddain, -ha, man

dftau, sun
; dftauras, sunrise,

early morning ; aftau cast,

forenoon
;
nun i dftauras,

early morning meal
; dftau

nlmrtiz, midday
dhdn, dhon, iron

f
dhl 2

, sigh

die, all, now
dmad- : oi(y)-, to come

dranj, elbow

dsi.db, mill
; jubdr i dsi.db,

mill-stream
; sang i dsi.db,

millstone
;

nau i dsi.db,

water conduit, pipe to mill

dsmdn, sky

dsta, slowly ;
dsta na ra, don't

go slowly

dstln, sleeve

diq, adj., in love
; noun, lover

dies, fire

dv, au, water
;
dv i germ, hot

water
;
au i serd, cold water

dwurd- : dr-, to bring

abdaJi, seventeen

agar, if
; agar blmdrl sawad,

if there should be illness

ai, v. az

ajai.ib, adj. strange, peculiar

aJcsdhi ? from where ? aksdlii

sadd i kamdn dmad ? where

did the report of the rifle

come from ?

ala^sa, jaw
ambur, pincers

amuk, paternal uncle

andr, pomegranate

angist, charcoal

angilst, finger, toe
; angut i

pa, toe

aqab, behind
;
o ai aqab dmad,

he came behind (them); und
ba aqab i o raftan,tliQy went

after him : ba aqab gast, he

went back

aranda, plane

arqa, back of shoulders

arrah, saw

asaqdl, headman,
"
kad^uda

"

1 For order of arrangement v. supra, p. 174.
2 The sign f before a word indicates that it has been recorded only in the

piece of verse printed at the end of this article.
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asp, -a, horse

-as, his, lier, its
; him, her, it

astere, aster 'I ? how ? aStere

basta karda idl how have

you tied it ? astere biban-

dlmas ? how are we to tie it

up?
az, ai, from, of, belonging to

azdah, eighteen

I

I, (1) adj. pron. this; adj.

these
;
I darayt, this tree

;
I

aspdn, these mares

-I, (2) 2nd sg. enclitic of verb

to be, thou art

Ind, Ina, pron. pi. these
;
ai

Ind du td biglr ba -^udat,

take two of these for your-

self
;
Ind ai ki an ? wliose

are these ?

indm, present, gift, reward
;

ba ilnhd Indm herd, he gave
them a reward

ird, pron. obi. sg., this, this one;

Ira bai man bide, give this

one to me
Istad- : 1st-, to stand, stand

still, halt
; b'lst, halt !

mlstam, I stand

Istada, standing; cera wtdda i ?

why are you standing ?

i

i (izafa), of
;

connective be-

tween noun and adj.

imruz, to-day

imsdl, this year

imsau, to-night

o

o, il, he, she, it, that
;

v. u

u, u

u, o, (1) adj. that; u dara-^t,

that tree; (2) pron. 3rd

pers., he, she, it, that one

uftdd- : uft-, to fall
; mifte,

you will fall

-um, (1) adj. pron. 1st sg.

enclitic, me, my ; tangum
na Jcun, don't worry me

;

dastum, my hand

-um, (2) 1st sg. pres. enclit. vb.,

to be, I am
; tangum, I am

in difficulties

und, unhd, pron. 3rd pi. they,

those

ustd(d), ironsmith

ai

ai, v. az
; from, of, belonging

to ;
ai pdrlna, from last

year ;
Ina ai Jci an' ? whose

are these ?

au

au, v. av

aurat, woman, wife

q

qai ; qai k., to vomit

qalbis, large dish for washing

(meat ?) in

qdlin, ".gilirn," woven carpet

\qdmat, figure, stature
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qarib, near

qlmat, price

qisldq, village

quba, button

quwatt, strong, powerful

k

kabiit, blue

fkdfir, unbeliever, non-Muslim

kafs, shoes

kah, broken straw,
" bhusa

"

kai ? wlien ? i ^abera kai ba i

tu dddand ? when did they

give you this news ?

kaldn, big, large, great ;
kaldn-

ter, bigger, etc.

kalapd, downwards

kalau.ur, rifle sights

kam, k{am, little, small (in

quantity)

kamdn, rifle
;
kamdn i kuta,

short rifle
;
kamdn i derdz,

long do.
;
kamdn i barik,

small bore do.
;
kamdn i

<yafs, large bore do.
;
sadd i

kamdn, report of a rifle shot

kamaqel, stupid

kamtdqat, weak

kand- : kan-, to dig

kandan, steep (of the ground
below one)

kdr, work, business

kdrd, knife

kasid- : kas-, to draw, drag
kdst- : kdr-, to sow, cultivate

katuk, ewe

kerd-, kad- : kun-, to do, make ;

sauza kad, sauza mlkunad,
it grew, sprang up (grows,

etc.) of plant

kerra, kerra i asp, foal

ki, ke, (1) conj. that quasi;

(2) pron. rel. who, that

kl 1 who ? whom ? asp az kl

yerldl ? from whom did you

buy the horse ? (with the

suppression of the rel. pron.);

Id bud ba sumd giift ? who
was it (that) told you ? kl bud

tu zadi ? who was it (whom)

you struck ?

klr, penis

kirta, shirt

kisau; kisauk. : cizi mard kisau

kerdi^you told me something

kist\ kist k., to cultivate, till
;

v. kilst

kot, coat

kucik, puppy
kuddm ? adj. pron. which ?

which one ? kuddm sa-%s ba

i sumd guft ? which person

told you? aziaspdnkuddm-
sun mlglri ? which of these

horses will you take ?

kuft- : kub-, to pound

kuh, hill, mountain

thick, stout
;
ddam i

^ stout man
stock of a gun

kurpa, quilt

kursl, chair
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ku$d ? where ? die kud ml-

raiue ? where are you off to

now? az kusd dmada e?

where have you come from ?

kusd budid ? where were

you ? where have you been ?

cf. aksdhl = from where ? q. v.

kilst, cultivation, agriculture ;

wa-^t i kust, sowing time
;

v. lcit

kuta, short

ganda, bad, evil
; ddam i

ganda, a bad man

gandum, wheat

ganjina, room, sleeping-room

gardan, neck

gau, -wan, -wahd, now
;
mdda

gau, cow

germ, hot

germ%, heat

gerddnd- : (gerddn-), to cause

to be
;

ciicahd rd da derun

i sandj gerddnda as, he has

put the cubs in the grain
skin

girbdn, girwdn, collar (of coat)

girift- : gir-, to seize, catch

gisna, hungry

goi.ld-, goi.y-, to copulate

gosdla, calf

guft- : go-, g-, to say, tell

gill, flower

guitar, rose, rose-bush

gulu, throat

gure^t- : gurez-, to run away,

escape

guspand, gusfand, sheep (m.)

gu, ear

gust, meat, flesh

gyast-, gast-:gard-, to go
about

gyast- : guzdr-(l), to pass by
gyd$t- ; guzdr-, to leave behind,

place, put down

b, sleep ;
v.

to make lie down

ber, n. news, information
;

adj. informed, aware
; -^aber

sid, he came to know, be-

came aware

,
tent

all, empty
,
maternal uncle

;
baca i

,
maternal cousin

, steep (of ground above

one)

, open ground,
" maidan "

-%dna, house, home

xdnd- : xan~> to read, sing

Candid- : -^a^id-, to laugh

^ardb, thin, in poor condition

(of animals)

xdst- : ^ah-, to wish, desire,

want
; m^a/tam, bi.o, I

want you, come
;
si ta gus-

pand TYii^dham, I want

three sheep
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yau(b), sleep;

sleep ; bira, ^aub kun, go
off and sleep ; yau(b) kerda

budlm, Ave had fallen asleep;

v. xdb

yerd, small
; yerdter, smaller

yerduna, kid (?) ; yerduna i

nar, m.
; yerduna i mdda, L

yerld- : yer-, (yar-), to buy

yertlk, small, little

yid, yud, self; yidam, my-
self

; yidas, himself, etc.

yirs, bear

yisl ( ? = %udas rd), himself ( ?) ;

u yisl him marda kerda ast,

and that one has pretended
to be dead (?)

\ylydl, thought

ypher, -wan, sister
; duster i

yplier, niece (sister's

daughter)

ypi.lsk, hammer

yowerzdda, nephew, sister's son

yub, good, well, pleasantly ;

yub dmadim, we made our

journey here comfortably

yiiftan ; (nimaz) yuftan, the

time of prayer before mid-

night

,
blood

, cool, cold

,
n. cold

^ ea^> drink

, thoughtless, careless

70/8, thick (of a stick, etc.)

yalla, grain

7<xmf, tired, weary

yarib, strange, foreign

cdbuk, quickly ;
cdbuk bira, go-

quickly,

calcman,
"
choga ", cloak

camca, spoon

cand, adv. so; cand kaldn ke

na tdnistam werddram, so-

big that I couldn't take it

away
cand ? a. how many ? pro.

how much ? cand ruz sld td

dmada e ? how many days is

it since you came ? cand ruz-

i dlger mlraivl ? in how

many days will you be going

away ? qimatas cand ast ?

what is the price of it ? cand

ml^a.e ? how much do you
want for it ?

cdplr ; cdplr, k. to surprise and

rob (?) or to surround (?) cf.

P. cdpidan, and Af7. caper.

car, four

cardnd- : cardn-, v.t. to graze

car bist, eighty

cdrdah, fourteen

carl carl, four each
;
carl carl

biglr, take four of each ;

carl carl bidesun, give them

four each

carld- : car-, v.i. to graze

cdrmds, walnut
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cdrum, fourth

caspdn, continuously, without

halting(?) ; caspdn bl.d, come

quickly
I- : faspan-, v.t. to

cause to stick, to cause to

adhere

caspld- : casp-, v.i. to stick,

adhere

casern, eye
ce ? what ? (suwid ra) ce sit ?

what has happened (to you) ?

ce guft ? what did he say ?

umd ce hawdl ddrld ? how
are you ? ce boi. Is (t) (ba'is ?)

I kdr rd kerdi ? why (for

what reason) did you do

this ?

ci, such, such as this
; pas i I

cl Jcdr nakun, don't do such

a thing again

il, forty ;
cil o dak, fifty

cindr, chenar tree

cind- : cln-, to pluck
cira ? cera ? why ? what for ?

cira Istdda ? why are you

standing ? cera I kdr rd

kerdi ? why did you do

this ?

clz, cl, thing ;
clz (?

= ce clz)

mlglrl ? what are you

taking ?

cub, wood

cuca, -ha, cub
;
cUca i palang,

leopard cub

cucik
;
cucik i mury, chicken

jd, place

jakld- : jak-, to jump, leap

jau, barley

jib, pocket

jiger, liver

jll, blanket

jola, hail

jubdr, stream, irrigation
stream

; jubdr i maryzdr,
natural stream

; jubdr i

zamln, irrigation stream
;

jubdr i dsi.db, mill-stream

jumbdnd- : jumbdn-, v.t. to

shake

jumbld- :jumb-, v.i. to shake

jurdb, socks

jilrydt, jeryot, curds

jusdnd- : jusdn-, v.t. to boil

jusld- : jus-, v.i. to boil,

effervesce

juwdrl, maize

ya, or

yak, yakl, one
; yak o nim,

one and a half

ya-%, ice, cold
;
imsau mo ya-%

kerdlin, we suffered from the

cold last nio'ht
7 i 7l

yala, open ;
ser ^ sanduq yala

kun, open the lid of the box

"fydr, lover

ydzdah, eleven

yura, -hd, gums
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td, pr. up to, till
;
td dlna, till

yesterday ;
td si sal, for

three years

td, ta, particle with numerals,

du td biglr, take two
;

si

ta.i si ta.i, three each

td (once for tu), thou

-ftablb, doctor, physician
tai i, pr. in

;
tai i sanduq

mdnda budam, I had put it

in the box

tai i, toi i, pr. below, beneath,

under
;

tai i kursl, below

the chair
;

tai i pa, under-

foot
;
toi i serl, pillow

tayta, plank

tdmba, copper

tambdn, trousers

tana
;
tana i dara-^t, trunk of

a tree

tang, tight, in difficulties

tdq, window

tdqln, conical cap,
" kullah

"

(as in India)

tarasld- : taras-, to cut

tersdnd- : tersdn-, to cause to

fear, frighten

tersld- : ters-, to fear

tez, tlz, quick, quickly ;
tez

bira, go quickly

tilpdr, tilpar i yau, bedding,

bedclothes

tlr, (arrow, shot) ;
tlr ddytan,

to fire a shot with a fire-arm

tisna, thirsty

tit', tit k., to put down ;
tit kerd

da bam, he put it down on

the roof

toi i, v. tai i

-ton, -tun, enclitic pro. and a.

2nd. pers. pi. you, your

tonist-, tdvist- : tan-, to be able,

can
;
die na mltdnum raftan

(Id birawam), I cannot go
now

;
dlna na tdnistam

raftan (Id birawam), yester-

day I could not go

tonq, pear

tu, thou

tufangca, pistol

tuy^m, (seed) ; tu^
em i mury,

hen's egg

-tun, v. -ton

tur, way, manner
;

ce tur ?

how ? (cp. astere) ce tur

dmada e ? -%ub dmadlm (or

musaqqat sldlm), how did

you get along on your way
here ? We got along very
well (or, we had a lot of

trouble)

tut, mulberry
tsdder (and tsader ?), sheet

da, ( ba), to, at, in
;
da ser i

mez bimdn, put it on the

table
;
da bald i bom raftan,

they went on to the top of

the roof
;
da ydna i yidas

na bud, he was not in his
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house
;
da jib i man but, it

was in my pocket ;
au.a da

dig bidoz, pour the water

into the pot ;
da -^dna dmad,

he came to the house

dad- : dl-, de-, d-, deli-, to give

dah, ten

dahdn, mouth

dd-^t- : ddz-, ddz-, to throw,

pour into, pour out, cp. MnP.

anda^tan
ddldn, verandah

damdd, son-in-law

danddn, tooth

ddnist- : ddn-, to know

dara^t, tree

dard, pain ;
laklk i md dard

mlkunad, my finger is

hurting

\ddro, medicine, physic

dastdr, lungi, turban

dastkas, gloves
ddst- : ddr-, to have, possess

"fdast, plain

daur, round
;
daur i, round

about
;
daur i dara-^t, round

the tree; dauri-^dna, round

the house
;
dauras giriftan,

they surrounded him

dawdnd- : dawdn-, to make

gallop , asp rd ml

dawdndamas, I made the

horse gallop

de.i, v. du
der (1), door

der (2), pr. in

der i [V. der (1)], in front of
;

der i -^dna, in front of the

house ; da der i derwdza

slsta bud, he was sitting in

front of the doorway
derl.d, river

;
deri.e i kaldn,

a big river

derun (1), woman's quarters

in house

derun (2), pr. inside, into,

derun i sanduq mdnda

budam, I had put it in the

box
;

derun i zamln, in,

under, the ground ;
derun i

xdna, into the house
;
derun

imerdum,a,mong the people;

derun i jib bibln, look in

the pocket

derwdza, doorway, gate

did- : bin-, to see, look

\dlda, eye

dlger, dlgyer, other, another,

next

dlk, dig, cooking-pot

dil, heart

\dilberl, lover

dimdy, nose

dlna, yesterday

dlnyd, world

dlwdl, wall

du, du, de, (do), two ;
de.i de.i,

two each
;
do roz, two days

duy, butter-milk, sour milk

dukdn ;
dukdn i -^dna, floor of

the house

-
: dus-, to milk
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dwyt- : duz-, to sew

du-^tar, -a, daughter, girl ;

duytar i yoher, sister's

daughter, niece

dur, far, distant

dwraz, long

duruy, untrue, lying, lie

dust, hand, arm

duyum, second

pa, leg, foot

paham, wide, broad

paga, early morning

pai, tendon

paitauwa, putties (ct.Bakhtiari

paitauwa)

pakul, cloth cap (Ko. pakol)

palak, palik, eye-lash

palang, leopard

pamba, cotton

pdnj, five
; pdnji pdnji, five

each

pdnzdah, fifteen

pa.o, a quarter ;
si pa.o, three

quarters

para, torn
; para k, to tear,

rend, rip up ; para s, to tear,

rip, burst, etc.

pas az, pas i, pr. after
; pas az

u, pas i u, thereafter
; pas

(i) dmadan i u, after he

came

pasferdd, day after to-morrow

past, low (opp. of Inland)

pastdni ferdd,
t day after day

after to-morrow

pdsna, heel

pecid-, v.i. to set upon (?) ;

-%irs ba und pecidas ; ki

pecid und yak nafar

gure%t, the bear attacked

one of them, when it

attacked the other ran away
perid- : per-, to fly, fly up

perir, the day before yesterday

pes, pis (1), pr. before, in front

of, in the presence of
; pes

i dftau (
= paga), before

sunrise
; pis i dmadan

i u, before he came
; pes

i o raftam, I went in front

of him, or I went to him
;

tit kerd da bdm der pes
i Mltarzau, he put them

down on the roof in front of

(or in the presence of) the

Mehtarzau
; pes, pis az o,

before that
; pes, pis (2), adv.

forward, in front, formerly ;

sumd pes biraivit, go you
forward

; pis yaki but,

ale de sit, formerly there

was one, now there are

two

pi.dz, onion

picdluk, fringe of hair on the

forehead; picdluk7nizanand

or mibarand, they cut their

hair in a fringe

picdnd- : picdn-, to roll, wrap

up

pidar, -a, father
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pilta, match (of matchlock)

plrdr, year before last

pisdk ; pisdk i yau, (roll of ?)

bedding

plsdnl, forehead

plsln, from midday to about 2

or 3 p.m.

pis perlr, the day before the

day before yesterday

pis plrdr, the year before the

year before last

plsta i tund, precipitous or

steep earthy hill face (Ko.

car adra^, plsta = adra-%)

poiydn, down
;
ai koh poiydn

dmad, lie came down from

the hill

porlna, pdrlna, last year

post, skin

pile, penis

pilyl- : paz-, to cook, bake

puldt, steel

pur, full

purdil, brave, courageous

pursld- : purs-, to ask, enquire

pilst, pist, back
; pust, pist i

palak, eyelid

pusuk, -an, cat
; pusuk bazgl,

kitten

ba, with, beside (perhaps at) ;

u ba sa^ mdnd, he remained

with the stone slab
;

ba

^vdste.i v. wdste.i

ba, ba.i, bai.i, be.i, to
;

ba

(ba.i) umd guft, he said to

you ;
be.i man bide, give me ;

at, ba sa.at i sis, at six

o'clock

baca, -ha, child, son, boy ;
baca

i amuk, baca i -^dluk,

cousin (paternal, maternal) ;

baca i birdder, nephew
bad, bad, evil

; badter, worse
;

batterin, wTorst ;
ai dlna ki

imrtiz bad ast, to-day is even

worse than yesterday

bad, adv. afterwards, later,

after, pr. bad az, bad i, after ;

bad az u raftam, after that

I went away
bad, wind

badan, body

\badnam, defamed, disgraced

baft- : bdf-, to weave, plait

bay, garden

baital, -d, horse (m.)

bd%t- : bd%-, to lose (a game)

(?) ;
to weave

bald, bdla, adv. up, above
;
ser

a bald raft, he went

upwards ;
bdla raft, he went

up. pr. bald i, on the top of
;

da bdla i bar kunim, let me

put (it) on the top of the

load, or, load it on top

bdlist, pillow

bam, v. bom

band (1), a thing for tying

with; banditambdn,trouser

waist-string
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band (2), joint ;
band i dast,

wrist
;
band i laklk, finger-

joint ;
band i pd, ankle

;

shin (?)

band (3), v. bast-

bandak, v. mu.i

bdqala, beans

bar, load

"\bdrigd, camping-, halting-

place, court

bdrlk, thin (of a rod, etc.),

narrow
(
= tang) t

baris, rain

barra, lamb

(bast-) : band-, to tie, fasten,

close

basta kerd, he tied up (used as

past tense to band-)

bds-, pres. subj. and imperative
base to bud-, to be

batterln, v. bad

bdz, again, thereafter

bazgl ; pusulc bazgl, kitten

be, bl, without, lacking

\beh, better, well

ber (1), chest, upper part of

body
ber (2), on, upon

berf, snow

berg ; berg i dara^t, leaf of a

tree

bergast, he returned
; bergast

ba ydna, he returned to (his)

house, he went home

berzagau, ox

betalca, foal

betar, better
; beterln, best

berun, outside

blca, kid

bid, willow

blddr, awake, on the look-out ;

blddr bds ! keep on the look-

out !

hi dil, cowardly

blhmar, ill, sick

bi-xt- : biz-, to sift

bll, spade

blmarl, illness

bin-, present base of
; did-, to

see

blnl, nose

birddar, -ha, brother

blrwn, public part of a house

blsi.dr, much, very

blst, twenty; blst o yak, 21;

blst o dah, 30
;

blst o

dwdzdah, 32
;
si blst o dah,

70
;
car blst, 80

(?) boiyls, reason
;

ce boiyls I

kdr rd kerdl ? why did you
do this ?

boiylst- : boiyad, must, should,

ought to, is necessary ;

boiyad Id birawad, he must

go; namlboiyad ki birawad,

he ought not to go, need not

go ;
sumd rd namiboiylst

I kdr rd kerdan, you should

not have done this

bom, bdm, roof

bomcik, mud-pounder (for con-

solidating mud roof)
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bu, smell, odour

bud-, to be
; bud, but, he was

buland, high

bulbul, bulbul

bur, grey
burd- : ber-, to carry away
burid- : bur-, bar-, ber-, to cut

off, cut

burut, moustache

buz, goat ;
nar buz m., mdda

buz L

brinj (1), brass

brinj (2), rice

f

fdrid- : far-, to wish, desire,

want
;
dil i ma inlfdrad ki

I kdr rd bikunim, we wish

to do this
;
dil i md fdrld,

we wished to
;
imruz dil i

md namifdrad, to-day I

have no desire (for it)

ferdx, loose, wide

ferbl, fat

ferdd, tomorrow
; pas ferdd,

the day after to-morrow ;

pastanl ferdd, the day after

the day after to-morrow

furdyt- : furos-, to sell

w

wa-^t, time, season

-wdri, like
; sag-wdrl nidnd,

he resembled a dog

wasl, loose

(ba) 'wdste.i, on account of,

because of
; aqab gast wdste.i

tfucahd's, it went back

because of its cubs

wazmln, heavy
werddst- : werddr-, to carry

off, remove
;
werddr unjd

bemdn, take it away and

put it down there

wer^ist- : werylz-, to rise up r

get up, stand up

sa.at, hour, o'clock
;

ba sa.at

i sis, at 6 o'clock

sabuk, light

sad, one hundred, 100

sadd, sound, noise
;

sadd i

kamdn dmad, the report of

a rifle was heard

sadbar, rose

safld, white

sag, -an, -aha, dog

sa^t, saytln, hard

sdyt- : sdz-, to make, fashion

sal, year ;
sal i dlger, next year

sandj, skin bag for carrying

grain in

sandali, chair

sanduq, box, chest

sang, stone
; sang i asi.db f

mill-stone

sangldx, stony

sauz, green

sauza
;
sauza k., to vegetate^

grow up (of plants)

ser, head, top ;
ser i sanduq,

lid of box
;
ser i sir, cream ;
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ser dddan, to set on, let loose

at
; sagahd ba hamun cucahd

ser dddand, they set the dogs
on those (leopard) cubs

ser a bald, upwards ;
ser a bald

raft, he went upwards
ser i, on the top of, upon, on

;

da ser i mez bimdn, put (it)

on the table

serd, a. cold
;
dv i serd, cold

water

serdi, n. cold
; wa^t i serdi.

cold weather

si, three
;

si pa.o, three-

quarters ;
si tai si tai, si si,

three each

si bist, sixty

sipdl, plough ; sipdl k. to

plough

sipdrid- : sipdr-, to entrust,

commit to

sir-%, surx, re(^

si.u, apple

slyah, black

siyum, third

sizdah, thirteen

so-fti
: sanj-, v. t. to weigh
-

: siiz-, v. i. to burn

dn, sutuydn, bone

sutun, pillar

sUzdnd- : suzdn-, v. t. to burn,

cause to burn

of rock =
i sang)

person

sail, growing (or unhusked)
rice

sdm, evening, evening meal

samsir, sword

sdna, shoulder

sand- : sdn~. to make sit down

s'dnzdah, sixteen

sau, night ;
mm i sau, mid-

night

sauher, husband

id-, slid- : saw-, sau-, to

become, happen, be accom-

plished ;
sumd rd ce sit ?

what became of you, what

has happened to you ? kdr

i il misawad, his business

will be carried through ; pis

yaki bud, die de sit, pas i u
si sit, bad i u car $it, at fi rst

there was one, then there

were (became) two, then

three, then four

sikam, stomach, belly

sikast- : sikan-, v.t. and v.i., to

break

sir, milk

sis, six

sis, lungs

sist- : (nus- ?), to sit down, sit
;

binuse! sit thou down !

ist-, sust- : sur-, to wash

Sista, sitting; der bay si&a

bud, he was sitting in the

garden
branch
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sotun, staircase

sumd, you (pi.)

sumdrid- : sumdr-, v.t. to count

-sun, -son, enclitic pro. and a.,

them, their

surld- : sur-, to look for, search

for, seek, send for, want
;

die mlsiiram, I want (him or

it) now
;
ma dina ord

surldam cird ne-dmad ? I

sent for (or wanted) him

yesterday, why didn't he

com e ? si tagusfandmisuram

(or ml^dham), I want three

sheep

zabdn, tongue
zad- : zan-, to strike, beat

zdmdn ;
die zdmdn, now, at the

present time

zamin, earth, ground, culti-

vated land, field

zana-%, chin

zdrddlu, apricot

zerd, yellow

zl.dd, too much, very much,

excessive ; zl.ddder, more

zillmca, knotted pile carpet

(P. qdll, qdllcd)

zlr, below, beneath ;
az zlr i

qisldq aqab gast, the bear

went back below the village

zoi.ld- : zoi(y)-, to give birth to

zonu, knee

zulef, hair (long human hair)

1

lab, lip

lakllc, finger ;
lakllc i pd, toe

langarl, big dish

latta, woman's veil

lisp, narrow, thin

list- : Us-, to lick

lula, (tube) ;
kamdnl lula,

rifle-barrel

m

ma, particle of, neg. imper.

ma(n), I

ma, we, us
;
me

mdda, female
;
mdda gau, cow;

mdda buz, she-goat

mddar, -d, mother

makid- : mtiak-, to suck

mdl, property ; mdli,belonging
to

\malahim (= mald.im ?),

curses

mdlid- : mdl-, v.t. to rub

indnd- : man-, to place, put

down, leave; stay; resemble;

mdndamas der zamln, I put
it down on the ground ; sag

wari mdnd, it looked like

a dog

mdnda, tired
;
mdndanabds!

may you not be tired ?

(greeting)

manja, bedstead

maska, butter

masa, mdsa, trigger of a gun
merd, -an, man
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meryzar, meadow, natural

grass-land

mi.an, waist

?TI^, nail, peg

mu.l, hair (human) ;
mu.i i

bandak, plait of hair
;
mu.l

bdftan, to plait the hair
;

mu.l i mara tu bizan (or

biber), cut my hair !

muloi.im, soft

murd-, mard- : mer-, mar-,

to die

wiury, bird, fowl

musaqqat, (in) trouble, (in)

difficulty , musaqqat sidlm,

we encountered difficulties

muzuk, kind of edible bean

(Ko. kucun)

na, negative particle

nafer, person, individual (with

numerals

naiza, dagger

nd^un, finger nail

ndyus, ill, unwell

ndlld- : ndl-, to complain

nan, open pipe ;
nau i dsi.db,

conduit pipe (a hollowed-

out tree trunk) leading

water to a mill wheel

\nazar, glance ;
nazar ber

nihdl o kat, she glanced,

looked, at the tree(s)

nazdik, near

ne, nine

nehum, ninth

ner, male
;
ner buz, billy-goat

"\nigdr, sweetheart (?), bulbul

"fniJidl, tree

mm,hal; nimisau, midnight;
nim i rah, halfway ; yak o

nim, onft and a half

nimaz, nimdz, prayer ;
nimdz

i dlgyer, (time of) afternoon

prayer; nimdz yuftan, (time

of) prayer before midnight

nlmruz, midday ; dftau

nlmruz, midday ; nlmruzl,

midday meal

nlna, pupil of the eye

ninlk, -a, a kind of relation ;

maternalunck(?) or paternal

aunt (?)

\nlst, is not

"\norn, name

nun, bread
;
nun i dftauras,

early morning meal

nuzdah, nineteen

raft- : raw-, rau-, to go

rag, vein

rasdnd- : rasdn-, to cause to

arrive, cause to reach

rasld- : ras-, to arrive, reach

rdst, correct, true, (straight ?)

rawdn- (?), imruz ba Drus

boiyad rawdnum (sic), I

must start for Drosh to-day

rikdbl, dish

riyt- : rlz-, to pour out, spill
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rls, beard
;
rls i safld, a grey-

beard, elder

riska, lucerne

rlst- : rls-, to spin

rista, root

rd-, v. ruft-

roh
,
cheek

roda, entrails

royan, ghee, clarified butter

ron, thigh

ruft- : ro(y)-, to sweep

rupus, veiled (of a woman)

h

haber, cloud

haft, seven

hamln, this same, this very

hamun, that same, that very,

the same
;
hamun sa-^s ast ke

dlna dmad (zada budamas),
it is the same man who came

yesterday (whom I beat

yesterday) ;
hamun sa-^s ast

ke ora zadam, that is the

very man I beat

\haram, forbidden
; -^db i man

hardm o sld, my sleep was

denied me, my night was

spoilt

hast, etc., it is, etc.

hast, eight

haiua, air, atmosphere ;
hawa.i

germ, hot air

hawdl, circumstances, state
;

sumd e hawdl ddrlt ? how
are you ?

hazdr, thousand

heel . . . na, nothing, not at

all
; heel, pis na sidan, they

did not go forward at all

her, every; herjd, everywhere;
her ruza mlcardnand, they
take (them) to pasture every

day
him (ham), also, too

^hisq, love

hizam, Jilzum, firewood

husydr, clever
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